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Abstract 

Molecules in Motion: Computing Structural Flexibility 

by 

Amarda Shehu 

Growing databases of protein sequences in the post-genomic era call for computa

tional methods to extract structure and function from a protein sequence. In flexible 

molecules like proteins, function cannot be reliably extracted from a few structures. 

The amino-acid chain assumes various spatial arrangements (conformations) to modu

late biological function. Characterizing the flexibility of a protein under physiological 

(native) conditions remains an open problem in computational biology. 

This thesis addresses the problem of characterizing the native flexibility of a pro

tein by computing conformations populated under native conditions. Such computa

tion involves locating free-energy minima in a high-dimensional conformational space. 

The methods proposed in this thesis search for native conformations using system

atically less information from experiment: first employing an experimental structure, 

then using only a closure constraint in cyclic cysteine-rich peptides, and finally em

ploying only the amino-acid sequence of small- to medium-size proteins. 

A novel method is proposed to compute structural fluctuations of a protein around 



an experimental structure. The method combines a robotics-inspired exploration of 

the conformational space with a statistical mechanics formulation. Thermodynamic 

quantities measured oyer generated conformations reproduce experimental data of 

broad time scales on small (~ 100 amino acids) proteins with non-concerted motions. 

Capturing concerted motions motivates the development of the next methods. 

A second method is proposed that employs a closure constraint to generate na

tive conformations of cyclic cysteine-rich peptides. The method first explores the 

entire conformational space, then explores in present energy minima until no lower-

energy minima emerge. The method captures relevant features of the native state 

also observed in experiment for 20 — 30 amino-acid long peptides. 

A final method is proposed that implements a similar exploration but for longer 

proteins and employing only amino-acid sequence. In its first stage, the method ex

plores the entire conformational space at a coarse-grained level of detail. A second 

stage focuses the exploration to low-energy regions in more detail. All-atom confor

mational ensembles are obtained for proteins that populate various functional states 

through large-scale concerted motions. These ensembles capture well the populated 

functional states of proteins up to 214 amino-acids long. 
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1.1 (a) The ubiquitin experimental structure in opaque is used as refer

ence by PEM. Computed conformations in transparent are populated 

with high probability under native conditions, (b)-(c) are ensembles 

obtained by NcCYP when a linker is added for eyclization. (b) re

produces the uncyclized state, (c) emerges from the addition of the 

linker. Lowest-energy conformations are shown in opaque. The rest of 

the conformations are in transparent • . . . . , ' 8 

1.2 The three conformational ensembles obtained by MuSE are shown 

in transparent, with the lowest-energy conformation in each ensemble 

shown in opaque. The three ensembles capture well the known func

tional states of calmodulin [SKC08a]. • • • . • • 9 

2.1 (a) Polypeptide chain with four amino acids. Cp is the only side-chain 

atom shown. Figure is generated with MOLMOL [KBW96] 12 

2.2 (a) A /?-turn, depicted in black, connects two /^-sheets, drawn in grey 

as arrows pointed along the protein backbone. The a-helix is drawn in 

silver, (b) Another representation of an a-helix as a cylinder is given. 

A long loop connects the a-helix to the /3-sheet. Figure is generated 

with VMD [HDS96]. . . 13 



3 (a) Illustration of internal coordinates, where b refers to bond length, 

a to bond angle, and 6 to dihedral angle, (b) Rotation by the dihedral 

on the second bond induces spatial motion of the fourth atom and any 

consecutive atoms down the polypeptide chain. Figures are generated 

with MOLMOL [KBW96]. 

4 (a) Electron sharing between the carboxyl carbon and the amide ni

trogen gives the peptide bond a partial double-bond character and as 

a consequence its rigidity, (b) and (c) demonstrate the two backbone 

dihedrals (f>, ip on two amino acids, glycine, and alanine, (d) No side-

chain dihedrals for the rigid ring in Proline (e) Tryptophan contains 2 

side-chain dihedrals (f) Arginine has the highest number of side-chain 

dihedrals, 4. Figures are generated with MOLMOL [KBW96]. . . . . 

5 A protein can be modeled as an articulated mechanism, where di is the 

length of the bond between atoms J4J_I and Aiy a,i-i the bond angle 

between A_2, -Aj_i, and A^di-i the tp dihedral, and B{ the (j) dihedral. 

Figure is generated with MOLMOL [KBW96]. . 

6 (a) The native structure is a strong stability point, reflected in the 

single global minimum, (b) There are multiple global minima in the 

energy landscape, (c) The native structure is not a strong stability 

point, resulting in a shallow basin 



1 (a) Mobile anchors in two conformations of the CI2 VAL53-ASP64 

fragment, drawn in grey, are not attached to the stationary anchors in 

black, (b) JT-i is attached to its corresponding stationary anchor through 

rigid body transformations, (c) Rotations of the dihedral bonds of the 

fragment steer rii towards its target pose in the stationary anchor. . . 

2 (al)-(cl) 5,000 transparent loop conformations vs. opaque reference 

are rendered with VMD [HDS96]. (a2)-(c2) Associated energy land

scapes are shown as energetic difference vs. 1RMSD of each conforma

tion from reference. Only conformations with energy < 10 RT units 

from reference are shown (2499, 2022, and 2755, respectively). An av

erage profile is computed by binning conformations every 0.001 A away 

from reference and averaging energies of a bin. CI2 and a-Lac profiles 

are steep, whereas VlsE profile is flat. (a3)-(c3) Obtained fluctuations 

vs. B factor-derived ones for CI2, fluctuations in [VPDK03] for ct-Lac, 

and disorder scores for VlsE. . . . . . . . . . . . . .-,. . . . . . . . . . 



3 (a) The equilibrated representative NMR structure of SWI1 ARID and its 

LI loop are drawn with VMD [HDS96]. The loop, in cyan, is surrounded 

by the rest of the protein structure, whose solvent accessible surface, in 

white, is computed by sliding a 1.4 A radius sphere approximation of a 

water molecule, (b) Using VMD [HDS96], the FEM-obtained ensemble 

of 5,000 loop conformations is shown transparent vs. the opaque reference 

structure, (c) The energy landscape associated with the ensemble is shown 

in red. The black line represents the average energy profile. The energy 

landscape is funnel-like and the average energy profile is steep, indicating 

that F E M recovers the native structure of the loop. . . . . . . . . . . . 



(a) A distribution of conformations in C is obtained by sampling uni

formly at random 1000000 conformations of kinematic chains of 30,50,100 

DOFs from neighborhoods of radii {1°, 5°, 10°} around a conformation 

A sampled uniformly at random in C. Mapping this distribution with 

CCD yields a distribution of conformations in C. For each distribution, 

the distance between the mean and median conformations is measured 

through p, the geodesic distance in SO(2)n normalized by the number 

n of DOFs. The ratio of the distance corresponding to the distribution 

in C over that corresponding to the distribution in C averaged over 100 

instances of A is plotted here, (b) Conformations of a chain with 12 

DOFs are sampled uniformly at random from a 10° radius neighbor

hood that maps with CCD to the conformations shown in (c). (a)-(c) 

Results are obtained with the random permutation of DOFs. 

(a) Conformations generated for fragment [15,45] in ubiquitin, refined 

with CGSMM, have lower energies than those refined with CG alone. 

(b) Almost 50% of the conformations generated for fragment [35,65] 

in ubiquitin, refined with CGSMM, have higher energies than would 

be obtained if refining them with CG alone. 



1 (a) Sliding a window of length 30 and overlap of 25 amino acids on 

the 123-aa chain of a-Lac defines 19 fragments, starting with [1,30] 

and ending with [90,123]. An ensemble of low-energy conformations 

is sampled for each fragment through the FEM exploration detailed 

in chapter 3. Each ensemble is shown in different colors while the rest 

of Cref is in cyan. Conformations are drawn with VMD [HDS96]. (b) 

(lRMSDi)[ni]n2] values, measured as in line 8 of Algorithm 2, are drawn 

in different colors for different fragments [ni, n2]. Values for the first 

and last 5 amino acids of each fragment are discarded. (lRMSDj)min 

and (lRMSDj)max, measured as in line 12 of Algorithm 2, are drawn in 

black. . 



2 (al)-(bl) Obtained ensembles for protein G and ubiquitin, respectively. 

(a2)-(b2) Average 1RMSD per residue obtained by combining fluctua

tions of all fragments regions. Results for different regions are shown 

in different colors, from red to blue as a window of 30 residues slides 

from the N- to the C- terminus of the protein. The black lines mark 

the highest and lowest 1RMSD values recorded from all the different 

windows embracing each given residue, and provide an estimate for 

the uncertainty of the procedure. Two consecutive 30-residue windows 

have an overlap of 25 residues. The results corresponding to the first 

and last 5 residues of each fragment are discarded as they are biased 

by the finite size of the window 



xvii 

4.3 Comparison of NMR data with thermodynamics data obtained by 

PEM for protein G. (a) Comparison of PEM-obtained ^backbone 

(amide) order parameters (S2
alc) with fast S%H data obtained from 

NMR relaxation measurements (S2
xp). (b) Comparison of PEM-obtained 

S2 backbone (amide) order parameters (S^J with slow S%H data 

obtained from NMR relaxation measurements (S2
xp). '(c). Compari

son of residual dipolar coupling (RDC) parameters obtained by PEM 

(RDCcaic on the y-axis), and obtained from NMR relaxation experi

ments (RDC'exp, on the x-axis). Results for different bond types are 

shown in different colors, (a)-(c) The dashed black line indicates the 

linear least squares regression fit on the two sets of data, while the 

continuous line represents the identity line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 



xviii 

4.4 (a) Comparison of PEM-obtained S2 order parameters for backbone 

(amide S2) and side chains (methyl S2), (S^, on the y-axis), with 

NMR relaxation measurements (S2
xp, on the x-axis). (b) Compar

ison of PEM-obtained residual dipolar coupling (RDC) parameters 

(RDCcaic, on the y-axis), with NMR relaxation measurements (RDCexp, 

on the x-axis). Different bond types are shown in different colors. 

(c) Comparison of PEM-obtained 3-bond scalar coupling parameters 

3^JVC7 and 3Jcc1 (3Jcaic, on the y-axis) with NMR relaxation experi

ments (3Jexp, on the x-axis). (a)-(c) Dashed black line indicates linear 

least squares regression fit on the two sets of data, while continuous 

line represents the identity. 87 

4.5 (a) Eglin c conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol from 

the equilibrated solution structure, shown in opaque, are drawn in 

transparent, (b) Calculated amide and methyl S2 data (S2
alc on the y-

axis) are compared to NMR S2 data (S2
xp on the x-axis). (c) Calculated 

3JNC^ and 3Jcc~, (3Jcaic on the y-axis) are compared to NMR 3 J data 

(3Jexp on the x-axis). (b)-(c) The dashed black line indicates the linear 

least squares regression fit on the data sets. The continuous line is the 

identity line. , 8 9 



6 (a) Fyn SH3 conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol 

from the equilibrated solution structure, shown in opaque, are drawn 

in transparent, (b) Calculated amide and methyl S2 data {S2
alc on 

the y-axis) are compared to NMR S2 data (S2
xp on the x-axis). (c) 

Calculated 3JNC1 and zJcc1 {3JCaic on the y-axis) are compared to 

NMR 3 J data (3Jexp on the x-axis). (b)-(c) The dashed black line 

indicates the linear least squares regression fit on the data sets. The 

continuous line is the identity line . 

7 Distributions of xi and %2 angles (%i and X2 correspond to the di

hedral angles associated with the C7 — Cs1 and the C1 — Cs2 bonds, 

respectively) for Leull2 in FynSH3 reveal that Leull2 prefers more 

than one rotameric state . . 

8 (a) FNfnlO conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol from 

the equilibrated solution structure, shown in opaque, are drawn in 

transparent, (b) Calculated amide and methyl S"2 data (S2
alc on the y-

axis) are compared to NMR S2 data (S2
xp on the x-axis). (c) Calculated 

3JNCy and 3Jcc7 (3Jcaic on the y-axis) are compared to NMR 3J data 

(3JeXp on the x-axis). (b)-(c) Dashed black line is the linear least 

squares fit on the data sets. Continuous line is the identity line. . . . 



XX 

4.9 Distributions of 71 and 72 angles for Val4, Valll, and Val50 in FNfnlO 

reveal that these amino acids visit on average 4-5 other rotamers. Dis

tributions of 72 angles are shown inside. Averaging over rotameric 

states explains these amino acids' unusually low 3 J data, even though 

small-scale backbone fluctuations are detected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 

4.10 (a) Conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol from equili

brated solution structure, shown in opaque, are superimposed in trans

parent, (b) Calculated amide S<?alc data (orange squares), are compared 

to NMR S^p data (yellow squares). PEM-obtained methyl ^ a l c data 

are shown in colored circles (no NMR data are available for compar

ison). Horizontal bars on the a;—axis show the position of the three 

a-helices in ALB8-GA. The parts of these bars drawn in lighter colors 

indicate amino acids that are found in unfolded configurations as well. 94 



4.11 (a) Formation of a contact between amino acids i,j is indicated with 

a blue square at position (i,j). Formation of a hydrogen bond is in

dicated with a red square. Darker shades denote higher formation 

probabilities. Top left half shows probabilities measured over PEM-

obtained conformations. For reference, bottom right shows contacts 

and hydrogen bonds in representative NMR structure. The hydrogen 

bonds in the NMR structure indicate that Leu7-Lysll are in helical 

configurations. The PEM-obtained map shows either missing or less 

probable hydrogen bonds in this region, indicating that Leu7-Lysll 

visit unfolded configurations, (b) Probabilities for Leu7-Ala21 to be 

in ai , measured over PEM-obtained conformations, are in red. Sec

ondary structure is assigned with STRIDE [FA95]. Normalized helicity 

scores for each amino acid obtained with Agadir [MnS97] are in blue. 96 



xxii 

4.12 Under the first-order approximation employed by PEM, shown in the 

left panel, a window slides over a polypeptide chain. This is illustrated 

by black windows of length I = 20 and overlap 81 = 10 on a polypeptide 

chain oi N — 60 amino acids. The second-order approximation is 

shown on the right panel. All possible ordered pairs of non-intersecting 

windows with length I and overlap 51 are considered. In this case, 

conformations are first obtained by PEM for the fragments defined by 

the windows drawn in black. With each so-obtained conformation as 

initial reference structures, final conformations are then obtained by 

applying PEM to the fragments defined by the windows drawn in gray. 102 

5.1 (a)-(e) 20 conformations of NMR ensembles of RTD-1, Mil, cMII-6, 

and kalata B8 are superimposed over one another, with the first of 

each ensemble drawn thicker for reference. Sequences are shown for 

each peptide, (c) Dashed line delineates the linker sequence, which 

shifts ammo-acid positions in cMII-6 by 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 



RTD-1 landscape associated with conformations with energies < 20 

kcal/mol from global minimum. Each point is color-coded with cys

teine arrangement in corresponding conformation: blue for the 4-17 

6-15 8-13 arrangement observed in NMR ensemble; sky blue for at 

least one native disulfide bond and rest of the cysteines unpaired; red 

for 4-17 formed as under native conditions, with rest scrambled; yellow 

for 4-6 8-13 15-17; green, plum, and orange for remaining all-scrambled 

arrangements, (b) Red-to-blue spectrum shows high-to-low free ener

gies. Lowest free energy minimum labeled A corresponds to blue (4-17 

6-15 8-13) cluster in (a). Second-lowest free energy minimum labeled B 

corresponds to yellow (4-6 8-13 15-17) cluster in (a), (c) Free energies 

measured over first coordinate reveal that A is < 10 RT units than B. 

Conformations associated with free energy minima A and B (with free 

energies < 10 kcal/mol) are respectively shown in (a) and (b), super

imposed in transparent over the minimum energy conformation, (c) 

Blue line, showing secondary structure probabilities for each amino 

acid over ensemble in (a), reveals well-formed /3-sheets. Yellow line, 

showing probabilities over ensemble in (b), reveals negligible secondary 

structure. 



xxiv 

5.4 cMII-6 landscape associated with conformations with energies no higher 

than 20 kcal/mol from the global minimum. Each point is color-coded 

with the cysteine arrangement in corresponding conformation: blue for 

the 8-14 9-22 native one in the NMR ensemble; green and yellow for 

the remaining 8-22 9-14 and 8-9 14-22 arrangements, respectively, (b) 

Red-to-blue spectrum shows high-to-low free energies. The lowest free 

energy minima A and B correspond to green (8-22 9-14) and blue (8-

14 9-22) projections, '(c) Free energies measured over first coordinate 

reveal that the difference between A and B is about 1 RT. 130 

5.5 Conformations associated with minima A and B (free energies < 7 

kcal/mol) are respectively shown in (a) and (b) superimposed in trans

parent over the minimum energy conformation, (a) There is no distin

guishable helical structure among conformations associated with mini

mum A (8-22 9-14 arrangement) (b) A well-formed central a-helix can 

be seen in conformations associated with minimum B (8-14 9-22 ar

rangement), (c) Green line shows secondary structure probabilities for 

amino acids over ensemble in (a). Blue line shows probabilities over 

ensemble in (b) 132 



Kalata B8 landscape associated with conformations with energies < 

20 kcal/mol from global minimum. Each point is color-coded with 

cysteine arrangement in corresponding conformation: blue for 1-15 5-

17 10-23 native arrangement in NMR ensemble; sky blue for at least 

one native disulfide bond, with the rest unpaired; yellow for 1-15 native 

bond and the rest scrambled; red for 5-17 native bond and the rest 

scrambled; plum and orange for remaining all-scrambled arrangements, 

(b) Red-to-blue spectrum shows high-to-low free energies. Minimum 

labeled A corresponds to blue (1-10 5-17 10-23) cluster in (a), (c) Free 

energies measured over first coordinate show that A is 4 RT units lower 

thanB. 134 

Conformations associated with minima A and B (with free energies 

< 8 kcal/mol) are respectively shown in (a) and (b) superimposed in 

transparent over minimum energy conformation, (c) Blue line shows 

secondary structure probabilities of amino acids over ensemble in (a). 

Red line shows probabilities obtained over ensemble in (b). (d) Some 

helicity is observed with low probability in ensemble in (a). . . . . . . 135 

(a) shows the temperatures during the MC-SA. (b) shows through 

a histogram the population of configurations for trimers in the local 

database. 145 



2 (al) Helices H1-H4 and loops LI and L2 are labeled over the PDB 

structure 4icb of calbindin Dgk- (a2) 160 PDB structures are superim

posed over one another. X-ray structures and first structures of NMR 

ensembles are in opaque. Additional NMR structures are in transpar

ent, (b) CaM PDB structures are superimposed over one another: lcfd 

is in magenta, lcll in blue, and 2f3y is in green, (c) ADK PDB struc

tures are superimposed over one another: 4ake is in magenta, 2ak3 in 

orange, ldvr in green, and 2aky in blue. . . . . . ' . 

3 (a) Red-to-blue color spectrum in 2D landscape obtained for calbindin 

D9u denotes high-to-low free energy values. Black circles show projec

tions of PDB structures over the landscape. The projection of PDB 

structure 4icb is drawn in magenta. The lowest free energy minima are 

labeled A and B. Conformational ensembles corresponding to A and 

B are shown in (al) and (bl), respectively. Conformations are super

imposed in transparent over lowest-energy one drawn in opaque. (a2) 

and (b2) show ensembles obtained with PEM from each lowest-energy 

conformation. 

4 (a3) and (b3) compares contacts and hydrogen bonds measured over 

enriched conformational ensembles corresponding to A and B (top half) 

to contacts and hydrogen bonds averaged over the PDB structures. 

Darker shades denote higher probabilities 



5 (a) Red-to-blue color spectrum denotes high-to-low free energies. Free 

energy minima are labeled A, B, and C. PDB structures projected on 

landscape are lcfd in magenta, lcll in blue, and 2f3y in green. (a2)-

(c2) show ensembles corresponding to A, B, and C. Conformations are 

superimposed in transparent over lowest-energy ones in opaque. (a3)-

(c3) show conformational ensembles obtained with PEM from each 

lowest-energy conformation. 

6 Top halves of maps in (a3), (b3), and (c3) show contact and hydrogen-

bond formation probabilities measured over ensembles associated with 

minima A, B, and C. Bottom halves show contacts and hydrogen bonds 

in PDB structure lcll in (a3), lcfd in (b3), and 2f3y in (c3). Darker 

shades denote higher probabilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

7 (a) Red-to-blue color spectrum in 2D landscape obtained for ADK 

denotes high-to-low free energy values. Free energy minima are labeled 

A and B. PDB structures are projected on the landscape: 4ake in 

magenta, 2ak3 in orange, ldvr in green, and 2aky in blue, (al) and 

(bl) show ensembles corresponding to A and B. Conformations are 

superimposed in transparent over lowest-energy ones drawn in opaque. 

(a2) and (b2) show conformational ensembles obtained with PEM from 

each lowest-energy conformation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



8 (a3) and (b3) show contacts and hydrogen bonds measured over en

riched conformational ensembles corresponding to A and B (top half). 

The bottom halves show contacts and hydrogen bonds in PDB struc

ture 4ake in (a3) and 2aky in (b3). Darker shades denote higher prob

abilities. 171 

9 Higher-energy conformational ensemble obtained for calbindin D9t in 

(a), CaM in (b) and ADK in (c). The lowest-energy conformations 

within each ensemble are drawn in opaque, superimposing the remain

ing conformations in an ensemble in transparent. The ensemble in (a) 

corresponds to the region {10 < x < 20,2 < y < 8} in the 2D free 

energy landscape obtained for calbindin Dgk. The ensemble in (b) cor

responds to the region {5 < x< 10,5< y < 10} in the 2D free energy 

landscape obtained for CaM. The ensemble in (c) corresponds to the 

region {—35 < x < —25, —15 < y < 0} in the 2D free energy landscape 

obtained for ADK. . 173 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the current age, computer scientists are increasingly reaching across disciplines 

and employing computing to simulate the behavior of physical systems. Often, the 

understanding of the underlying physics that determines the evolution in time and 

space of the system is incomplete. Incomplete understanding gives way to approx

imations and, inevitably, inherent error. Hence, efficiency of computations is just 

one concern. Algorithms designed for physical systems have to capture the correct 

behavior, despite the approximations and inherent error, and hopefully discover novel 

information that improves understanding of the rules guiding a physical system. 

This thesis develops methods to conduct biological research in silico. In particular, 

the methods presented in this thesis aim to describe the behavior of protein molecules. 

The methods bridge between computer science and life sciences such as biophysics, 

chemistry, and biology. 

Focus in proteins is warranted due to the ubiquitous presence of these molecules 

in cells. Proteins are central to most cellular processes. They interact with diverse 

molecules, such as other proteins, DNA, and RNA. For example, proteins bind to 
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DNA and RNA to mediate regulation of gene expression and transcription, DNA 

replication, and mRNA intron splicing. Protein-protein interactions play a role in 

antibody-antigen binding, large-scale organismal motion, and even cell adhesion. This 

array of interactions allows proteins to participate in important molecular complexes 

and machines in cells. The emerging disciplines of nanobiology and biomimetics 

employ proteins as building blocks to engineer novel molecular machines. 

Interest in characterizing the behavior of a protein emerges for two main reasons: 

(i) understanding a protein's biological function may elucidate the role of that protein 

in a disease and ultimately design drug molecules to activate or inhibit the protein; 

(ii) a microscopic picture of how a protein associates with other molecules opens 

up new venues of employing protein molecules to construct molecular machines for 

therapeutic purposes or for the design of novel functional materials. 

1.1 Extracting Protein Function From Native Structure 

A long-held assumption in the understanding of proteins was that they were 

mainly rigid molecules [Sch44] that used geometrical complementarity of molecu

lar shapes (structures) in a lock-and-key scheme to discriminate among molecular 

associations. Elucidation of the three-dimensional (3D) structure in which a protein 

carried out its biological function, referred to as the native structure, was held key to 

understanding what other molecules a protein could recognize and bind. 

The post-genomic revolution, with its focus on sequencing organismal genomes 
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and finding protein-encoding regions, has resulted in rapidly growing databases of 

protein sequences. More than five million unique protein sequences exist in these 

databases [WMH04,LRO07]. The usual determination of the protein native structure 

by experimental techniques, such as X-ray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance (NMR), is rapidly falling behind. Experimental techniques have resolved 

structures for less than 1% of the protein sequences deposited [LRO07], even as the 

National Institute of Health (NIH) urges faster structural determination through 

structural genomics projects such as the Protein Structure Initiative (PSI) [oGMSOS]. 

The experimental process of resolving a protein sequence is faster than that of 

associating a native structure to the sequence. The rise of computational biology 

proposes computational methods to complement experimental techniques in extract

ing structural information from a protein sequence [Dod07]. Entire competitions such 

as the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) are 

devoted to advancing research in this direction [Cen94]. 

1.2 Extracting Function From Native Flexibility 

Most proteins are not rigid but instead exhibit internal motions ranging from 

local atomic fluctuations to global rearrangements [BKP88, FW94]. Evidence from 

experiment, theory, and computation suggests that protein motions are often essential 

for function [PF099, SDW04, SSB05]. For example, loop and domain movements in 

the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase are crucial to its catalytic activity [CJO00,SK97]. 
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In flexible molecules such as proteins, function often relates with the ability of the 

protein to change shape as needed, for instance, to accommodate other molecules for 

binding [SDW04,SC04]. Proteins employ motions to modulate function and inter-

molecular associations. It is now widely recognized that functional information for a 

protein cannot be reliably extracted from one or a few native structures populated 

by a protein under physiological conditions [KK05,HM05]. 

The linear chain of amino acids that make up a protein molecule can assume 

various spatial arrangements in 3D space. In this thesis, these arrangements will be 

referred to as conformations. Thus, a more accurate description of the state in which 

a protein carries out its biological function is not a native structure but a native state, 

possibly comprised of a large ensemble of conformations [SSB05]. 

Experimental techniques such as X-ray crystallography and NMR can provide few 

conformations available to a protein under native conditions. NMR experiments ad

ditionally report statistical averages over conformations comprising the native state. 

These averages provide a macroscopic picture of the underlying microscopic ps-ms 

motions that a protein undergoes under native conditions [Kay05]. No detailed infor

mation is available on the actual ensemble of native conformations that lie underneath 

the measurements. 

The incomplete picture obtained from experimental techniques calls for compu

tational methods to complement NMR and other wet-lab techniques to characterize 

the flexibility of a protein under native conditions. Some computational methods 
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characterize native flexibility by analyzing one or a few native structures to reveal 

mobile regions, locate hinges, flaps, or provide vectors along which atoms move under 

native conditions [CB05, NH07]. This is not the approach taken in this thesis. The 

methods developed here characterize native flexibility by computing the ensemble of 

conformations populated by a protein under native conditions. This approach allows 

obtaining a detailed view of the native state in all its conformational diversity. Various 

measurements then taken over computed conformations as ensemble averages allow 

analyzing mobility, locating fluctuations, and comparing directly with experiment. 

The functionality of a protein depends on its energetic stability, which is the 

result of atomic interactions that stabilize or destabilize protein structure. Stabilizing 

forces bring a protein to its native state, associated with the lowest energy [Anf73]. 

Therefore, obtaining conformations that comprise the native state involves computing 

conformations that are energetically feasible, i.e., of low energy. 

For a naturally-occurring protein, its experimentally-determined structure sub

mitted to the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [BWF+00, BKW+77] provides an average 

over the conformations making up the native state. The degree to which this average 

structure captures the native state depends on the dynamics of a protein. Fluctu

ations around this structure can have effects on the functionality of the protein at 

different scales. Some proteins, characterized as having a stable native state, are 

functionally very sensitive to fluctuations around the average structure. In this case, 

the ensemble of native conformations is homogeneous and fluctuations around the 
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average structure are insignificant. For other proteins that can accommodate large-

scale motions around the average structure with no detrimental effects on function, 

low-energy conformations may be structurally very different from the average. In

deed, diverse conformations are sometimes employed by molecules to interact with 

different partner molecules [MK84,Mea88,OD90]. 

1.3 Characterizing Native Flexibility 

Though Anfinsen formulated that the amino-acid (aa) sequence determines a pro

tein's native conformation(s) [Anf73], finding native conformations in silico remains 

challenging [Dod07]. In fact, the problem of threading a linear chain of amino acids 

into a lowest-energy conformation is NP-hard [UM93]. 

The physico-chemical factors regulating the relationship between a protein native 

conformation and biological function are not fully understood. Moreover, the internal 

motions that a protein exhibits under native conditions may occur on very different 

timescales. Sixteen orders of magnitudes (femtoseconds-seconds) in timescales are 

relevant for protein motions. No method (wet-lab or in silico) can currently span on 

its own this broad range of timescales. Indeed, many computational methods employ 

information obtained from experiment to overcome the difficulty of characterizing 

motions that span multiple timescales [VPDK03,BV04,MC04,LLBD+05]. 

This thesis addresses proteins in the theoretical energy landscape formulation that 

the protein native state associated with the global free energy minimum consists of 
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an ensemble of conformations [OLSW97]. The thesis addresses the problem of char

acterizing native flexibility by computing ensembles of conformations that comprise 

the native state. 

1.4 Contributions of this Thesis 

The methods developed in this thesis search for native conformations by system

atically reducing the amount of a priori information assumed to be available from 

experiment: first using a structure to guide the search for low-energy conformations; 

then reducing structural information to a closure constraint characterizing the native 

state; finally, employing only amino-acid sequence. 

1.4.1 Let Structure Guide the Search for Functional Motions 

An experimental structure that represents the native state of a protein is employed 

as reference to denote the location of the global energy minimum. The search for 

native conformations focuses in the conformational space around this minimum. The 

Protein Ensemble Method (PEM) presented in chapter 4 exploits locality, the fact 

that, in proteins with non-concerted motions, global information on flexibility can be 

obtained locally. The problem of computing fluctuations around a reference structure 

is divided into independent subproblems of computing fluctuations of consecutive 

overlapping fragments of the protein chain [SCK06, SCK07]. 

The core computational unit in PEM is the Fragment Ensemble Method (FEM), 
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described in chapter 3, which computes low-energy conformations of a fragment. 

FEM exploits analogies between a protein fragment and a kinematically-constrained 

robotic chain and employs a probabilistic exploration to sample the fragment confor

mational space. Figure 1.1(a) shows conformations computed for ubiquitin. 

Employment of FEM in a local-to-global strategy and a statistical mechanics 

formulation allow PEM to reproduce NMR data of broad (ns-/j,s) timescales [SCK06]. 

PEM accurately captures the native flexibility of proteins of various folds and lengths 

up to 100 amino acids long [SKC07], as presented in chapter 4. 

Fig. 1.1: (a) The ubiquitin experimental structure in opaque is used as reference by PEM. 
Computed conformations in transparent are populated with high probability under native 
conditions, (b)-(c) are ensembles obtained by NcCYP when a linker is added for cyclization. 
(b) reproduces the uncyclized state, (c) emerges from the addition of the linker. Lowest-
energy conformations are shown in opaque. The rest of the conformations are in transparent. 

1.4.2 Replace Structure with Geometric Constraints 

The Native state characterization of cysteine-rich CYclic Peptides (NcCYP) method 

described in chapter 5 is proposed to compute native conformations of cyclic cysteine-
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rich peptides. The method remove the assumption of non-concerted motions in the 

native state and replaces the reference structure with a closure constraint such as cy-

clization [SKC08b]. The method is based on an adaptive search that (i) uses multiple 

levels of detail to represent a protein chain to efficiently extract low-energy conforma

tions and (ii) switches from exploring the entire conformational space to a targeted 

iterative exploration of emerging energy minima that continues until no lower-energy 

minima emerge. Applications on naturally-occurring and engineered cyclic peptides 

20 — 30 aas long reveal detailed conformational ensembles populated under native 

conditions. Figure l.l(b)-(c) shows that adding a linker in a cyclic peptide changes 

the native state by giving rise to a novel conformational ensemble. 

Fig. 1.2: The three conformational ensembles obtained by MuSE are shown in transpar
ent, with the lowest-energy conformation in each ensemble shown in opaque. The three 
ensembles capture well the known functional states of calmodulin [SKC08a]. 

1.4.3 No Structural Information, only Sequence to Capture Motions 

Finally, the Multiscale Space Exploration (MuSE) method proposed in chapter 6 

extracts from amino-acid sequence the conformational ensembles comprising the na-
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tive state [SKC08a] in proteins that undergo large-scale concerted motions. MuSE 

implements a two-stage multiscale exploration, first exploring an entire coarse-grained 

conformational space, then focusing the exploration to free-energy minima in the free 

energy landscape associated with the explored space. Both stages make use of multiple 

levels of detail in order to efficiently generate low-energy conformations. Applications 

on three sequences up to 214 aas long show that the method captures conformational 

ensembles which correspond well to known functional states. Figure 1.2 shows three 

such ensembles obtained from the calmodulin sequence. 

1.5 Thesis Overview 

Chapter 2 provides a brief background on protein structure and flexibility. Work 

related to the methods presented in this thesis precedes the description of each method 

in the following chapters. Chapter 3 presents FEM, its applications on loop frag

ments, and its coverage of conformational space. Chapter 4 shows how PEM employs 

FEM to characterize the native flexibility of an entire protein. Chapter 4 presents 

applications of PEM on proteins of various folds and lengths and compares PEM-

obtained measurements with experimental data. Chapter 5 presents NcCYP and its 

applications on three cyclic chains. Chapter 6 presents MuSE and its applications 

on three different proteins that populate diverse functional states under native con

ditions through large-scale concerted motions. Finally, chapter 7 discusses the work 

presented in this thesis and directions of extending this work in future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Protein Modeling 

This chapter summarizes protein modeling in terms of structure representation 

and energy calculations. The issues of what detail is chosen to represent a protein 

conformation and what amount of information is stored internally directly affect the 

efficiency of a computational method that searches for protein conformations. More

over, deciding what structural detail is needed to represent a conformation impacts 

the accuracy of predicted results and hence their relevance. The issue of how and 

when energetic calculations are carried out during a search for protein conformations 

is also crucial both for the efficiency of a search method and the confidence with 

which computed conformations can be employed to make predictions in silico. 

2.1 Proteins as Linear Chains 

A protein molecule consists of repeated blocks of atoms known as amino acids 

(interchangeably referred to as residues). An amino acid has an alpha carbon (CQ) 

atom connected to a hydrogen atom, an amino group, a carboxylic group, and a 

group of atoms known as a side chain. Consecutive peptide bonds between the amino 
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nitrogen and the carboxylic carbon link amino acids in a polypeptide chain, as shown 

in Fig. 2.1. Amino acids are numbered from the N- to the C-terminus which refer to 

the amino and carboxyl not involved in peptide bonds. The backbone is what remains 

after stripping the side chains off a polypeptide chain (removing C^ in Fig. 2.1). 

Fig. 2.1: (a) Polypeptide chain with four amino acids. Cp is the only side-chain atom 
shown. Figure is generated with MOLMOL [KBW96], 

2.2 From Secondary to Tertiary Structure 

The sequence of amino acids, referred to as the primary structure, determines the 

3D structure [Anf73] of proteins, referred to as the tertiary structure. Though possess

ing different tertiary structures, all proteins share common repeated 3D blocks [oBN70] 

such as cn-helices, /5-sheets, /?-turns, and others that form the secondary structures of 

a protein. An illustration of some of these building blocks is given in Figure 2.2. While 

secondary structure elements are generally well-conserved among proteins, other frag

ments known as random coils or loops exhibit large structural variability. It is the 

compact arrangement of secondary structure elements and loops that give rise to the 

tertiary structure of a protein. 
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(a) /?-turn connecting /3-sheets (b) loop connecting cn-helix to /?-sheet 

Fig. 2.2: (a) A /3-turn, depicted in black, connects two /3-sheets, drawn in grey as arrows 
pointed along the protein backbone. The a-helix is drawn in silver, (b) Another represen
tation of an a-helix as a cylinder is given. A long loop connects the a-helix to the /3-sheet. 
Figure is generated with VMD [HDS96]. 

2.3 Internal Representation of a Protein Conformation 

Deciding how to internally represent a conformation is critical for efficiently com

puting protein conformations. 

2.3.1 Cartesian Coordinates 

A conformation C that uniquely describes the 3D structure of a protein with 

N atoms may be represented as a vector {Aix, A\y, Aiz,..., AHX,ANV,ANZ), where 

Aix, Aiy, Aiz are atom Ai coordinates. The parameters needed to represent C, in this 

case the atom coordinates, are often referred to as degrees of freedom (DOFs). 

Even though this representation uniquely defines the location of every atom Ai, 

note that most of the 3AT DOFs in this representation are redundant. Atom positions 

can be measured using only bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles in a more 

succinct representation referred to as internal coordinates. 
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2.3.2 Internal Coordinates 

An illustration of internal coordinates is given in Figure 2.3(a), where the bond 

length refers to the Euclidean distance between two covalently-linked atoms, the bond 

angle to the angle between two consecutive bonds, and the dihedral angle to the angle 

between three consecutive bonds. As Figure 2.3(b) shows, the dihedral angle, labeled 

6 in Figure 2.3(b), is defined as the angle between the plane ix\ defined by the first 

and second bond and the plane 7r2 defined by the second and third bond. Rotation 

by 6 changes positions of atom Ai+i and others down the chain. 

Internal coordinates reduce the dimensionality to 3N — 6, because no internal 

coordinates need to be specified for the first atom in the chain, only one coordinate, 

bond length, needs to be specified for the second atom in order, and only two coor

dinates, bond length and bong angle, need to be specified for the third atom in the 

chain. Therefore, the 6 DOFs saved describe the global position and orientation of 

the protein chain. 

2.3.3 Idealized Geometry Model 

Not all bonds are rotatable in a protein conformation. For instance, due to the 

double-bond nature, the peptide bond is rigid, as Figure 2.4(a) shows, forcing the 

co-planarity of the atoms involved in it and the dihedral on that bond to a trans 

conformation of 180°. Although the peptide bond allows no rotation about it, the 

bonds between the carbon of the carboxyl group and the Ca atom and between the 
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(a) internal coordinates (b) dihedral angle 

Fig. 2.3: (a) Illustration of internal coordinates, where b refers to bond length, a to bond 
angle, and 6 to dihedral angle, (b) Rotation by the dihedral on the second bond induces 
spatial motion of the fourth atom and any consecutive atoms down the polypeptide chain. 
Figures are generated with MOLMOL [KBW96]. 

nitrogen of the amino group and the CQ allow rotations by angles labelled 4> and tp, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 2.4(b) and Figure 2.4(c). 

Amino acids on the other hand can contribute at most 4 dihedral angles, XI~XA-

Amino acids with short or no side chains contribute no dihedrals, as Figure 2.4(b) 

and Figure 2.4(c) illustrate. Other side chains, being bulky, are constrained in their 

motion and contribute no side-chain dihedrals, as Figure 2.4(d) shows. Amino acids 

with long side chains such as tryptophan or arginine contribute a maximum of 4 

side-chain dihedrals, as shown in Figure 2.4(e) and Figure 2.4(f). 

Analysis of PDB protein structures reveals that bond lengths and angles do not 

vary much among structures [GK97]. Such evidence is used to assume an idealized or 

rigid geometry model which allows to fix bond lengths and bond angles to idealized 

equilibrium values and employ only dihedral angles as DOFs. Considering only di

hedrals focuses the exploration of conformational space to large and more interesting 

atomic rearrangements and reduces the dimensionality of this space to 3N/7 because 
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(a) rigid peptide bond (b) </>, ip in glycine (c) •((>, tp in alanine 

Fig. 2.4: (a) Electron sharing between the carboxyl carbon and the amide nitrogen gives 
the peptide bond a partial double-bond character and as a consequence its rigidity, (b) 
and (c) demonstrate the two backbone dihedrals <j>, i\> on two amino acids, glycine, and 
alanine, (d) No side-chain dihedrals for the rigid ring in Proline (e) Tryptophan contains 2 
side-chain dihedrals (f) Arginine has the highest number of side-chain dihedrals, 4. Figures 
are generated with MOLMOL [KBW96]. 

at most 6 DOFs - ((f), i>,Xi, X2, X3> XA) - are needed per residue [ATK94]. 

2.3.4 Modeling Proteins as Robotic Manipulators 

The methods in this thesis model a protein chain as a kinematic chain with revolute 

joints [MZ94, SLB99, HA01, ADS02, ABG+03, XA03, CSRST04, LvdBDL04, CSdA+05, 

vdBLLD05] by employing the idealized geometry model illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

Using dihedrals as DOFs makes it possible to model proteins as manipulators with 
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only revolute joints, where each polypeptide chain can be modeled as a kinematic 

chain. Modeling a polypeptide chain requires a set of kinematic chains: one for the 

backbone, and others for the side chains connected to the backbone. As in forward 

kinematics [Cra89], where a joint rotation changes positions of following links, rotation 

about a dihedral bond changes positions of following atoms. Methods in this thesis 

propagate rotations down the chain as in [ZK02] to compute atom positions. 

Fig. 2.5: A protein can be modeled as an articulated mechanism, where di is the length 
of the bond between atoms Aj_i and Aj, a,i-\ the bond angle between Aj_2, Aj_i, and Aj, 
0j_i the V dihedral, and 0» the 0-dihedral. Figure is generated with MOLMOL [KBW96]. 

2.4 The Modeling Question: What is the Necessary Amount 

of Detail? 

It is unclear what detail is necessary to expose nature's secrets in telling a protein 

chain what set of conformations to occupy under native conditions. Is atomic detail 

always needed? That is, does accuracy entail having to follow each atom in 3D 

space as the linear chain of amino acids explores conformational space? Or is it that 

coarse-grained representations that retain only a few atoms from each amino acid or 
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discretize conformational space in other ways will perform just as well as fine-grained 

representations. The question of what representational detail is needed to capture 

physical properties of proteins remains open in biophysics [Cle08]. 

2.4.1 Representing a Protein Conformation in All-atom Detail 

Representing conformations in all-atom detail is desirable, as it allows to obtain 

a very detailed picture of how each single atom moves in space [DB01]. Because a 

protein molecule can have at least a few thousand atoms, no matter whether the 

idealized geometry or the cartesian representation are chosen, the number of DOFs 

is prohibitive for current computational resource. Indeed, the few all-atom studies of 

proteins are massively distributed among thousands of CPUs [SPOO] and carried out 

on relatively small systems [SSP04, JVP06]. On bigger systems, employing all-atom 

detail limits the kinds of motions that can be computed to timeseales no longer than 

a few nanoseconds [DagQ0,PB02,HOvG02,Hes02,Tai04,vGBB+06]. 

The statistical formulation of the free energy landscape, however, makes it possible 

to capture essential features of the free energy surface of a protein with only a limited 

set of parameters [CJQOO, CNOOO, CJO01, CGO03, COC04]. Studies suggest that 

coarse representations can accurately describe large-scale protein motions [DMS+06]. 

2.4.2 Coarse-grained Representation of a Protein Conformation 

Very early simulations of protein chains showed that important physical properties 

could be obtained with considerable less than atomic detail. For example, the first Go 
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models were based on lattices, explicitly representing only Ca atoms of a protein chain 

and restriciting atoms to lie on a lattice [TUG75]. Lattice modeling not only opened 

up the possibility of modeling in silico very large protein chains, but incidentally 

exposed an interesting complexity result: finding the minimum-energy conformation 

on a 3D cubic lattice is NP-hard [UM93]. 

In spite of their simplicity, only off-latice versions of the Go model are able to 

model real protein structures [CJO00,CNO00,CJO01,CGO03,MC04,DMC05,MC06]. 

Other successful coarse-grained representations include united-residue models, where 

an additional coordinate is added to indicate the position of the side chain on each 

amino acid. Backbone-resolution models, where only the backbone atoms of a protein 

chain are explicitly represented, have also been employed to predict native structures 

of proteins [OCL+05,HLSW99, CJS+06, GFR05]. 

2.4.3 Combining Multiple Resolutions in this Thesis 

Recent work focuses on combining coarse- and fine-grained representations of pro

teins. For example, methods that focus on predicting a lowest-energy native confor

mation from a protein sequence conduct most of the search in a coarse-grained space. 

Atomic detail is added only at the end to refine candidate conformations [BMB05]. 

Going from a coarse- to a fine-grained representation of a protein conformation 

is possible without much loss of accuracy, as demonstrated by the work in [HKC07]. 

The methods in this thesis actually adapt components of the algorithm proposed 

in [HKC07] to add atomic detail to computed coarse-grained conformations. 
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The focus of today's computational studies on proteins is on actually combining 

multiple resolutions in order to exploit the efficiency from searching in a coarser-

grained space and yet retain the biochemical detail and specificity provided by all-

atom representations. Different levels of detail are sometimes maintained even among 

the set of conformations computed during the same iteration of an iterative search 

method [LYZ06,CGR06,KH05,PMDS+07,MCP+07]. 

The methods developed in this thesis belong to the class of multi-resolution or 

multiscale methods. They initially employ coarse-grained representations of a pro

tein chain to efficiently provide an initial picture of the conformational space that 

characterizes protein molecules. The space is then analyzed to detect low-energy 

minima that are relevant for further exploration in all-atom detail [SCK06, SCK07, 

SKC07,SKC08a]. 

2.5 Protein Energy Landscapes 

Conformational changes in proteins relate to favorable and unfavorable atomic 

interactions, such as interactions due to covalent and hydrogen bonds, electrostatic, 

ionic, Van der Waals (vdw), hydrophobic and other weak interactions. The sum of 

all atomic interactions gives the protein its potential energy. Since different confor

mational states can possess the same potential energy, one needs to define a measure 

of chaos/disorder such as entropy S, which is directly proportional to the logarithm 

of the number of different conformational states with the same potential energy. 
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Stable conformations under physiological conditions are a compromise between 

low potential energy and high entropy, a quantity captured in the definition of free 

energy F = E — TS. Conformations with low free energy are more stable than 

high free energy conformations. Naturally occurring proteins have been designated 

by evolution to transition, i.e. fold, to a most-stable native state, associated with a 

global minimum of the free energy F [OLSW97]. 

The potential surface of a protein is high-dimensional due to the high-dimensionality 

of conformational space and the intricate network of atomic interactions. Despite its 

dimensionality, the potential surface is statistically described through the theoretical 

free energy landscape formulation, which advocates the use of statistical mechanics to 

organize the multitude of protein conformational states in terms of a minimal number 

of collective parameters [OLSW97,Gru02,Cle08]. 

The modern statistical mechanical picture of protein folding shows a funneled 

energy landscape where the bottom of the well represents the native state of the 

protein [Wet73, Anf73]. Though steep, the energy landscape is not a smooth well 

but rather rugged due to the structural frustration of proteins [FW94, OLSW97]. 

Any transition of the protein between two conformations corresponding to local min

ima will create unfavorable interactions that result in barriers. Given the high-

dimensionality of conformational space, these barriers are the reason behind the 

ruggedness of the energy landscape. Despite the ruggedness, proteins are minimally 

frustrated objects, with an energy landscape that has a smooth overall slope towards 
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(a) single minimum (b) multiple minima (c) shallow basin 

Fig. 2.6: (a) The native structure is a strong stability point, reflected in the single global 
minimum, (b) There are multiple global minima in the energy landscape, (c) The native 
structure is not a strong stability point, resulting in a shallow basin. 

the native structure [OLSW97]. 

There are three main classes of energy surfaces ranging from surfaces with a 

single well-defined global minimum, corresponding to proteins with a very strong 

stability point, to surfaces with a few minima, and surfaces with a shallow native 

basin [SW84,BK97,OLSW97], as illustrated in Figure 2.6. It should be noted that 

actual energy surfaces of proteins may be a combination of these three main cases. 

2.5.1 Empirical All-atom Force Fields 

Although the atomic interactions in proteins are well understood, only empirical 

models exist to model a protein's potential energy. When using all-atom detail for 

computed conformations, the methods in this thesis employ empirical force fields 

such as CHARMM [BBO+83] or AMBER [WCB+94, DWC+03]. These force fields, 

of similar functional form, sum over all favorable and unfavorable interactions to 

calculate the potential energy of a conformation. 

As illustrated below for CHARMM [MBB+98], all-atom force fields consider in

teractions due to all atoms. Parameters to the energy function are empirically de-
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termined from experimental data and supplemented with ab initio results, as shown 

below: 

E b o n d S ^ ( ^ - ^ 0 ) 2 '.'..'• + 

' YIVB KVB(S - So) , • • . + . 

(Bond Term) 

(Urey-Bfadley Term) 

: Zv&KeV-Oo)* + (Bond Angle Term) 

Edihedrais^i + c o ^ n x - ^ ) ) + (Dihedral Term) 

EimproperS^imp(</'-0o)2 + (Improper Term) 

Enonbonded A ^ Y * r (^f\ + > (Van der Waals Term) 

Eatoms^rij (Electrostatic Term) 

where Kb, KVB, Kg, Kx, and Kimp refer to empirically determined constants, b and 

60 to the current and equilibrium bond length, respectively, S and So to the current 

and equilibrium Urey-Bradley 1,3-distance, respectively, 9 and 90 to the current and 

equilibrium bond angle, respectively, x-to the dihedral angle value, n to the peri

odicity, 4> to the improper angle value, e to the Lennard-Jones well depth, rmjnij. to 

the atomic distance corresponding to the Lennard Jones minimum and r^ to the ob

served distance between atoms i, j , qi and qj to charges of atoms i and j , and ei to 

the effective dielectric constant. 

2.5.2 Combining Coarse-grained and All-atom Force Fields 

The methods developed in this thesis make use of various levels of detail during 

the search for native conformations. In particular, the MuSE method described 

in chapter 6 explores a coarse-grained space, where conformations are energetically 
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evaluated with the use of a coarse-grained energy function. This function is designed 

to associate low energies with native-like conformations and to compensate for the lack 

of all-atom detail. The inherent approximations in a coarse-grained energy function 

necessitate systematic comparisons of coarse-grained energies with all-atom energies. 

Multiple energy functions and representations of different resolutions are employed 

in this thesis to improve the accuracy of offered predictions. 

2.5.3 Dealing with Errors in Force Fields and Solvation Models 

Methods proposed in this thesis calculate discrepancies in measurements when 

using different state-of-the-art force fields. In addition, the methods developed in 

this thesis rely on the implicit Generalized Born (GB) solvation model [STHH90] 

to mimick interactions of the atoms in a protein conformation with the surrounding 

solvent. Explicit solvent calculations, due to their high demand on computational, 

are only carried out for few computed conformations to ensure that predictions of the 

methods proposed in this thesis are not solvent-dependent. 

Applications of the proposed methods have shown that AMBER ff03 [DWC+03] 

and the GB model [STHH90] yield reliable results, as already supported by available 

literature [HAO+06,BB00]. In addition, work in [BBOO] shows that the overall shape 

and location of the native basin are found to be less sensitive to whether implicit 

GB or explicit solvation models are used. Currently, development of accurate yet 

computationally feasible force fields and solvation models remains an area of active 

research [PC03, Mac04, JT05, HAO+06, WB06, ROW+07]. 
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Chapter 3 

Characterizing the Native Flexibility of a 

Fragment 

This chapter presents the Fragment Ensemble Method (FEM) to characterize the 

native flexibility of a protein fragment such as a missing loop. The underlying ap

proach combines a geometric exploration of the fragment's conformational space with 

a statistical mechanics formulation. This approach yields an ensemble of low-energy 

conformations on which thermodynamic quantities are measured as ensemble aver

ages for direct comparison with experimental data. FEM is validated by applying 

it to characterize native flexibility in both instances of strongly stable and flexible 

loop fragments. In each instance, fluctuations measured over generated ensembles are 

consistent with available data from both experiment and simulation studies. 

3.1 Introduction on the Native Flexibility of a Fragment 

The native state of a protein may consist of a large ensemble of different conforma

tions. In particular, fragments such as loops are often highly flexible even in generally 

stable proteins. Flexible loops are not easily characterized by X-ray crystallography 
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as they introduce significant disorder in a protein crystal. In fact, partially resolved 

protein structures are often reported in these cases, with the loop fragment missing. 

Finding a physically-relevant conformation for a missing loop fragment in a given 

protein structure is an important problem (known as "loop modeling"1) in automated 

crystallographic protein structure determination, homology modeling, and ab initio 

structure prediction [DJ99,RDCB97,BB01,MFZH03]. The problem involves generat

ing a loop conformation whose N- and C- terminal residues attach to the fixed anchor 

residues of the two protein segments at either end of the loop. However, proposing 

a single conformation fails to address the flexibility of the missing loop. In light of 

the high variation of loop structures in proteins, one or few conformations may not 

adequately represent the diversity in the ensemble of conformations assumed by a 

flexible missing loop. 

This chapter proposes FEM to address native flexibility in the loop modeling 

problem. Given an incomplete protein structure and the amino-acid sequence of the 

missing loop, FEM generates an ensemble of low-energy loop conformations that 

complete the given protein structure. The method combines a statistical mechan

ics formulation with an efficient probabilistic exploration of conformational space. 

The exploration exploits analogies between proteins and robots [MZ94, SLB99] to 

model a loop fragment as a kinematic chain. FEM employs a multi-resolution ap

proach. Backbone-resolution loop conformations are first generated to satisfy the 

1 Alternative names include loop/fragment completion, gap completion, loop closure, or fragment 
fitting. 
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geometric and energetic constraints imposed by the given protein structure. These 

conformations are then structurally and energetically refined to obtain an ensemble 

of low-energy all-atom loop conformations. 

FEM is not limited to applications on missing loops but can generate an ensemble 

of physical conformations for any protein fragment. This capability is exploited by 

employing FEM as a core computational unit in a method developed to characterize 

flexibility of an entire protein chain, described in chapter. 4. FEM is validated by 

using it to characterize loop structure and flexibility in both instances of strongly 

stable and completely disordered loops. In each instance, fluctuations measured over 

a generated ensemble fully agree with experimental and simulation data. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Context is provided for the loop modeling 

problem through a review of related work in section 3.2. FEM is described in sec

tion 3.3. Section 3.4 analyzes FEM-obtained ensembles for non-internal loops in chy-

motrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2), the variable surface antigen (VlsE), and cn-lactalbumin 

(a-Lac) (loops of length 12, 20, and 26 residue, respectively). Good agreement is 

obtained between computed ensembles and data available from experiment and simu

lation. Section 3.5 presents additional ensembles obtained from applications of FEM 

on internal loops in protein structures. An analysis in section 3.6 interprets the good 

agreement in the context of the FEM coverage of the conformational space of a 

fragment. Additional analysis of the energetic refinement in FEM is presented in 

section 3.7. The chapter concludes with a summary and discussion in section 3.8. 
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3.2 Related Work on Addressing Kinematic Constraints 

FEM explores the native flexibility of a missing protein fragment by dealing 

with the core problem of fitting a generated fragment conformation with a given 

reference protein structure. Driven by applications in X-ray crystallography, homol

ogy modeling, and ab initio structure prediction, existing work [BK90, SK90, FR92, 

MJ93, ZRVD93, ZRDK94, vVK97, DBOO, FDSOO, TBHM02, DAL03, CD03, LvdBDL04, 

vdBLLD05, CSdA+05, KGLK05] focuses on fitting a generated loop conformation to 

model an unknown loop. The following summary organizes related work into inverse 

kinematics methods, (ab initio) search-based methods, and database methods. 

3.2.1 Inverse Kinematics Methods 

Methods that solve an Inverse Kinematics (IK) problem to model a missing loop 

exploit the fact that steering a terminal residue of the loop so that it assumes the pose 

of the corresponding fixed anchor is very similar to controlling motions of a robot arm 

so that the robot hand/gripper assumes a specified target position and orientation. By 

modeling the polypeptide chain of a missing loop as an open kinematic chain [MZ94], 

the problem of attaching the terminal residues of a loop to their corresponding fixed 

anchors can be posed as an IK problem: solve for the DOFs of the kinematic chain 

so that a terminal anchor of the loop assumes its target pose. This problem was first 

introduced in the context of robot manipulators [Cra89]. 
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Exact Inverse Kinematics Methods 

Robotics-inspired techniques [HA01,CSRST04] that employ exact IK solvers to 

enumerate all solutions [Chi93, MC94, MZ94, WS99, CSJD'04] can do so on chains 

with no more than 6 DOFs. For manipulators with only revolute joints, which is 

the case for biomolecules with idealized geometry, the number of unique solutions 

is at most 16, when the number of DOFs does not exceed 6 [RR89]. An efficient 

solution was proposed [MC94] and later applied to the conformational analysis of 

small molecular chains [MZ94, MZW95]. Methods based on curve approximation 

were proposed [Chi93] to address the IK problem in hyper-redundant robots, where 

the number of regularly distributed joints is very large. 

Specialized Exact Inverse Kinematics Methods in Biology 

Specialized IK solutions in biology appeared as early as 1970 [GS70], where frag

ments with < 6 DOFs were predicted by solving a set of polynomial equations repre

senting geometric transformations. These equations were applied to build tripeptide 

loops [GS70]. Later work offered efficient analytical solutions for three consecutive 

residues through spherical geometry and polynomial equations [BK85,PS91,MZW95, 

WS99]. Bounding IK solutions for chains with < 6 DOFs within small intervals 

was applied in the context of drug design [ZK02]. A new formulation extending the 

domain of solutions to any three residues, not necessarily consecutive, was recently 

proposed [CSJD04]. An efficient subdivision of the solution space pushes the dimen-
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sionality limit from 6 to 9 DOFs [ZWW+04]. 

Optimization-based Inverse Kinematics Methods 

Currently, only optimization-based IK solvers [FWS+86, WC91] can deal with an 

arbitrary number of DOFs. Two such methods, Random Tweak [FWS+86, SYF+87] 

and Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD) [Lue84,WC91,CD03], iteratively solve a system 

of equations until the kinematic constraints on the loop termini are satisfied. Both 

methods are based on iteratively changing dihedral DOFs of a fragment/kinematic 

chain until the terminal residue reaches its target pose. 

Random Tweak Random Tweak relies on computing the Jacobian of atom dis

tances from their target positions with respect to the dihedrals. This computation 

is demanding and even numerically unstable as the Jacobian may loose rank. In 

addition to not being free of singularities, Random Tweak does not allow additional 

constraints on individual residues because modifications to dihedral angles are intro

duced all at once, with a strong dependence of each proposed dihedral change on all 

the others. Additional constraints on the dihedrals may result in the unpredictable 

motion of a residue away from rather than toward its target pose. 

Cyclic Coordinate Descent Avoiding the use of a Jacobian, CCD is computa

tionally inexpensive, numerically stable, and free of singularities. This method avoids 

the inter-dependence of dihedrals by adjusting one DOF at a time. CCD allows for 

additional constraints on dihedrals with a predictable motion of atoms towards target 
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positions. First introduced in the context of non-linear programming [Lue84], this 

method was applied to robotics [WC91], and later to the loop closure problem for 

proteins [CD03,Lot04,LvdBDL04,vdBLLD05]. In particular, [Lot04, LvdBDL04, vd-

BLLD05] combined this method with motions in the self-motion manifold, where local 

motions do not influence the kinematic constraints and can be used to move towards 

a local minimum of an objective function. 

3.2.2 Ab Initio Search-based Methods 

Search-based methods rely on a generate-and-test paradigm to first generates 

many fragment conformations and then filter out the ones that do not satisfy kine

matic constraints. This class of methods can be categorized into two subclasses, loop 

construction methods and motion-planning based approaches. 

Loop Construction Methods 

The dimensionality limitation of loop closure algorithms was addressed in [BK87] 

by analytically solving for short fragments and enumerating solutions for longer frag

ments. Combinatorial approaches [MJ86, BHN88, DS90, BVSD93, Bru93, FSBM94, 

PM95,DB00] limit a combinatorial explosion by restricting the set of (4>,ip) dihedral 

angles to distributions that are biased towards more populated regions of the (<I>,IJJ) 

Ramachandran map [RRS63]. 

Other algorithms propose local moves [EGE95], importance sampling by local 

minimization of randomly generated conformations [LS89a, LS89b, LS89c], or glob-
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ally minimize energy by mapping a trajectory of local minima [DRP98]. Other 

optimization-based search algorithms consist of molecular dynamics simulations [BK90, 

TNM92,RT93,NHK00], Monte Carlo (MC) combined with Molecular Dynamics (MD) 

[RF99], biased probability MC [AT94,EMCG95,TZM+97], and MC with Simulated 

Annealing [HCG92, CHG93, CE93, CE96, VCD94,FDS00]. Even dynamic program

ming algorithms [FR92] and genetic algorithms [MJ93] have been applied to the 

loop closure problem. Other search algorithms consist of bond scaling with relax

ation [ZRVD93], multi-copy searches [ZRDK94], and self-consistent mean field op

timization [KD95]. All these methods suffer from practical limitations on fragment 

length and low success rate in fragment closure. 

Motion-Planning based Approaches 

Robotics-inspired methods employ a probabilistic sampling framework [KSL096a]. 

Central to all these algorithms is the use of the probabilistic roadmap [KSL096b] for 

sampling conformational space. Loop conformations can first be sampled ignoring the 

kinematic constraints and later enforcing them through gradient descent [YLK01]. 

The satisfaction of constraints can alternatively be integrated in the sampling pro

cess [HA01]. In the latter case, the loop is broken into an active part, for which 

conformations are generated disregarding the constraints, and a passive part that is 

closed through exact IK methods [HA01]. An efficient extension of the above method 

for more DOFs exists [XA03]. Sampling the active part of the chain one DOF at a 

time ensuring that the active part's endpoints are always reachable by the passive 
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part is a natural extension of the above idea [CSL02]. The authors have applied this 

algorithm to the closure of long protein loops [CSRST04]. Other approaches subject 

loop conformations to attractive forces that pull the end effector of the chain, the 

robot hand or gripper, to its target position and orientation [LSB05]. 

3.2.3 Database Methods 

Database methods [SK90, vVK97, TBHM02, DAL03] search for candidate loops 

that satisfy constraints on length and geometry in homologous proteins available in 

structural databases such as the PDB [BWF+00]. These methods were first proposed 

in the context of electron density fitting [JT86], and then in comparative model

ing [CLP+87, CCLW89, SK90, TL92, Lev92, TME+93, LS94, MT96, LLL99]. Database 

approaches rely on the assumption that loops in proteins submitted in the PDB pro

vide natural templates to model missing loops. For antibody hyper-variable loops, 

database methods yield satisfactorily results [CLP+87,CLT+89,MT96,MTR+98] due 

to these loops forming very specific folds based on key residues. 

Database methods suffer from limited loop diversity in the PDB [TL92] and so can 

model loops of < 15 aas [DAL03]. This issue can be addressed by constructing loops 

from shorter fragments sampled from structural libraries [KGLK05]. In particular, 

divide-and-conquer approaches [TBHM02] recursively break loops into equal-sized 

fragments that are analytically solved and combined to yield loops of arbitrary length. 

While limited in the length of loops they can model, by employing the PDB, database 

methods have the advantage of producing physically-realistic conformations [MJ86]. 
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3.3 FEM: Computing Low-energy Conformations of a Pro

tein Fragment 

Since the proposed FEM is generally applicable to any protein fragment and not 

just a loop, the method is described hereafter in terms of generating an ensemble of 

physical conformations for a protein fragment.Given an incomplete protein structure 

and the amino-acid sequence of the missing fragment, FEM generates an ensemble 

of physical fragment conformations that fit with the given protein structure through 

essentially a three-step multi-resolution approach: 

(i) Backbone Geometric Exploration: The conformational space available to the 

backbone of a missing fragment is explored to generate fragment conformations 

that fit with a given protein structure without introducing collisions (details are 

found in section 3.3.2). Obtained conformations are passed on to step (ii). 

(ii) Side-chain Exploration for a Fixed Backbone: The configurational space avail

able to the side chains of a fragment is explored to add all-atom detail to each 

fitted fragment conformation (details are found in section 3.3.3). Obtained 

conformations are passed on to step (iii) for energetic refinement. 

(iii) All-atom Energy Refinement: Obtained conformations are subjected to exten

sive energy minimization that seeks stabilizing interactions between atoms of the 

fitted fragment and the rest of the protein (details are found in section 3.3.4). 

Each fragment conformation is retained in the ensemble if the corresponding 
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completed protein conformation has energy lower than a cutoff value. 

Steps (i)-(iii) of FEM allow efficiently generating a large ensemble of fragment 

conformations whose corresponding completed protein conformations are physically 

relevant. Each of these steps is detailed below after preliminary definitions. 

3.3.1 Modeling a Protein Fragment 

Let protein residues from the N- to C- terminus be numbered 1 to n. A pro

tein fragment [711,712] is said to be missing if atomic coordinates are available only 

for residues 1 to ni and n^ to n. The missing fragment [711,712] is defined as the 

polypeptide chain consisting of residues n\. to n^ including n\ and n2. Finding a 

conformation for the missing fragment involves generating coordinates for all atoms 

of its polypeptide chain. Doing so in a way that fits the fragment with the given 

protein structure requires that the coordinates of residues 711 and 712 in the fragment 

conformation be as those of n\ and 77,2 in the given protein structure. In this sense, 

residues n\ and 712 are "duplicated": those in the given protein structure are fixed 

and referred to as stationary/fixed anchors; those in the fragment move as one tries 

to find coordinates for the fragment's atoms and are referred to as mobile anchors. 

Hence, modeling an unknown fragment involves finding coordinates for its residues 

so that its mobile anchors attach to the stationary anchors in the given protein struc

ture. Attaching a mobile anchor to its stationary counterpart means translating the 

mobile anchor so that one of its backbone atoms assumes its target position in the 

stationary anchor and orienting the anchor so that its N, CQ, and C backbone atoms 
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align with their counterparts in the stationary anchor residue. A mobile anchor 

reaches its target pose when it assumes its target position and orientation in space. 

The problem of modeling an unknown fragment consists of two steps: (i) obtain 

initial atomic coordinates for the fragment; and (ii) modify the fragment conformation 

so the mobile anchors assume the target poses in the stationary anchors. 

Obtaining Initial Coordinates for the Unknown Fragment The first step 

can be addressed in different ways. In the implementation of FEM in this thesis, a 

biologically relevant polypeptide chain for an unknown fragment such as a missing 

loop is initially obtained from a sequence-homologous protein structure selected from 

the PDB '[BWF+00].- Any missing atom information2 is completed through the PSF-

GEN [GP02] package. A large set of different conformations of the polypeptide chain 

of the fragment are then obtained by modifying the chain's dihedral angles, as de

scribed in section 3.3.2. Conformations obtained in this way do not generally fit with 

the given protein structure, as illustrated in Figure 3.1(a) for a loop, since the mobile 

anchors n\ and n2 may not be attached to their stationary counterparts. Indeed, 

fragment conformations depend in a non-trivial way on the amino-acid sequence of 

the fragment and the environment provided by the rest of the protein. 

Closing the Fragment One mobile anchor of the fragment, ni in Figure 3.1(b), 

is easily attached to its stationary counterpart through rigid body transformations, 

Structures reported in the PDB commonly miss hydrogen or side-chain atoms. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 3.1: (a) Mobile anchors in two conformations of the CI2 VAL53-ASP64 fragment, 
drawn in grey, are not attached to the stationary anchors in black, (b) n\ is attached to its 
corresponding stationary anchor through rigid body transformations, (c) Rotations of the 
dihedral bonds of the fragment steer n2 towards its target pose in the stationary anchor. 

a translation and two rotations to align the backbone atoms of the mobile anchor to 

their stationary counterparts in the fixed anchor. As illustrated in Figure 3.1(c), the 

resulting fragment conformation needs to be modified so as to attach the remaining 

mobile anchor n2 to its stationary anchor. This problem is often referred to as "closing 

the fragment" or "closing the loop" in the context of loop modeling. It is addressed 

in the Backbone Geometric Exploration step, which takes as inputs the given protein 

structure and the polypeptide chain of the missing fragment already attached to 

one fixed anchor and outputs fragment conformations that fit with the given protein 

structure by solving the kinematic constraint on n2. 

3.3.2 Step (i): Backbone Geometric Exploration 

FEM samples kinematically-constrained conformations of fragment [ni, n2] as 

shown in pseudocode in Algorithm 1. The exploration starts by stripping away all but 

backbone atoms off the polypeptide chain obtained for the missing fragment. Working 

with a coarse resolution allows making direct use of analogies between proteins and 
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robots [MZ94,SLB99] that are often exploited to adapt powerful robotic space explo

ration methods to the study of protein systems [CSdA+05,ADS02,ABG+03,LFKL00]. 

As shown in line 1 of Algorithm 1 and in keeping with these analogies, FEM models 

the backbone chain of the fragment as an open kinematic chain, where a protein's 

atoms are equivalent to robotic links and rotatable bonds connecting atoms to joints 

connecting links. Fragment [ni,n2] is modeled as a kinematic chain whose base is at 

n-i and end-effector is at n2. The method employs the idealized geometry, where bond 

lengths and bond angles are kept fixed in their equilibrium (native) values. As shown 

in line 2 of Algorithm 1, the only DOFs used at this stage are the cf>, ip backbone 

dihedral angles starting at residue ni + 1 and ending at residue n2 — 1. 

Algorithm 1 Explore WithConstraints (Cref, [ni,n2], nmax, e, a) 

Input: 
Cref: conformation corresponding to reference protein structure 
[ni,n2]: fragment [ni,n2] for which to explore conformations 
nmax: maximum number of CCD cycles 
e: criterion for evaluating satisfaction of kinematic constraint on n2 

CT: permutation of DOFs of [ni,n2] 
Output: Conformation C that satisfies kinematic constraint on n2 

1: K <— kinematic chain modeling [n.i,n2] 
2: B <— DOFs of K corresponding to backbone dihedral angles of [ni,n2] 
3: 6\B *— DOF values sampled uniformly at random in [—7r, 7r]'B' 
4: C <— apply rotations by 9\B dihedral angles 
5: for n <— 1 to nmax do 
6: Ba <— permutation of DOFs B 
7: C <— CCD(Ba, pose of n2 in C, target pose of n2 in Cref) 
8: d <r- Euclidean distance between pose of n2 in C and target pose of n2 in Cref 
9: if d < e then 

10: exit for loop 
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Line 3 shows that conformations for the backbone of the fragment are first sam

pled by ignoring the kinematic constraint on n2. Values for the DOFs are sampled 

uniformly at random in [—7r,7r]. Considering only the backbone reduces the dimen

sionality of the sampled conformational space and allows for an efficient exploration. 

Rotations by the sampled angles do not change the atom positions of rt\ but violate 

the constraint on n2. As shown in line 7, each sampled conformation is subjected to 

CCD. The implementation of CCD in Algorithm 1 follows closely that in [CD03]. 

CCD closes each generated fragment conformation by solving the following IK 

problem: given the positions of the backbone atoms of the stationary anchor n2, 

assign values to the DOFs of the kinematic chain modeling the fragment so that 

the backbone atoms of the mobile anchor n2 assume their target positions in the 

stationary anchor. GCD recasts this problem as a minimization problem. Given one 

particular DOF (i.e., backbone dihedral angle) of the kinematic chain, the algorithm 

analytically finds the value yielding the minimum distance between residue n2 of the 

fragment and its target pose in the given protein structure. 

CCD proceeds in cycles. Each cycle iterates over all DOFs according to a prespec-

ified order (shown by permutation a of DOFs in Algorithm 1), updating each DOF 

one at a time, until n2 reaches a pose within an e-neighborhood of the target pose in 

Cref. As shown in line 5 of Algorithm 1, the number of cycles is limited to nmax. 

Each conformation closed with CCD depends on the initial fragment conformation 

sampled. This dependence is a useful feature exploited to generate many fragment 
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conformations to complete a given protein structure. The completed structure is 

deemed collision-free if its energy is below a maximum energy value Emaii
 3-

3.3.3 Step (ii): Side-chain Exploration for a Fixed Backbone 

The Backbone Geometric Exploration step generates many different backbone-

resolution conformations for a missing fragment. Since it only modifies the backbone 

of a fragment, the side chains of the polypeptide chain of the fragment are not in 

their optimal configurations in each generated backbone conformation. Therefore, 

values for the dihedral angles of these side chains are sampled uniformly at random 

in [—7r, 7r]. For each backbone conformation, the side-chain dihedral space is explored 

until an all-atom fragment conformation is found whose corresponding completed 

protein conformation C is collision-free. 

3.3.4 Step (iii): Energetic Refinement of a Modeled Fragment 

To render interactions between atoms of a fragment conformation and the rest 

of the protein favorable, each completed protein conformation C is subjected to ex

tensive energy minimization. Energy is measured by physical force fields such as 

CHARMM [MBB+98] or AMBER [WCB+94]. The energetic refinement of C is de

signed to attribute unfavorable interactions mainly to a fragment's atoms, since the 

conformation corresponding to the given protein structure is considered feasible. 

3Parameters are introduced to keep the description of the method general. Values to these 
parameters are empirically determined and listed in section 4.4,5. 
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To achieve this goal, the refinement interleaves two strategies that mainly explore 

fluctuations of a closed fragment to minimize the energy of C while maintaining the 

given protein structure. The first, closure-constrained backbone refinement, inspired 

by work in [LvdBDL04, vdBLLD05], modifies the backbone dihedrals of a fragment 

during minimization. The second, closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent, 

relaxes the idealized geometry model and allows all atoms' coordinates to change as 

dictated by the force field for crucial interactions of the fragment with the rest of 

the protein. While exploring small fluctuations of the given protein structure, this 

strategy attributes most of the mobility to the fragment's atoms. 

Since both minimization strategies are local searches that may converge to local 

minima, they serve as relaxation steps for each other. If after TV steps of the closure-

constrained conjugate gradient descent, the improvement in energy is less than a cutoff 

value T7, this indicates failure to escape from a local energy minimum. Therefore, 

the minimization switches to the closure-constrained backbone refinement which can 

further minimize energy. The two strategies interleave with each other for a maximum 

of -Nmax minimization steps, testing after every N steps whether to terminate the 

minimization (if the improvement in energy is less than a convergence value /x). 

Closure-constrained Backbone Refinement - Exploring the Self-motion 

Manifold Due to the 6 constraints on n2, the remaining m = 2(n2 —ni —1) — 6 

of the q DOFs of the fragment are redundant. They define a sub-space, the self-

motion manifold [Bur89], which is explored for fluctuations of backbone atoms to 
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minimize the energy of a conformation and yet maintain the pose of n2. The man

ifold is approximated with its tangent space as in [vdBLLD05]. An instantaneous 

change in q is then obtained with q = J*(q)x + N(q)NT(q)g(q) as in [Bur89], where 

J*(q) is the pseudo-inverse of a 6xm Jacobian matrix relating the linear and angular 

velocities of a frame x attached to n<i, N(q) is an orthonormal basis for the null-space, 

and g(q) is the gradient of the energy function. The constraints on n<i force x = 0. 

Projecting g(q) on the null space yields a motion q in dihedral space that minimizes 

the energy function while keeping n? in its pose. The manifold is explored with a 

steepest descent that at each step updates J(q) to compute q as in [CK00]. A singular 

value decomposition [ABB+99] yields J(q) = UT,VT, where the vectors of V corre

sponding to zero-valued singular values provide N(q). Due to these computational 

requirements, it is necessary to limit the number of steps of the descent. 

Closure-constrained Conjugate Gradient Descent: A conjugate gradient de

scent is performed on the energy landscape defined by the pseudo-energy function 

E = £forcefieid + Eatom^fragment ^ ' l^(C) - ^(^rest)|2, where ^ indicates the 3D 

position of atom i during minimization and Crest refers to the conformation corre

sponding to the rest of the reference protein structure. Minimizing the second term 

as well as the energy (first term) ensures that more mobility is asked of the frag

ment's atoms for stable interactions with the given protein structure. The extent to 

which atom i outside the fragment moves away from its position in Crest depends on 

the strength of interactions between atoms of the fragment and Crest and is modeled 
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through the damping constant K^, empirically determined for each protein. 

3.3.5 Obtaining an Ensemble of Low-energy Fragment Conformations 

Steps (i) through (iii) of FEM yield many low-energy all-atom closed fragment 

conformations. Closed fragment conformations whose corresponding completed pro

tein conformations are of energy no higher than a cutoff value of 20 kcal/mol from 

a reference energy4 are deemed physically relevant and are added to an ensemble 

£l[nun2] of physical fragment conformations. Fragment conformations are generated 

independently from one another; hence, their computation is easily distributed. The 

issue of ensemble convergence, i.e., how many fragment conformations need to be gen

erated to obtain a reliable native conformational ensemble, is resolved by measuring 

converge in ensemble averages of after the addition of every 1,000 conformations. 

Probability of a Local Fluctuation: A statistical mechanics formulation is em

ployed to weight each conformation C G fi[ni,n2} with energy EQ according to its 

E(C)-Eret 

Boltzmann probability P(C) = Prefe
 RTo , where Pref and ETe{ are the probabil

ity and the energy of CVe/, T0 is the room temperature (300K), and R is the gas 

constant. The reference probability Pref can be arbitrarily set equal to 1 as the calcu

lation of average quantities is independent of the actual value of Pref. A cutoff value 

of 20 kcal/mol for E(C) — Eref allows to discard generated conformations that do 

not contribute to thermodynamic averages measured over the ensemble of completed 
4When a reference energy is not available, as in the case of a partially-resolved protein structure, 

the minimum-energy completed conformation is used instead. 
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conformations (conformations where this cutoff is higher than 20 kcal/mol have an 

extremely low Boltzmann probability (< 10-15) at room temperature To). The Boltz

mann average (^Q)[ni,n2] of a measurable quantity Xi at a given position i (such as, 

for instance, the value of the least root-mean-square deviation - 1RMSD - for a given 

residue) is computed over all conformations {C} of the ensemble ^[ni,n2] associated 

with fragment [ni,n2]: 
E(C)-g r e f 

/ Y \ — Z ^ C e " [ " i . " 2 ] n ' 

E(C)-s r e f 

where Z = 2Jcen e flT° ^s the partition function associated with Q[ni,n2]-

3.3.6 Implementation Details 

Backbone Geometric Exploration: In the implementation of the CCD algorithm 

in this thesis, the maximum number nmax of CGD cycles is 500. The closure criterion 

e = O.OOlA. The -Emax employed is empirically valued at 5, OOOkcal/mol. 

All-atom Energy Refinement: The maximum number of minimization steps, 

the frequency of testing whether the convergence criterion has been met, and the 

actual definition of convergence are all empirically determined quantities that work 

well for all the proteins presented here: Nmax = 1,000, N = 300, r\ = 2 kcal/mol, 

and n = 20 kcal/mol. Due to the complexity of approximating the self-motion man

ifold and the numerical computation of the force field gradient, the steepest descent 

employed in the closure-constrained backbone refinement to explore motions on the 

self-motion manifold is limited to 50 steps. In the closure-constrained conjugate gra-
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dient descent, in CI2, a-Lac, ubiquitin, and protein G, where interactions between 

atoms of a fragment and of Cref are strong, K^ = 10. In other systems, such as 

VlsE, Kat = 100. In the exploration of the self-motion manifold q is numerically 

computed through the implementation of. finite differences in the OPT++ nonlinear 

optimization package [Mez94] modeling the energy function as an FDNLF1 object. 

The conjugate gradient descent is implemented through the OPTCG procedure in 

the same package modeling the pseudo-energy function as an NLF1 object since its 

gradient can be computed analytically. 

Employed Packages: Missing atoms are filled in with the PSFGEN [GP02] pack

age. Given a file that specifies types and charges of atoms in amino acids and a PDB 

file with the coordinates of the existing atoms of the polypeptide chain, PSFGEN 

creates a new PDB file where coordinates of the missing atoms are guessed and incor

porated in the respective amino acids of the polypeptide chain. The OPT++ [Mez94] 

package is employed for the efficient implementation of the conjugate gradient descent 

algorithm. The algorithms implemented in OPT+-1- provide robust and efficient solu

tions to nonlinear optimization problems that require expensive function evaluations. 

Hardware and Software Setup: The implementation was carried out in ANSI 

G/CH—h using the Intel8.0 compilers and libraries. The experiments were run on the 

Rice Terascale Cluster, a 1 TeraFLOP Linux cluster of I n t e l Itanium2 processors. 

Each node has two 64-bit processors running at 900MHz with 1.5MB of L2 data cache 
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and 2GB memory per processor. On such architecture, it takes on average 67 minutes 

to obtain 1,000 conformations for a surface fragment of 30 residues. 

3.4 Applications of FEM on Non-internal Loops 

To first test the accuracy of FEM, native non-internal loops are first reproduced 

in stable proteins, such as CI2, PDB code 1COA [JMe+93], and a-Lac, PDB code 

1HML [RSA93], respectively5. The loops considered include the 12-residue loop be

tween VAL53 and ASP64 in CI2 and the 26-residue loop between LYS51 and THR76 

in a-Lac. FEM is used to generate an ensemble of conformations for the considered 

loop in each protein. 

Figure 3.2(al) shows the ensemble of generated conformations for the VAL53-

ASP64 loop in CI2. Qualitatively, the obtained loop conformations are clustered 

around the native loop as found in the equilibrated crystal structure of CI2. The 

native flexibility of the loop is quantified by plotting in Figure 3.2(a2) the energy 

profile of the generated ensemble versus the 1RMSD of the generated loop conforma

tions from the equilibrated native loop conformation. The obtained energy profile is 

clearly funnel-like, in full agreement with the known role and stability of this loop for 

the activity of CI2 [LD94,JF94]. 

Residue fluctuations obtained on the generated ensemble are validated against 

B factors [JMe+93] available for CI2. Fluctuations of each residue are obtained by 

5The PDB structures are refined through the above conjugate gradient descent, with K^ = 0. 
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Fig. 3.2: (al)-(cl) 5,000 transparent loop conformations vs. opaque reference are ren
dered with VMD [HDS96]. (a2)-(c2) Associated energy landscapes are shown as energetic 
difference vs. 1RMSD of each conformation from reference. Only conformations with energy 
< 10 RT units from reference are shown (2499, 2022, and 2755, respectively). An average 
profile is computed by binning conformations every 0.001 A away from reference and av
eraging energies of a bin. CI2 and a-Lac profiles are steep, whereas VlsE profile is flat. 
(a3)-(c3) Obtained fluctuations vs. B factor-derived ones for CI2, fluctuations in [VPDK03] 
for a-Lac, and disorder scores for VlsE. 
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averaging through the Boltzmann statistics the residue 1RMSD measured in each loop 

conformation relative to the native loop conformation as found in the equilibrated 

crystal structure of CI2. Since fluctuations derived from B factors are different in 

magnitude from fluctuations obtained over the ensemble generated by FEM, both sets 

of fluctuations are normalized. As shown in Figure 3.2(a3), the obtained fluctuations 

are consistent with those derived from the available B factors; the data agree with 

a Pearson correlation of 96% and q-factor of 28%. This agreement indicates that 

fluctuations of this loop are mainly local and can be obtained in isolation, even when 

immobilizing the rest of the protein structure. 

The generated ensemble for a-Lac is shown in Figure 3.2(bl). As expected, the 

obtained loop conformations are clustered around the native loop of the equilibrated 

crystal structure. Figure 3.2(b2) reveals a funneled energy landscape with a global 

minimum around the native conformation found in the equilibrated crystal structure 

of a-Lac, similarly to the energy landscape associated with the ensemble of loop 

conformations generated for CI2. 

The fluctuations observed over the generated ensemble for a-Lac are fully con

sistent with what is obtained from an MG simulation guided to agree with hydro

gen exchange protection factors [VPDK03]. Figure 3.2(a3) compares residue fluctua

tions measured over the ensemble generated by FEM with the fluctuations reported 

in [VPDK03] (data courtesy of M. Vendruscolo). Due to their different magnitudes, 

fluctuations are normalized in the comparison. A Pearson correlation of 86% and a 
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q-factor of 24% are obtained. Interestingly, the Pearson correlation between fluctu

ations measured over the FEM-obtained ensemble with fluctuations derived from B 

factor data for a-Lac [RSA93] is 63%, comparable to the 61% Pearson correlation 

obtained when comparing fluctuations derived from the B factor data to fluctuations 

reported in [VPDK03]. 

The examples described above provide a good testbed for the accuracy of FEM in 

producing ensembles of native-like loop conformations with associated steep funnel

like energy landscapes for strongly stable proteins. The most interesting application 

of FEM, however, is the generation of a large ensemble of loop conformations for 

proteins with highly flexible loops. Results are presented here when when applying 

this method to generate an ensemble of conformations for the LYS93-GLY112 loop 

in the crystal structure of VlsE, PDB code 1L8W [ESK+02]. This 20-residue loop 

is missing in the crystal structure due to its high flexibility [ESK+02]. The analysis 

reveals that there are many geometrically variable conformations relevant for this 

loop at room temperature. The high conformational heterogeneity of the closed loop 

conformations can be seen in Figure 3.2(d). The heterogeneity of these loop confor

mations is quantified in Figure 3.2(c2), where the energy landscape associated with 

the generated ensemble is plotted as a function of the 1RMSD from the most sta

ble complete protein conformation obtained through FEM. Figure 3.2(c2) shows a 

plateau-like energy landscape, which is very different from the funnel-like landscapes 

obtained for the loops in CI2 and a-Lac. 
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To validate the ensemble generated for the missing loop of VlsE, the magnitudes 

of the structural fluctuations per residue (measured relative to the lowest energy-

structure obtained) are compared with disorder scores computed from the amino-

acid sequence of VlsE through the PONDR package [LRR+99,LRR+01]. Disorder 

scores predicted by the PONDR package [LRR+99, LRR+01] for the loop are all well 

above 0.5 (the boundary between disorder and order), consistent with the fact that 

the LYS93-GLY112 loop in VlsE is highly disordered. Since the comparison between 

fluctuations and disorder scores is between two different quantities of different mag

nitudes, both quantities are normalized. As shown in Figure 3.2(c3), the agreement 

between the residue fluctuations and the PONDR-predicted disorder scores is with a 

Pearson correlation of 79% and q-factor of 31%. It is worth noting that this compari

son is qualitative since residue fluctuations and the disorder scores represent different 

quantities. Interestingly, both quantities, as shown in Figure 3.2(c3), indicate that 

ILE98 is the most flexible and disordered residue in the missing loop of VlsE. 

3.5 Applications of FEM on Internal Loops 

An additional consideration when characterizing the native flexibility of protein 

loops is the space available to fluctuations. Internal loops in proteins represent an 

extreme case where the available space is limited by the rest of the protein structure. 

An instance of an internal loop is the LI loop, residues 37 — 51, of the human 120-

residue SWI1 AT-rich interaction domain (ARID) protein (SWI1 ARID), PDB code 
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F ig . 3.3: (a) The equilibrated representative NMR structure of SWI1 ARID and its L I loop 
are drawn with VMD [HDS96]. The loop, in cyan, is surrounded by the rest of the protein 
structure, whose solvent accessible surface, in white, is computed by sliding a 1.4 A radius sphere 
approximation of a water molecule, (b) Using VMD [HDS96], the FEM-obtained ensemble of 
5,000 loop conformations is shown transparent vs. the opaque reference structure, (c) The 
energy landscape associated with the ensemble is shown in red. The black line represents the 
average energy profile. The energy landscape is funnel-like and the average energy profile is 
steep, indicating that F E M recovers the native structure of the loop. 

1RYU [KZU+04]. As shown in Figure 3.3(a), the equilibrated representative NMR 

structure of SWI1 ARID surrounds the LI loop. 

FEM is applied to obtain an equilibrium conformational ensemble for this loop. 

Because of the reduced conformational space available, it is computationally more 

costly to obtain physical conformations of an internal loop. The number of confor

mations generated during the exploration of FEM before obtaining a collision-free 

conformation where atoms of the loop are not in collision with the surrounding struc

ture of the protein is on average 4 times higher than in the case of the non-internal 

loops presented above. This computational cost can be lowered by, for instance, taking 

into consideration the surrounding environment when sampling loop conformations 

that fit with the rest of the protein structure. 

Despite the higher computational cost, the obtained ensemble, shown in Fig-
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ure 3.3(b), accurately models the fact that the mobility of the LI loop is highly 

limited due to the surrounding environment. Obtained conformations are clustered 

around the native loop of the equilibrated reference structure. This is consistent with 

Figure 3.3(c), which shows a funneled energy profile. These results indicate that the 

flexibility of internal loops is highly constrained from the surrounding environment. 

3.6 A Closer Look at the FEM Exploration 

Results in sections 3.4-3.5 can be interpreted in light of the FEM exploration. 

Modeling a fragment as a kinematic chain and using CCD allows FEM to map the 

uniformly sampled space C of chain conformations to the space C of IK solutions, 

conformations that satisfy the end-effector kinematic constraints. To sufficiently ex

plore the sub-space of low-energy conformations to which the energy minimization 

procedure maps C, FEM needs to provide a good coverage of C. 

The solution space C can be described by a system of multi-variable non-linear 

polynomial equations that relate the chain DOFs to the end-effector constraints [Cra89] 

C may contain components of different dimensions such as isolated solutions, solution 

curves, and solution surfaces [SVW04]. A notion of coverage of C can be given through 

that of dispersion [CLH+05], which measures the largest portion of C where FEM 

samples no conformations. A good coverage of C involves minimizing dispersion in 

each component of C. Covering each component uniformly, as provided through the 

notion of discrepancy [CLH+05], might be desirable as well. 
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The question whether applying CCD to C provides a good coverage of each com

ponent of C remains challenging and open to theoretical analysis. Answering this 

question is further complicated by the not yet understood dependence of the C explo

ration on the a permutation of the chain DOFs employed by CCD. Demonstration 

of an inadequate coverage of C does not necessarily mean that the exploration of the 

equilibrium conformational space of a protein fragment is insufficient. The reason is 

that not all components of C may be accessible to a protein. It has been shown that 

certain equilibrium conformations may be kinematically inaccessible, i.e., unreachable 

within biological timescales [BA94]. 

In light of these open questions, to provide insight into the coverage of C, an 

experimental analysis is provided on the FEM exploration of C for kinematic chains 

with increasing number of DOFs. The analysis first start with 6R chains, where the 

upper bound of 16 IK solutions [Pri86] allows directly comparing these solutions to 

those obtained by FEM when mapping C with CCD. On kinematic chains with more 

than 6 DOFs, the dimensionality of C does not allow for a direct comparison. In this 

case, the analysis focuses on solutions obtained when applying CCD to neighborhoods 

of conformations in C. To investigate how the a permutation of DOFs employed by 

CCD affects the exploration of C, each experiment is repeated with three obvious 

choices for a; counting from the base to the end-effector (N- to C-terminus) of the 

chain one can define: (i) the random permutation, where the order of DOFs changes 

randomly in each CCD cycle; (ii) the identity permutation, where the value for DOF 
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i is found before the one for DOF i +1; and (iii) the reverse permutation, which refers 

to the reverse of the identity permutation. 

3.6.1 On the Space of Kinematically-constrained 6-DOF Chains 

It is interesting to determine first whether for 6R chains, mapping C with CCD 

allows to sample all C. This is done on a comprehensive list of 20 IK problems for 

which all IK solutions, obtained with a polynomial continuation method, are doc

umented [WM89]. For each problem, IK solutions are compared to the solutions 

sampled by FEM. Two conformations are deemed close if their geodesic distance 

in SO(2)n normalized by the number n of DOFs is no more than 0.1 rad. Sampled 

solutions of a problem with % IK solutions are discretized into i bins, each bin cor

responding to an IK solution. A sampled solution goes into a particular bin if it is 

closest to the IK solution associated with that bin. Solutions are sampled until no bin 

is empty. For each problem, for each choice of a, all bins are filled after sampling a 

maximum of 100 solutions. The maximum distance between a sampled solution and 

its closest IK solution is no more than 0.02 radians. For 6R chains, for each choice of 

a, CCD allows to obtain all isolated IK solutions of C. 

3.6.2 On the Space of Kinematically-constrained Redundant Chains 

For redundant kinematic chains (more DOFs than constraints) the solution space 

C is not discrete but may contain components of different dimensions [SVW04]. The 

analysis now assesses the ability of FEM to sample different regions of C for redundant 
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[30 DOFs] [50 DQFs] [100 DOFs] 

1 ° 

5° 
10° 

(i) 
0.6115 

0.0045 

0.0010 

(ii) 
7.0175 

0.0988 

0.0010 

(iii) 

5.8640 

0.0395 

0.0010 

(i) 
0.2241 

0.0010 

0.0010 

(ii) 
7.7586 

0.0036 

0.0010 

(iii) 
5.9319 

0.0018 

0.0010 

(i) 
0.2279 

0.0010 

0.0010 

(ii) 
6.2142 

0.0010 

0.0010 

(iii) 

5.0963 

0.0010 

0.0010 

Table 3.1: A conformation A sampled uniformly at random from C maps with CCD to 
an IK solution B 6 C. Table shows how many (in %) of 1000000 neighbor conformations 
of A sampled uniformly at random map with CCD to B. Rows show results obtained 
when neighbor conformations of A are sampled from neighborhoods of radii {1°, 5°, 10°}. 
Columns show results obtained for chains of 30, 50, and 100 DOFs when CCD employs 
three different choices of the a permutation of DOFs. (i)-(iii) refer to the random, identity, 
and reverse permutations, respectively. Results are averaged over 100 instances of A. 

chains by analyzing the solutions obtained when applying CCD to neighborhoods of 

a conformation A sampled uniformly at random in C. 1000000 neighbor conforma

tions of A are sampled uniformly at random from neighborhoods of radii {1°, 5°, 10°} 

deviation per DOF. CCD is applied to A and its neighbor conformations so the end-

effector reaches a target pose that is randomly sampled in SE(3). Differences are 

then measured between the solutions to which CCD maps a neighborhood of A and 

the conformation B to which A maps under CCD. This is done for 100 instances of 

conformations A and different choices of a on chains of 30, 50, and 100 DOFs. 

Measurements first focus on the probability that CCD maps a neighbor conforma

tion of A to B. Table 3.1 shows that when employing CCD to increasing perturbations 

of a random conformation A, the probability of obtaining the IK solution B to which 

A maps decreases rapidly. In general the probability gets respectively smaller when 

employing CCD with the identity, reverse, and random permutation. In fact, when 

employing CCD with the random permutation on a chain of 50 DOFs, the probability 
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g= random 

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 3.4: (a) A distribution of conformations in C is obtained by sampling uniformly at 
random 1000000 conformations of kinematic chains of 30,50,100 DOFs from neighborhoods 
of radii {1°, 5°, 10°} around a conformation A sampled uniformly at random in C. Mapping 
this distribution with CCD yields a distribution of conformations in C. For each distri
bution, the distance between the mean and median conformations is measured through p, 
the geodesic distance in SO(2)n normalized by the number n of DOFs. The ratio of the 
distance corresponding to the distribution in C over that corresponding to the distribution 
in C averaged over 100 instances of A is plotted here, (b) Conformations of a chain with 12 
DOFs are sampled uniformly at random from a 10° radius neighborhood that maps with 
CCD to the conformations shown in (c). (a)-(c) Results are obtained with the random 
permutation of DOFs. 

of obtaining the same IK solution B drops quickly to 0.0001% when increasing the 

perturbation to 10°. The decrease in the probability of obtaining the same solution 

in C upon increasing neighborhood radii in C indicates that the sampling of solutions 

is not limited to a particular region of C. 

The obtained distribution of solutions in C is now compared with the distribution 

of the sampled neighbor conformations. For each distribution, the distance between 

the mean and median conformations is measured. The median conformation of the 

neighborhood of A corresponds to the median distance between A and its neighbor 

conformations. The median conformation of the obtained distribution in C corre

sponds to the median distance between B and obtained solutions in C. Fig. 3.4(a) 
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shows that for each of the chains the distance between the mean and median con

formations in the distribution of sampled solutions is persistently larger than in the 

distribution of neighbor conformations of A. The difference between the two distribu

tions gets smaller as neighbor conformations of A get more diverse with the increase 

of neighborhood radius and number of DOFs. Fig. 3.4(b)-(c) illustrates how small 

perturbations around a conformation A can map to a diverse set of solutions. Similar 

results are obtained for permutations other than the random. While the observed 

diversity is not desirable when kinematically-constrained chains need to follow a par

ticular trajectory [BK02], this very feature of CCD allows in this work to obtain 

different solutions and so explore different regions of C. 

This analysis shows that CCD allows FEM to explore different conformations 

of C for redundant chains. While the question whether applying CCD to C allows 

to cover all components of C remains, in practice, the FEM exploration of C is 

sufficient to model equilibrium fluctuations. As shown in applications of FEM, good 

agreement is obtained between (Xi) measurements computed over the sub-space of 

low-energy conformations to which C maps under the energy minimization procedure 

and measurements provided from experiments or guided simulations. 

3.7 Analysis of the Interleaving Minimization in FEM 

Exploration of the self-motion manifold has been previously employed to refine 

the backbone of a closed loop in partially resolved X-ray structures [LvdBDL04, vd-
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BLLD05] according to a coarse-grained objective function. In FEM, the self-motion 

manifold is explored to minimize physical energy functions such as the CHARMM 

[MBB+98] all-atom force field. Since the computation of the self-motion manifold and 

its exploration are computationally expensive, an analysis is conducted to determined 

whether combining this exploration with the closure-constrained conjugate gradient 

descent as opposed to only employing the closure-constrained conjugate gradient de

scent for the minimization offers significant benefits. 

The analysis compares the improvement in energy of conformations minimized by 

the interleaving procedure as opposed to using closure-constrained conjugate gradient 

descent minimization only. Two opposite scenarios are plotted in Figure 3.5 on the 

energetic refinement of ubiquitin conformations for fragments [15,45] and [35,65]. 

For brevity, the closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent minimization is re

ferred to as CG and to the interleaving procedure as CGSMM since it combines the 

closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent minimization with the exploration of 

the self-motion manifold. Figures 3.5(a) and (b) plot the final energies of confor

mations refined through the interleaving procedure versus the final energies obtained 

when refining conformations with the closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent 

minimization only, for fragments [15,45] and [35,65], respectively. 

Figures 3.5(a) and (b) show a positive outcome, where lower energy completed 

protein conformations are obtained in the case of fragment [14,45] by interleaving 

than by using the closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent minimization alone. 



Fig. 3.5: (a) Conformations generated for fragment [15,45] in ubiquitin, refined with 
CGSMM, have lower energies than those refined with CG alone, (b) Almost 50% of the 
conformations generated for fragment [35,65] in ubiquitin, refined with CGSMM, have 
higher energies than would be obtained if refining them with CG alone. 

Figure 3.5(c) shows an opposite scenario, where interleaving changes the energy land

scape and results in conformations with higher energy than would be obtained by 

the closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent minimization alone. Whether 

using the interleaving procedure or the closure-constrained conjugate gradient de

scent alone, the ensemble of generated conformations does not fundamentally change. 

The conclusion from this analysis is that the computational time devoted to the ex

ploration of the self-motion manifold is not crucial to the minimization procedure. 

The closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent minimization alone is sufficient 

to lower the energy of completed protein conformations. 
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3.8 FEM: Discussion and Conclusion 

The FEM proposed to model native loop flexibility makes use of an efficient 

robotics-inspired exploration to sample the conformational space available to a miss

ing fragment that fits with a given protein structure. This exploration allows FEM 

to explore the space of arbitrarily-long fragments, an advantage over database and ab 

initio search-based methods [SK90,vVK97,TBHM02,DAL03,KGLK05,DB00,BK90, 

FDS00, MJ93, FR92, ZRVD93, ZRDK94]. 

The multi-resolution approach employed in FEM allows efficiently modeling pro

tein fragments as kinematically-constrained chains. In addition, the use of all-atom 

force fields allows estimation of conformational energies. A statistical mechanics 

formulation then provides a natural way to associate a weight to each obtained 

conformation and as a result obtain a native conformational ensemble. This is 

an obvious advantage over existing exploration methods applied to protein frag

ments [CSRST04, LvdBDL04, vdBLLD05]. 

When applied to stable proteins such as CI2 and a-Lac, the proposed FEM recov

ers the native loops of these proteins. The generated ensembles are clustered around 

the native loops, and the associated energy landscapes are funnel-like. Fluctuations 

measured over each ensemble are fully consistent with experimental data and existing 

simulations. A novel application of FEM on VlsE with a missing loop of 20 amino 

acids generates an ensemble whose conformational heterogeneity is consistent with 

the high disorder of the missing loop. These results point to a potential application 
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of FEM where consideration of the crystal environment as in [JPR+04] may allow to 

even model the effects of crystal packing on loop flexibility. 

The results obtained by FEM motivate the employment of the method as a core 

computational unit in a larger scheme aimed at characterizing the native flexibility 

not just of one protein fragment but of an entire protein chain. Usage of FEM for 

this purpose is detailed in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 

Characterizing the Native Flexibility of a Protein 

This chapter proposes the Protein Ensemble Method (PEM) to characterize na

tive flexibility in proteins where fragments of the protein chain move independently of 

one another. PEM combines local fluctuations of consecutive overlapping fragments. 

Local fluctuations are obtained with FEM as described in chapter 3. Using the theory 

of statistical mechanics, the Boltzmann-weighted fluctuations corresponding to each 

fragment are combined to obtain fluctuations for the entire protein. The agreement 

obtained between PEM-modeled fluctuations, wet-lab experiment, and guided sim

ulation measurements, indicates that PEM is able to reproduce with high accuracy 

protein native fluctuations that occur over a broad range of timescales. 

4.1 Introduction on the Native Flexibility of a Protein 

PEM complements experimental and simulation techniques by characterizing the 

native flexibility of an entire protein. Unlike existing simulation techniques [DagOO, 

PB02,HOvG02,Tai04,RVS04,vGBB+06], PEM does not follow trajectories in con

formational space but samples conformations independently of one another. 
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PEM is based on the premise that, in proteins where fragments of the protein 

chain do not move in concert with one-another, global native fluctuations of the pro

tein chain can be obtained by combining local native fluctuations of fragments. Frag

ments are denned consecutively and with overlap by sliding a window over the chain. 

PEM measures amino-acid fluctuations of each fragment as Boltzmann-weighted av

erages over the sampled space of low-energy conformations of each fragment. Low-

energy conformations of each fragment are obtained with FEM, detailed in chapter 3. 

The results obtained by applications of PEM to various proteins indicate that one 

computationally effective strategy to model global native fluctuations of a protein is 

to combine local native fluctuations of consecutive overlapping protein fragments. 

This strategy is appealing because fluctuations of different fragments can be obtained 

in parallel. The strategy is well suited for proteins with non-concerted fluctuations, 

that is, where native fluctuations of a fragment can be obtained while the rest of 

the polypeptide chain is unperturbed. Extensions to capture concerted fluctuations, 

briefly discussed in section 4.6, are motivation of further work presented in chapter 6. 

Focusing on proteins with non-concerted motions is of broad interest. There is no 

evidence of correlation between global physico-chemical properties such as stability 

or contact order [PSB98] and the nature, local or correlated, of protein fluctuations. 

Moreover, despite the limited information on protein structures and motions available 

in current databases [BWF+00] and literature, proteins with non-concerted motions 

represent a significant portion of proteins with known structure [Fer99,BSM+06]. For 
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the proteins presented, PEM-modeled fluctuations are fully consistent with multiple 

timescale measurements obtained from NMR wet-lab experiments and guided sim

ulation techniques. Thus, for the examples considered, PEM can be employed to 

provide a microscopic level of understanding of protein function. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 summarizes related 

work to place PEM in context of other methods aimed at capturing native flexibility 

in proteins. Section 4.3 is devoted to a thorough comparison and discussion of the 

advantages of PEM over existing simulation techniques. This section also provides 

biophysical background and rationale behind the design of PEM. Details and analysis 

of PEM are related in section 4.4. Section 4.5 analyzes PEM-obtained fluctuations 

for ubiquitin and protein G. This section shows that measured thermodynamic quan

tities correlate remarkably well NMR data such as order parameters, residual dipolar 

couplings, and 3-bond scalar couplings. The chapter concludes in section 4.6. 

4.2 Related Work on Characterizing Native Flexibility 

What follows is a survey of existing simulation techniques. The survey is by no 

means comprehensive. Rather, it focuses on related work that places PEM in context. 

4.2.1 Survey of Simulation Techniques 

Current simulation techniques to sample conformational space are either system

atic or random searches [vGBB+06]. MD simulations [NN03,KK05,AM06,vGBB+06] 
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systematically update atom coordinates of a conformation to obtain a new one by 

numerically solving Newton's equations of motions. The occurrence of a conformation 

obtained with a constant temperature MD simulation is proportional to the Boltz-

mann probability. Since the solution accuracy demands a small timestep in the order 

of femtoseconds, obtaining a physical trajectory of conformations is computation

ally demanding [vGBB+06, Elb05]. Moreover, thoroughly sampling conformational 

space may require many trajectories. The sampling of rare events such as cross

ing local maxima of the energy landscape adds to the computational cost of sam

pling conformational space in a sequential fashion. Thus, in a reasonable amount of 

time, MD simulations sample a small sub-space of the conformational space available 

to a protein and are often limited to exploring events that occur within nanosec

onds [DagOO, PB02, HOvG02, Hes02, Tai04, vGBB+06]. 

Rather than solving Newton's equations of motions, random search techniques 

such as MC simulations [RVS04, vGBB+06] conduct a biased probabilistic walk in 

conformational space to obtain a sequence of conformations. The biased probabilis

tic walk ensures through the Metropolis criterion [MRR+53] that a conformation is 

obtained with frequency proportional to its Boltzmann probability. While sometimes 

computationally more efficient than MD simulations, MC simulations also obtain 

conformations sequentially. Hence, they also spend considerable time sampling rare 

events such as crossing maxima in the energy landscape. Extensions to enhance sam

pling include methods such as importance [KLV74] and umbrella sampling [TV77], 
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replica MC [SW86], jump walking [FFD90], multicanonical ensemble [BN92], entropic 

sampling [Lee93], weighted histograms [KRB+93], local elevation [HTVG94], paral

lel tempering/replica exchange [Han97], smart walking [ZB97], multicanonical jump 

walking '[XJ99], conformational flooding [SGEOO], local energy flattening [ZKS02], 

activation relaxation [MMOO], Markov state models [SSP04], and guided simulation 

techniques [VPDK03,BV04,LLBD+05] that use experimental data to guide trajecto

ries to relevant regions of conformational space. 

The proposed PEM classifies as a random search that transforms a non-Boltzmann 

collection of randomly sampled conformations into a Boltzmann ensemble by weight

ing each conformation with its Boltzmann probability. Rather than obtaining con

formations sequentially, PEM probes the energy landscape through a probabilistic 

exploration that samples conformations independently of one another. 

4.3 PEM, Related Methods, and Biophysical Rationale 

Conformations of a polypeptide chain are often kinematically constrained, e.g., by 

the bond network of a protein [JRKT01]. PEM employs a probabilistic space explo

ration with kinematic constraints (implemented in FEM as described in chapter 3). 

In FEM, conformations are obtained independently of one another, which allows 

modeling native fluctuations with no inherent timescale limitations. This is an ad

vantage over existing simulation techniques which, due to their exploration of protein 

conformational space one trajectory at a time, are limited to modeling native fluctua-
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tions up to the nanosecond timescale [Dag00,PB02,HOvG02,Hes02,Tai04,vGBB+06]. 

A comparison with existing simulation techniques, presented in the following for both 

accuracy and running time, highlights the advantages of the proposed PEM. The 

purpose of comparing running times is mainly to illustrate the orders of magnitude 

difference between PEM and existing simulation techniques since running times of 

simulation studies are reported in different machines and by different authors. 

Applications of PEM to ubiquitin, protein G, and other proteins show that PEM-

obtained fluctuations agree very well with available experimental data over multiple 

timescales. Pearson correlations no lower than 0.80 are achieved between native 

fluctuations obtained by PEM after no more than 164 CPU hours on a current 

processor and experimental and guided simulation measurements (details on the ac

curacy of the results obtained by PEM can be found in section 4.5). On the other 

hand, achieving these same high correlations with existing simulation techniques is 

either possible through simulations that require orders of magnitudes longer CPU 

time (year-long) [HAO+06] or through simulations that shorten running time to a 

few months or a few weeks by incorporating experimental data to guide MD or MC 

trajectories to relevant regions of conformational space [VPDK03, BV04,LLBD+05]. 

The high computational time demand of existing simulation techniques limits a 

direct comparison between these techniques and PEM to a few well-studied proteins. 

On a-Lac, a protein presented in [SCK07], obtaining native fluctuations beyond the 

ns timescale remains challenging for existing simulation techniques. To the best of 
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my knowledge, the only simulation study that overcomes the timescale limitations on 

cu-Lac is an MC simulation that employs a coarse-grained representation of this pro

tein and guides trajectories by incorporating available experimental data [VPDK03]. 

With no a priori knowledge of experimental data and at the same time employing an 

all-atom representation of protein conformations, in 164 CPU hours PEM obtains 

native fluctuations of ct-Lac that occur over a wide range of timescales. As detailed 

in [SCK07], PEM-obtained fluctuations for a-Lac agree very well with the ensemble 

of conformations obtained in [VPDK03]. 

An important reference protein system for comparisons is ubiquitin, where 6ns 

of an MD simulation in explicit solvent are needed to obtain a correlation of 0.62 

with NMR data [LLBD+05]. While running times are not reported, our experience 

estimates that 2ns of simulation time on an AMD Athlon 1900MP machine require 

one week of CPU time. Longer CPU times are needed to achieve higher accuracy: 

80ns, estimated to about one year of CPU time, are needed to obtain a 0.96 correlation 

with NMR order parameters [HAO+06]. The only successful simulation study to my 

knowledge to obtain good agreement with experimental data (correlation of 0.96) in 

a few months (22.5ns) guides MD trajectories to relevant regions of conformational 

space with NMR data [LLBD+05]. While this result is very significant [Bor05], the 

required a priori knowledge of high-quality experimental data limits the predictive 

power of guided simulation techniques. With no additional knowledge of experimental 

data, native fluctuations obtained by PEM after 120 hours of CPU time on ubiquitin 
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agree with available NMR data with correlations no lower than 0.95. 

PEM focuses on obtaining native fluctuations in proteins where fluctuations of 

fragments of the polypeptide chain are uncorrelated (overcoming this assumption is 

the subject of chapter 6). To obtain such fluctuations, PEM employs a first-order 

approximation that is a powerful algorithmic approach well-rooted in biophysics, par

ticularly in the context of protein folding [Sch58,MnTHE97,HF96,WLH01]. In protein 

folding, the enumeration of all configurations of a protein (where each amino acid is 

considered either in an ordered or a disordered state) is often addressed through a 

first-order approximation which groups all ordered amino acids on one single contin

uous stretch of the protein sequence. Considering one single continuous stretch of 

the protein sequence at a time (or one fragment at a time) is known as the "single 

sequence approximation." The single sequence approximation was first proposed in 

the context of the helix-coil theory [Sch58, MnTHE97] and lately has been shown 

sufficient in enumerating folding propensities of amino acids of many different pro

teins [HF96, WLH01]. 

PEM uses the single sequence approximation in a novel context; the method 

samples conformations of a fragment while the rest of the polypeptide chain is unper

turbed in order to obtain detailed all-atom information about protein conformations 

under native conditions. The applicability of the single sequence approximation in 

this context is justified in proteins where there are no correlated motions between frag

ments of the polypeptide chain that are far in sequence and where, as a consequence, 
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fluctuations of one fragment can be obtained independently of another. As discussed 

in detail in section 4.4, in the absence of correlated fluctuations, PEM constructs 

fluctuations of the entire polypeptide chain in a multiscale fashion by combining to

gether the fluctuations obtained for fragments covering the chain. Treatment of native 

fluctuations in the context of even correlated fluctuations is presented in section 4.6, 

which motivates the work presented in chapter 6. 

4.4 PEM: A Local-to-Global Approach 

Section 4.4.1 shows how PEM defines fragments on a protein polypeptide chain 

and then combines FEM-obtained fluctuations measured over the native conforma

tional space of each fragment to model global native fluctuations of an entire protein 

chain. 

As shown in pseudocode in Algorithm 2, PEM takes as input an experimentally 

determined conformation CPDB from the PDB [BWF+00]. Since CPDB is an average 

over protein conformations populated under native conditions, PEM initially mini

mizes the energy of CPDB with a conjugate gradient descent on the energy landscape, 

as detailed in chapter 3, to obtain a conformation Cref whose energy Eref is assumed to 

correspond to the global minimum of the energy landscape. PEM employs Cref as a 

reference conformation to sample low-energy conformations near the global minimum. 
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Algorithm 2 PEM (CPDB, Z, SI, dl, w) 

Input: 
CPDB : protein conformation obtained from the PDB 
I: length of window sliding over polypeptide chain of protein 
51: overlap between consecutive windows 
dl: size of increment to I and 81 
w: function to weight fluctuation of an amino acid of a fragment 

Output: Native fluctuations (Xj) of each amino acid i _ _ _ 

l: Cref *— energetically refine CPDB 

2: P <— protein polypeptide chain comprising amino acids 1 to N 
3: Slide over P a window of length I amino acids with overlap of 81 amino acids between 

consecutive windows to define fragments [ni, 7*2] 
4: for each fragment [ni,n2] do 

f2[ni n2] <— ensemble of FEM-obtained low-energy conformations of fragment \n\, ri2\ 
associate e~(E(c)~E™!W(Rro) to each C G Q[ni,n2] to obtain Boltzmann ensemble 
Z <— Ylceci e-(

E(c)-Erei)/(RTo) ^partition function-normalization factor 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

( ^ > h « ] ^ i E c £ f i | n i i „ 2 ] e - ( E ( c ) - E r e C m R T 0 ) x . ( c ) for a m i n o a c i d i e [nuTl2] 

for each amino acid i E P do 
^^E{[n1 ,n2 i :fe[n l W]}u ' (*.[ ' l i . ' J2]) > normalization factor 

: {{Xijjain, (Xi)max} <- {min, max}{ 
[ni,n2] : t6[ni,n2]} [ni,ri2j 

if \Xj)m a x — (Xi)min > (Xj)min t h e n 
' I *-l + dl and SI *- Sl + dl 
goto line 3 

4.4.1 Consecutive Overlapping Fragments over a Protein Chain 

As shown in line 3 of Algorithm 2, PEM slides a window / residues long over the 

protein chain P to split P into consecutive fragments. The window is slid so that 

neighboring fragments overlap significantly with one another in 51 « I residues (by 

definition, 81 < I). As illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a), sliding a window of length 30 with 

overlap of 25 residues defines 19 fragments on the 123-residue chain of a-Lac. 
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4.4.2 Obtaining Local Native Fluctuations of a Fragment 

PEM employs FEM to sample an ensemble f2[ni,n2] °f low-energy conformations 

of a fragment [ni,n2] while keeping the rest of the polypeptide chain as in Cref. 

Fig. 4.1(a) shows such ensembles for fragments defined on the polypeptide chain of 

a-Lac. As shown in line 6 of Algorithm 2, the theory of statistical mechanics [Cha87] 

is employed to transform the sampled ensemble 0[niin2] into a Boltzmann ensemble 

of conformations by weighting each conformation C of ^[ni,n2] with its Boltzmann 

probability e-{E(c)-Erel)/RT0 ^as deseribed in chapter 3). 

Let Xi[C) measure the fluctuation of amino acid i around Cref as witnessed by a 

conformation G. An example of Xi(C) is the 1RMSD of amino acid i from Cref: 

V atomjei . 

where p"j is the position of atom j , and ||-|| is the L2 norm. Other choices for Xi(C) in

clude the deviation from Cref of the orientation of a particular bond vector in amino 

acid i (order parameters [Kay05], presented in detail in section 4.5, constitute an

other choice for X{(C)). As described in chapter 3, the transformation of £l[ni,n2} 

into a Boltzmann ensemble allows to measure a statistical average of Xi(C) over 

conformations C e $7[ni,n2]. As shown in line 8 of Algorithm 2, PEM sums over all 

Xi{C), weighting each by the Boltzmann probability of the corresponding conforma

tion C £ r2[ni>n2], to obtain a Boltzmann-weighted average •(-Xrt)[m,n2]'- This average 

quantifies the FEM-obtained fluctuation of amino acid i as witnessed by the ^[ni,n2] 

ensemble of conformations available to fragment [n^ng] under native conditions. 



(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.1: (a) Sliding a window of length 30 and overlap of 25 amino acids on the 123-aa chain 
of a-L&c defines 19 fragments, starting with [1,30] and ending with [90,123]. An ensemble 
of low-energy conformations is sampled for each fragment through the FEM exploration 
detailed in chapter 3. Each ensemble is shown in different colors while the rest of Cref is in 
cyan. Conformations are drawn with VMD [HDS96]. (b) (lRMSDi)[nira2] values, measured 
as in line 8 of Algorithm 2, are drawn in different colors for different fragments [711,712]. 
Values for the first and last 5 amino acids of each fragment are discarded. (lRMSDi)min 

and (lRMSDj) max, measured as in line 12 of Algorithm 2, are drawn in black. 

The average (Xi)[ni.in2] measured over ensemble £l[m,n2] can change with the ad

dition of sampled conformations to the ensemble. To determine a termination con

dition for sampling, one can measure whether, after adding conformations to en

semble tyni)n2]> there are any changes in ensemble-averaged measurements such as 

(lRMSDj)[ni!„2]- When such measurements converge, the sampling of low-energy con

formations of fragment \n\, 712] terminates as no new information is obtained about 

native fluctuations of the fragment. 

4.4.3 Global Native Flexibility: Combining Fragment Fluctuations 

Modeling global native fluctuations of a polypeptide chain involves quantifying 

the fluctuation of any amino acid % of the chain as witnessed by the available native 

conformational space. As the fluctuation of an amino acid i is-a statistical average 
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over, the available conformations of the chain, it is denoted here by (Xi). PEM esti

mates the global fluctuation {Xi) of an amino acid i by combining local fluctuations 

(Xi)[nun2]. As shown in line 11 of Algorithm 2, PEM estimates {Xi) as a weighted 

average over all fluctuations {Xi)[nuri2] measured over the sampled ensembles of the 

fragments [ni,n2] overlapping in i 

As illustrated for a-Lac in Fig. 4.1, (Xig) is averaged over'(X\g)[1,30], (-Xi9)[5,35]> 

(X19)[10,4o], and (Xi9)[15!45]. Due to the method employed by PEM to satisfy the 

kinematic constraints on amino acids rii and n2 of a fragment \n\, 712], amino acids i 

close to rti or n2 do not deviate significantly from their configurations in Cref in the 

sampled ensemble Cl[niin2]- Their fluctuations are consequently low and not represen

tative of native conditions. To take this into account, their contribution to the global 

native fluctuation {Xi) is downplayed through a weighting function w(i, [fti,n2]). 

An example of a weighting function that downplays fluctuations of the first and 

last 5 amino acids of each fragment is w(i, [ni,ra2]) = 0 if min{|i—ni|, \i—n2|} < 5 and 

w(i, [rii,n2]) = 1 otherwise. Figure 4.1(b) shows measured (IRMSDj) for each amino 

acid i in a-Lac using this weighting function. Fig. 4.1(b) shows that (IRMSDj)[ni>-n2j 

values measured over ensembles of fragments that encompass amino acid i are similar, 

as indicated by the small difference between (lRMSDj)max and (lRMSDj)min, where 

(lRMSDi)max and (lRMSDi)min are measured as shown in line 12 of Algorithm 1. 

A large difference between (IRMSDj )min and (IRMSDj )max would indicate that the 

length of the window limits fluctuations, in which shown in lines 13-15 of 
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Algorithm 2, window length and overlap are incremented by dl amino acids. 

An alternative weighting scheme involves a Gaussian distribution that progres

sively decreases the contribution of residues closer to the fragments ends, that is 

w(i,[ni,n2}) = e - 2l~J ( where Ai = \i — (n\ + ri2)/2| measures the distance of 

residue % G [ni, n2] from the central residue {n\ +n2)/2 in fragment [n\, n2] (a = 1/2). 

4.4.4 Measuring Robustness to Different Approximations 

The weighting scheme is one approximation made by PEM. Here is a compre

hensive list of all identified approximations: 

(i) The order in which the DOFs are progressively updated in the CCD routine. 

The associated error is estimated by computing differences between averages 

obtained from two independently generated ensembles: one where the DOFs 

are ordered sequentially from the N- to the C- terminus, the other by selecting 

the DOFs in random order. 

(ii) The inaccuracy of the energy force field employed. The associated error is 

estimated by repeating the ensemble generation with two different force fields, 

CHARMM [MBB+98] and AMBER [WCB+94], and measuring the differences 

between corresponding thermodynamic averages measured over each ensemble. 

(iii) Finite-size effects introduced by the definition of fragments and the nature of the 

CCD algorithm. Differences between averages obtained from the two different 

weighting schemes described above provide an estimate for the associated error. 
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(iv) The interleaving minimization used on the obtained conformations. The asso

ciated error is estimated by computing differences between averages obtained 

from two generated ensembles: one employing the interleaving minimization and 

the other employing the closure-constrained conjugate gradient descent only. 

The errors associated with these approximations are incorporated in the error bars for 

ensemble averages of NMR data such as order parameters, residual dipolar couplings, 

and 3-bond scalar couplings. The small error bars (as shown in Figures 3 and 5 in 

section 4.5) allow concluding that these approximations do not significantly affect 

the native flexibility captured for the proteins presented here. In particular, the 

small size of the error bars indicates that the developed PEM is robust against these 

approximations. Thus, the results obtained in different fragments can be combined 

to produce a global picture of fluctuations over an entire protein. 

4.4.5 Implementation Details 

Initial values for window length / and overlap 51 are 20 and 15 amino acids, 

respectively. If the obtained fluctuations appear biased by these values, both I and 

81 are incremented by 5 amino acids. Though theoretical maximum values for I and 

81 can reach the entire chain length N, PEM applications suggest 20 < / < 40 to 

maintain accuracy and efficiency. Convergence of PEM-obtained fluctuations for the 

proteins presented here is attained on I = 30 and 81 = 25 amino acids. For each of 

the proteins here, around 13,000 conformations with energy within 20 kcal/mol from 

the reference structure are generated for each 30-aa fragment. Of these, around 5,000 
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conformations per fragment have energies no higher than 5 kcal/mol from the energy 

of the equilibrated solution structure used as reference. 

PEM is implemented in ANSI C/C++ using Intel8.0 compilers and libraries. All 

results presented here were obtained on the Rice University Terascale cluster of 900 

MHz I n t e l Itanium2 processors and on the Rice University ADA cluster of 2.2 GHz 

AMD Opteron processors. The computation for each protein required less than 100 

CPU hours. 

4.5 Applications of P E M on Small- to Medium-size Proteins 

This section presents applications of PEM to characterize the native flexibility 

of proteins of various sizes and folds. Results are presented for streptococcal protein 

G, human ubiquitin, eglin c, the SH3 domain of Fyn tyrosine kinase (FynSH3), the 

tenth type III domain of fibronectin (FNfnlO), and the P. magnus albumin-binding 

second GA module of PAB (ALB8-GA). These proteins are 61, 76, 70, 58, 90, and 53 

aa long, respectively. Because of their small- to medium-size, these proteins represent 

ideal applications of PEM. 

Moreover, the selected proteins encompass different folds, from all a, a+(3, mainly 

(3, to all p. For all these proteins, the PEM-obtained native fluctuations are fully 

consistent with NMR data such as order parameters (52), 3-bond scalar couplings 

(3J), and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). Additionally, for ALB8-GA, where 

side-chain S2 data are not available, predictions are made on side-chain fluctuations. 
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For the proteins presented here, a reference conformation is obtained by equili

brating PDB-obtained structures to remove unfavorable atomic interactions. X-ray 

structures of protein G [DW94] and ubiquitin [VKBC87] are available in the PDB 

under entries ligd and lubq, respectively. NMR ensembles of solution structures of 

eglin c [HGW92], FynSH3 [MPBR96], FNfnlO [MHBC92], and ALB8-GA [JdCW+97] 

are available under PDB entries legl, lnyg, lttf, and lgab. The X-ray structure or, 

in the case of NMR ensembles, the solution structure that is reported as the best, 

representative, or the average of the NMR ensemble for each protein is subjected to 

a conjugate gradient descent detailed in chapter 3 (Kj = 0 in this case). The average 

structures of the NMR ensembles of FynSH3, FNfnlO, and ALB8-GA are reported 

under PDB entries lnyf, lttg, and lprb. When a best, representative, or average 

structure is not reported in the PDB, which is the case for eglin c, the first structure 

of the NMR ensemble is chosen to be refined. 

Equilibrated X-ray structures of protein G and ubiquitin differ from their corre

sponding X-ray structures by an all-atom 1RMSD of no more than 1.2A. Equilibrated 

structures of eglin c, FynSH3, FNfnlO, and ALB8-GA differ from their corresponding 

solution structures by all-atom IRMSDs of 1.8, 1.7, 2.0, and 2.5 A, respectively. The 

effect of the equilibration on the obtained results is discussed in detail in section 4.6.1. 

On all proteins presented here, windows of length 30 residues with 25-residue over

lap suffice to reveal consistent fluctuations measured over ensembles of neighboring 

overlapping fragments. In particular, Figures 4.2(al) and (bl) qualitatively show the 
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variability of generated conformations for protein G and ubiquitin. The consistency 

of fluctuations measured over ensembles of neighboring overlapping fragments can 

be seen in Figures 4.2(a2) and (b2), where the average 1RMSD are plotted for each 

residue as measured over ensembles of the fragments that encompass that residue. 

4.5.1 Thermodynamic Quantities Measured for Validation 

Ensembles obtained for each protein are validated by comparing thermodynamic 

quantities measured over them with NMR data that probe the dynamics of each 

protein. These quantities are compared to S2, 3 J , and RDC data available from 

NMR. Additional measurements by PEM consist of probabilities of contacts and 

hydrogen bonds. Two amino acids are considered in contact with one another if the 

Euclidean distance between two of their atoms is no more than 4.5 A. A hydrogen 

bond is considered formed if the OH distance is less than 2.4 A and the maximum 

NHO angle for the hydrogen bond alignment is 2.44 rad. 

Amide order parameters S^H provide information on the reorientational averaging 

of the NH bond, whereas methyl order parameters do so for the methyl bond. S2 

data for a bond are measured by averaging over the distribution of vectors assumed 

by the bond in a generated ensemble [BV04]. The calculation of S2 data is based 

on the Lipari-Szabo model-free formalism [LS82] that does not assume a particular 

model of internal motions. The model-free formalism allows for a direct comparison 

of calculated S2 values with experimental order parameters under the assumption 

that motions of the methyl symmetry axis and of the protons about this axis are 
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(bl) (b2) 

Fig. 4.2: (al)-(bl) Obtained ensembles for protein G and ubiquitin, respectively. (a2)-(b2) 
Average 1RMSD per residue obtained by combining fluctuations of all fragments regions. 
Results for different regions are shown in different colors, from red to blue as a window 
of 30 residues slides from the N- to the C- terminus of the protein. The black lines mark 
the highest and lowest 1RMSD values recorded from all the different windows embracing 
each given residue, and provide an estimate for the uncertainty of the procedure. Two 
consecutive 30-residue windows have an overlap of 25 residues. The results corresponding 
to the first and last 5 residues of each fragment are discarded as they are biased by the 
finite size of the window. 
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decoupled [LSL82]. A thorough discussion on the model-free formalism can be found 

in [LS82,LSL82]. 

Based on the Lipari-Szabo model-free formalism [LS82], the order parameter 

<Sy for a bond between atoms i and j is calculated through the formula Sf = 

§((*«) +iVij) + (%) + 2^i,iVi,3)2 + Z&ijkj)2 + 2(kjkj)2 ~ i), w h e r e x, y, z denote 

the components of the unit vector along the bond. Since bond lengths remain essen

tially unchanged from their native (equilibrium) values during PEM's execution, the 

above formula can be simplified as in [BV04] to Sfj = 2 , riin)4((zy) + (yfj) + {z2J) + 

2(xijyij)2 + 2{xijZij)2 + 2(yijZij)2 — | ) , where r™n refers to the equilibrium length of 

the bond connecting atoms i and j . The ensemble-averaged S2 for a particular bond 

is thus obtained by Boltzmann-averaging over the distribution of x, y, z components 

of vectors assumed by the bond. S2 = 1 indicates no heterogeneity in the distribution 

of these vectors, whereas S2 = 0 is indicative of a uniform distribution. 

The 3J parameters quantify the side-chain population of rotameric states and are 

related through the Karplus equation to the probability of occupation of different ro-

tamer states for torsion angles of specific side chains [CCB03]. As outlined in [CCB03], 

the ensemble of rotameric states can be used to parameterize the Karplus equation. 

Optimal values to the Karplus parameters A, B,C, S can be defined to improve the 

agreement between observed and calculated scalar coupling data. Rather than op

timize such parameters, we choose to perform a golden test and use the Karplus 

equation empirically parameterized for the ubiquitin X-ray structure in [CCB03]. 
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Finally, RDCs quantify fluctuations on the direction of different bond vectors. 

RDCs are measured over fragment ensembles as in [TB97], normalized with respect 

to RDCs measured for an amide NH in the same orientation by scaling according to 

bond lengths and gyromagnetic ratios [TB97]. 

The difficulty of classic MD simulations in reproducing these NMR data is related 

to the timescales captured by these data: S2 data extracted from l5N relaxation 

experiments capture from the ps to the ns timescale [Kay05]. RDCs report on averages 

over longer timescales of up to millisecond range and so can reveal slower protein 

motions over a very broad timescale [Kay05]. Characterizing S2 and 3 J can also be 

highly nontrivial since the timescale for the slowest side-chain rotations may be in the 

millisecond range [MB04]. In particular, 3J data can report on rotameric averaging 

on timescales from few hundredths of a second to picoseconds [BVG+94]. 

The error bars associated with the PEM-calculated thermodynamic averages mea

sure the inherent error originating from the various approximations in PEM (as de

tailed in chapter 4). The Pearson correlation R2, the q factor, and the reduced x2 

factor that are used to quantify the agreement between PEM-obtained and NMR 

quantities are measured as defined in Bevington & Robinson [BR02]. 

4.5.2 Validation of protein G Fluctuations with NMR Measurements 

Protein G, a cell surface streptococcal protein, binds immunoglobulin with high 

affinity and potentially enhances microbial virulence. It is important in labeling and 

purification of antibodies and the study of protein-protein interactions [SBK91]. The 
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availability of NMR data for protein G [HF03,BBM+05,UEDB03] makes it possible 

to quantitatively validate PEM-obtained fluctuations. 

The experimentally available S2 data for protein G are derived from 15N NMR 

relaxation experiments [HF03] and capture the fast dynamics of this protein in the 

picosecond to nanosecond timescale. For brevity, let us refer to them as fast S2. 

Figure 4.3(a) shows the agreement between the PEM-obtained backbone (amide) S2 

and the fast S2 data of protein G. The Pearson correlation between the two quantities 

is 73%. It is worth noting that no scaling has been applied to the measured S2 order 

parameters to match to the fast S2 data (no scaling is applied in the comparisons 

with the experimental data for protein G and ubiquitin). The agreement is better 

on a-helix and the (32- and /?3-helix loops (residues 22 — 48), indicating that most 

of the flexibility captured by PEM for these residues happens on the picosecond 

to nanosecond timescale. However, the agreement drops on the N- and C- terminal 

chains and on residues 14 — 22 due to a higher heterogeneity reported for these regions 

from the corresponding FEM-obtained ensembles. The region between residues 14 — 

22 incidentally includes the "melting hot spot " [DLG04] loop of residues 14— 17 and 

the beginning of the #rstrand, residues 18 — 22. The order parameters obtained by 

PEM for residues 14 — 17 point to slower timescale motions for this region. 

To validate the high heterogeneity in this region, ensemble-averaged S2 data are 

compared with order parameters for the NH bond derived in [BBM+05] as they pro

vide information on reorientational averaging of the NH bond up to the millisecond 
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timescale. For brevity, let us refer to these as slow S2. Figure 4.3(b) shows a bet

ter agreement between the S2 data obtained by PEM and the slow S2 data derived 

in [BBM+05] as the Pearson correlation improves up to 83%. As Figure 4.3(b) shows, 

the agreement between the S2 data for the residues on the N- and C- terminal chains 

improves, indicating that the motions in these residues happen in a slower timescale. 

In addition, while the magnitudes of the calculated S2 data for residues 14 — 22 are 

higher than those derived in [BBM+05], the two profiles for this region of the pro

tein are comparable. This further confirms that motions of this important region in 

protein G happens in a slower timescale. 

To further validate slower timescale fluctuations captured by PEM for protein G, 

PEM-obtained RDCs are compared with five sets of experimental RDC data used 

in refining the X-ray structure [DW94] to obtain the NMR structure [URDB03] of 

protein G. Figure 4.3(c) shows that RDCs obtained by PEM and those obtained 

from NMR in bicelle medium [URDB03] agree with a Pearson correlation of 97% and 

q-factor of 21%. Naturally, a lower q-factor of 6% is obtained when comparing this 

NMR RDC data to the RDC-refined NMR structure [URDB03] itself. Comparison 

of PEM-obtained RDC data with experimental RDCs measured over the other four 

media [URDB03] reveals agreement with Pearson correlation varying from 94% to 98% 

and q-factor varying from 18% to 24% (data not shown). A complete comparison of 

the RDC-refined NMR structure in [URDB03] with each of the five experimentally 

measured RDCs reveals a q-factor varying from 5% to 7%, with an average of 6%. 
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Fig. 4.3: Comparison of NMR data with thermodynamics data obtained by PEM for 
protein G. (a) Comparison of PEM-obtained S2 backbone (amide) order parameters (S2^^ 
with fast SjfH data obtained from NMR relaxation measurements (S2

xp). (b) Comparison of 
PEM-obtained S2 backbone (amide) order parameters ( £ ^ c ) with slow S]^H data obtained 
from NMR relaxation measurements (S2

xp). (c) Comparison of residual dipolar coupling 
(RDC) parameters obtained by PEM (RDCcaic, on the y-axis), and obtained from NMR 
relaxation experiments (RDCexp, on the x-axis). Results for different bond types are shown 
in different colors, (a)-(c) The dashed black line indicates the linear least squares regression 
fit on the two sets of data, while the continuous line represents the identity line. 
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4.5.3 Validation of Ubiquitin Fluctuations with NMR Measurements 

Ubiquitin regulates multiple intracellular pathways in eukaryotic cells [Pic04] and 

is involved in labeling proteins for proteolysis. Its involvement in protein degradation 

makes it important for anticancer drug discovery. The availability of abundant NMR 

data for ubiquitin [CCB03,CMOB98,TFPB95] allows a detailed comparison of PEM-

obtained fluctuations on this protein. 

Figure 4.4(a) shows the agreement between PEM-obtained and the experimentally 

available backbone (amide S2) and side-chain (methyl S2) data [CCB03, TFPB95]. 

Figure 4.4(a) shows a Pearson correlation of 96% and indicates that low S2 order 

parameters are found not only for residues in the carboxy-terminal region of ubiquitin, 

residues from 72 — 76, but also in residues that form the protein core. Fluctuations of 

each residue can also be seen as residue IRMSDs obtained by PEM in Figure 4.2(b2). 

Figure 4.4(b) shows the agreement between PEM-obtained RDCs and those avail

able from NMR [CMOB98]. The RDCs obtained by PEM agree with NMR RDCs 

with a Pearson correlation of 97% and q-factor of 23%. The only better agreement 

with the NMR RDCs comes from the NMR ensemble itself, a Pearson correlation of 

99% and q-factor 14%, which is not a surprise since the NMR ensemble in [CMOB98] 

is derived from the NMR RDCs [CMOB98]. 

Due to the availability of NMR 3 J data for ubiquitin [CMOB98], comparisons are 

also provided between PEM-obtained 3 J and NMR data [CMOB98]. Figure 4.4(c) 

shows the agreement between the NMR and the PEM-obtained 3JNC^ and zJcc1, 
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3Jexp(Hz) 

• ( c ) -

Fig. 4.4: (a) Comparison of PEM-obtained S2 order parameters for backbone (amide S2) 
and side chains (methyl S2), (S2

alc, on the y-axis), with NMR relaxation measurements 
(S2

xp, on the x-axis). (b) Comparison of PEM-obtained residual dipolar coupling (RDC) 
parameters (RDCcaic, on the y-axis), with NMR relaxation measurements (RDCexp, on 
the x-axis). Different bond types are shown in different colors, (c) Comparison of PEM-
obtained 3-bond scalar coupling parameters 3JNC~, and zJcc~, (3Jcalc, on the y-axis) with 
NMR relaxation experiments (3Jexp, on the x-axis). (a)-(c) Dashed black line indicates 
linear least squares regression fit on the two sets of data, while continuous line represents 
the identity. 
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which are the 3-bond scalar couplings between the side-chain gamma carbon and the 

backbone amide nitrogen and carbonyl carbon, respectively. 

Comparing the 3J data obtained by PEM with the ones available from NMR 

reveals a Pearson correlation of 97%, which indicates that the side chains in the con

formations generated by PEM populate the right rotameric states. Such a correlation 

is higher than the 84% and 89% Pearson correlation obtained when comparing the 

scalar couplings measured on the ubiquitin crystal structure [VKBC87] and NMR 

ensemble [CMOB98], respectively, with experimental scalar coupling data. This re

sult indicates that the ensemble-averaging of the side-chain dihedrals improves the 

agreement with experimental scalar coupling data. 

4.5.4 Validation of Eglin C Fluctuations with NMR Measurements 

Figure 4.5(a) superimposes native conformations obtained by PEM for all con

secutive overlapping fragments defined over eglin c. Figure 4.5(a) clearly shows the 

structural heterogeneity among these conformations. The largest native fluctuations 

obtained for this protein are located in the Thrl-Glyl5 N-terminus, which is practi

cally disordered. Interestingly, the protease-binding loop, encompassing amino acids 

Ser41-Arg48, is also very mobile. Of all the amino acids of the loop, Val43-Leu47 are 

the most mobile. The mobility of the loop is also reflected in the low average of 0.7 

of the Scalc data corresponding to the amide bonds of the loop's amino acids. 

The entire amide and methyl S^ data obtained by PEM for eglin c are shown 

in Figure 4.5(b). Figure 4.5(b) shows that 5palc agree with 5f data [CL04] with a 
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Pearson correlation of 95% and reduced x2 of 0.98. Methyl Ŝ aic data> measured by 

PEM on computed fragment ensembles of eglin c (as detailed in chapter 4), are on 

average as low as 0.49. This is mostly due to the disordered Thrl-Glyl5 N-terminus. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.5: (a) Eglin c conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol from the equi
librated solution structure, shown in opaque, are drawn in transparent, (b) Calculated 
amide and methyl S2 data (5^jc on the y-axis) are compared to NMR S2 data (S2

xp on the 
x-axis). (c) Calculated 3JNC1 and ^Jcc^ ^Jcalc on the y-axis) are compared to NMR 3 J 
data (3Jexp on the x-axis). (b)-(c) The dashed black line indicates the linear least squares 
regression fit on the data sets. The continuous line is the identity line. 

4.5.5 Validation of Fyn SH3 Fluctuations with NMR Measurements 

PEM-obtained conformations are shown in Figure 4.6(a). Unlike the results ob

tained for eglin c, Figure 4.6(a) shows that the PEM-obtained native fluctuations for 

FynSH3 are prevalently small-scale. The largest fluctuations are located in the N-Src 

loop, which encompasses amino acids Asnll3-Trpll9. Interestingly, the N-Src loop 

discriminates between class I and class II ligands binding to FynSH3 [MPBR96]. Of 

all this loop's amino acids, its central amino acid, Glull6 is the most mobile. 
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The obtained native fluctuations for FynSH3 are validated by comparing Ŝ aic data 

to the corresponding S%xp NMR data [MK04]. Figure 4.6(b) shows that S2^ and S2
xp 

data [MK04] for FynSH3 agree with a Pearson correlation of 93% and reduced x2 of 

0.77. The small-scale fluctuations qualitatively shown in Figure 4.6(a) are reflected in 

the S ^ . data: amide and methyl S^alc data have high averages of 0.84 and 0.72. This 

result agrees with experimental findings that large amplitude microsecond-millisecond 

motions are unlikely in the FynSH3 native state [MK04]. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.6: (a) Fyn SH3 conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol from the 
equilibrated solution structure, shown in opaque, are drawn in transparent, (b) Calculated 
amide and methyl S2 data (S^alc on the y-axis) are compared to NMR S2 data (S2

xp on the 
x-axis). (c) Calculated 3

 JATC7 and 3Jcc~, (3Jcalc o n the y-axis) are compared to NMR 3 J 
data (3JeXp on the x-axis). (b)-(c) The dashed black line indicates the linear least squares 
regression fit on the data sets. The continuous line is the identity line. 

An interesting instance is represented by amino acid Leull2, located at the border 

between a /?-sheet and the beginning of the N-Src loop. The methyl S2^,, values 

associated with the xi a n d Xi angles of Leull2 (highlighted in Figure 4.6(b)) are the 
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lowest in the whole protein, even though the backbone fluctuations at this position 

are limited. Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of the side-chain xi and X2 angles in 

Leull2 and reveals that the low methyl S^ data result from averaging over multiple 

rotameric states populated by the side chain of Leull2 in the ensemble. 

Leull2 

Xi Xz 

Fig. 4.7: Distributions of xi a nd X2 angles (xi and X2 correspond to the dihedral angles 
associated with the C7 — C^ and the C7 — C$2 bonds, respectively) for Leull2 in FynSH3 
reveal that Leull2 prefers more than one rotameric state. 

4.5.6 Validation of FNfnlO Fluctuations with NMR Measurements 

Fragment conformational ensembles obtained for FNfnlO are shown in Figure 

4.8(a). The N-terminal amino acids appear disordered, while the 7 /3-strands of 

FNfnlO, A, B, C, C , E, F, and G, are well-defined and practically rigid. The sur

face loops connecting the /3-sheets (AB, BC, CC, G'E, EF, and FG), however, are 

shown to be mobile. The PEM-obtained mobility for these loops agrees with the 

hypothesis that motions of these loops play a role in the induced-fit recognition of 
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FNfnlO by multiple receptors [CEP97]. In particular, the most mobile amino acids, 

Val27, Ser43, and Arg78, are located in the BC, CC', and FG loops. Interestingly, 

the FG loop, which includes the RGD cell-adhesion motif, encompassing amino acids 

Arg78-Asp80 [CEP97], is the most flexible of all the surface loops in FNfnlO. 

Figure 4.8(b)-(c) show that S^lc and 3Jcaic for FNfnlO agree with S2
xp and 3</exp 

data [BRFC04] with Pearson correlations of 97%, 93% and reduced x2s of 1.21, 0.86, 

respectively. Amide S2 data with a high average of 0.86 indicate small-scale fluctu

ations and a practically rigid hydrophobic core. This result agrees with the findings 

in [CEP97] where microsecond-millisecond motions in FNfnlO are not observed. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4.8: (a) FNfnlO conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol from the 
equilibrated solution structure, shown in opaque, are drawn in transparent, (b) Calculated 
amide and methyl S2 data (S^aic on the y-axis) are compared to NMR S2 data (S2

xp on 
the x-axis). (c) Calculated 3JNC1 and 3Jcc1 (3Jcalc on the y-axis) are compared to NMR 
3 J data (3Jexp on the x-axis). (b)-(c) Dashed black line'is the linear least squares fit on the 
data sets. Continuous line is the identity line. 

While most side chains have a single staggered rotamer, Val4, Valll, and Val50 

have unusually low 3 J values, indicative of rotamer averaging. Distributions of side-
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chain 71 and 72 angles in these amino acids are measured over native conformations 

of FNfhlO and shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 confirms that Val4, Valll, and Val50, 

while preferring one rotamer, are found on average in 4-5 rotamers. 

7, 7i 

Fig. 4.9: Distributions of 71 and 72 angles for Val4, Valll, and Val50 in FNfnlO reveal 
that these amino acids visit on average 4-5 other rotamers. Distributions of 72 angles are 
shown inside. Averaging over rotameric states explains these amino acids' unusually low 3 J 
data, even though small-scale backbone fluctuations are detected. 
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4.5.7 Validation of ALB8-GA Fluctuations with NMR Measurements 

The fragment conformational ensembles obtained by PEM for ALB8-GA are 

shown in Figure 4.10(a). Figure 4.10(b) plots the amide and methyl S^ data mea

sured by PEM. Amide S^c and S2
xp data [JNE+02] for ALB8-GA agree with a 

Pearson correlation of 92% and reduced x2 of 1.12. Since NMR methyl S2 data 

are currently not available for comparison, in Figure 4.10(b) we show predictions of 

methyl S2 data as obtained by PEM. 

The ensemble drawn in Figure 4.10(a) shows that the second a-helix of ALB8-GA, 

a2, is tightly packed between the other two helices, a\ and az- Figure 4.10(b) shows 

that obtained backbone fluctuations of a^ are small (amide S2 data > 0.8). This 

result supports the loss of conformational flexibility resulting from selective pressure 

on ct2, which has evolved to bind human serum albumin with high affinity [JNE+02]. 

In contrast, disorder is observed in the N-terminus of a\. Amino acids Leu7-

Lysll, located at the beginning of the a.\ helix of the solution structure of ALB8-

GA [JdCW+97], are found to be highly mobile. These amino acids' high fluctuations 

can be seen in Figure 4.10(b). Moreover, Leu7-Lysll can populate both helical and 

coil configurations. Indeed, while occasionally populating helical configurations in the 

PEM-obtained ensemble, these amino acids have a high probability to visit unfolded 

coil-like configurations. 

The low helical content of these amino acids predicted by PEM can be seen in 

Figure 4.11(a). Figure 4.11(a) shows a square symmetric matrix where a blue square 
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Fig. 4.10: (a) Conformations with energy no higher than 5 kcal/mol from equilibrated 
solution structure, shown in opaque, are superimposed in transparent, (b) Calculated amide 
Scale data (orange squares), are compared to NMR 5gXp data (yellow squares). PEM-
obtained methyl S ^ , data are shown in colored circles (no NMR data are available for 
comparison). Horizontal bars on the x—axis show the position of the three a-helices in 
ALB8-GA. The parts of these bars drawn in lighter colors indicate amino acids that are 
found in unfolded configurations as well. 

at position (i, j) indicates the presence of a contact between amino acid % and amino 

acid j , and a red square indicates the formation of a hydrogen bond between amino 

acids i and j . Figure 4.11(a) contrasts the contacts and hydrogen bond network 

as present in the PEM-obtained conformations, shown top left, with the network 

present in the representative NMR structure of ALB8-GA, shown bottom right. The 

bottom right half of the map reveals that in the NMR structure hydrogen bonds 

are present for amino acids Leu7-Lysll to be in helical configurations. On the other 

hand, the top left half of the map shows both the scarcity and the low probabilities for 

hydrogen bonds in this region, indicating that amino acids Leu7-Lysll visit coil-like 

configurations in the PEM-obtained conformations with high probability. 

The relative populations of helical and coil configurations visited by amino acids 
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Fig. 4.11: (a) Formation of a contact between amino acids i,j is indicated with a 
blue square at position (i,j). Formation of a hydrogen bond is indicated with a red 
square. Darker shades denote higher formation probabilities. Top left half shows prob
abilities measured over PEM-obtained conformations. For reference, bottom right shows 
contacts and hydrogen bonds in representative NMR structure. The hydrogen bonds in 
the NMR structure indicate that Leu7-Lysll are in helical configurations. The PEM-
obtained map shows either missing or less probable hydrogen bonds in this region, indi
cating that Leu7-Lysll visit unfolded configurations, (b) Probabilities for Leu7-Ala21 to 
be in a\., measured over PEM-obtained conformations, are in red. Secondary structure is 
assigned with STRIDE [FA95]. Normalized helicity scores for each amino acid obtained 
with Agadir [MnS97] are in blue. 

Leu7-Lysll can be quantified by measuring the probabilities of the N-terminus amino 

acids Leu7-Ala21 to be in helical configurations in the ALB8-GA conformations ob

tained by PEM. Secondary structure assignment for these amino acids on every gen

erated conformation is computed with STRIDE [FA95]. The measured probabilities 

are shown in Table 4.1(b). These probabilities have been compared with the helicity 

scores produced by Agadir [MnS97], a program that predicts the helical behavior of 

polypeptide chains given only amino acid sequence information. The complete amino 
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acid sequence of Leu7-Ala21 is shown in Table 4.1(a). The helicity scores predicted 

by Agadir are shown in Table 4.1(c). 

L 
0.01 
4.7 

K 
0.10 
4.6 

N 
0.60 
3.0 

A 
0.85 
14.4 

K 
0.88 
14.4 

E 
0.92 
15.2 

D 
0.90 
15.8 

A 
0.96 
23.5 

I 
0.99 
24.7 

A 
1.00 
24.9 

E 
0.94 
24.4 

L 
0.90 
22.9 

K 
0.80 
19.9 

K 
0.70 
14.6 

A 
0.45 
11.2 

Table 4.1: The ALB8-GA sequence of amino acids 7-21 is shown in (a). The probability of 
each amino acid to be part of the first a-helix in ALB8-GA as obtained by PEM is shown 
in (b). Helicity scores predicted for each amino acid by Agadir [MnS97] are shown in (c). 

The helicity scores predicted by Agadir agree with the PEM prediction that amino 

acids Leu7-Lysll of a\ have lower probabilities of being found in helical configurations 

in the native state of ALB8-GA compared to amino acids Lysl2-Lysl9. This can be 

seen in Figure 4.11(b), which plots and correlates the probabilities measured over 

the PEM-obtained conformations with the Agadir-predicted scores. Although the 

comparison with the Agadir-predicted scores can only be interpreted at a qualitative 

level (the two data sets measure different quantities), the Pearson correlation with 

these scores is interestingly high, 82%. This agreement further supports the PEM 

prediction that these five amino acids (Leu7-Lysll) at the beginning of the a\ helix 

have a high probability to visit unfolded configurations under native conditions. 

Since helix-to-coil transitions happen on timescales longer than nanoseconds [DMn04], 

the unfolding observed for amino acids Leu7-Lysll cannot be detected by the NMR 

amide Sfxp data [JNE+02]. The conformations obtained by PEM for ALB8-GA may 

contain additional information to what is present in the available NMR data. It would 

be interesting to devise wet-lab experiments that can observe native fluctuations of 
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a\ over longer timescales. By capturing helix-coil transitions, such experiments could 

allow to test the PEM prediction of low helical content for Leu7-Lysll. 

4.6 PEM: Discussion and Conclusion 

The above applications of PEM to proteins of various lengths and folds show that 

PEM fully characterizes native local fluctuations of small- to medium-size proteins in 

all-atom detail in good agreement with available NMR data. These results give weight 

to the conclusion that, as a sampling-based approach with no inherent timescale lim

itations, PEM complements current simulation techniques in highlighting structural 

and thermodynamic properties of the native state in proteins with non-concerted 

motions. In particular, as demonstrated for ALB8-GA, PEM can also complement 

experimental techniques and formulate hypotheses that can be tested in wet labs. 

More than 90% of PEM's computation time is spent in energy minimization for 

two main reasons. First, the all-atom energy function employed to compute the energy 

of a conformation is of quadratic complexity in the number of atoms. Second, the 

20 kcal/mol cutoff employed for the energetic difference of a computed conformation 

from the reference energy and the ruggedness of the energy landscape require a high 

number of minimization steps. This computation cost underscores the need for more 

efficient energy functions and minimization techniques that still maintain the physico-

chemical details needed to relate computation and theory with wet-lab experiments. 
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4.6-1 Effect of Equilibration on Obtained Results 

One persistent issue with computational techniques that rely on the equilibration 

of PDB-obtained structures is the effect of the equilibration on the results. The 

results presented below make the case that such effect is minimal; for example, the 

scalar coupling data measured on the X-ray structure of human ubiquitin are virtually 

the same as the scalar coupling data measured on the equilibrated structure; both 

quantities correlate with the same Pearson correlation of 84% with the experimentally 

available scalar coupling data [CCB03]. 

In addition, the equilibration of the NMR ensemble of 10 human ubiquitin struc

tures [CMOB98] also does not change the 89% Pearson correlation between the ex

perimental scalar coupling data [CCB03] and the calculated scalar coupling data over 

the minimized ensemble. The correlation between the experimental calculated S2 

order parameters [CCB03,TFPB95] and the calculated S2 order parameters slightly 

improves, increasing from a Pearson correlation of 62% for the NMR ensemble to 

a Pearson correlation of 67% for the equilibrated NMR ensemble. No significant 

changes are observed upon the equilibration of NMR structures in the correlation 

with experimental RDCs [CMOB98]. The Pearson correlation remains 99% (the 

RDCs [CMOB98] are used to refine the NMR ensemble reported in ref. [CMOB98]). 

Similar minimal effects of the equilibration are observed for the other proteins. 
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4.6.2 Significance of Agreement with NMR Data 

All results presented here have been obtained by using two different force fields: 

CHARMM22 [MBB+98] and AMBER94 [WCB+94]. These force fields have similar 

functional form but different parameterization strategies. It has been recently shown 

that MD simulations with these force fields allow to obtain similar structural and 

dynamical properties of proteins [PB02]. The results obtained are also found to 

be essentially independent of the choice of CHARMM22 or AMBER94. The small 

differences observed in the results obtained with the two force fields are incorporated 

in the error bars in Figures 4.3(a)-(c) and Figures 4.4(a)-(c), The effect of other 

approximations used by PEM besides the choice of the force field is also measured 

as outlined in section 4.4 and incorporated in the error bars. 

It is worth stressing the importance of the recovery of RDCs by PEM with both 

force fields, (shown in Figure 4.3(c) for protein G and Figure 4.4(b) for ubiqui-

tin). While NMR [Kay05] and molecular dynamics [KK05] simulations can char

acterize local backbone fluctuations in the ps-ns timescale, slower motions in the 

millisecond-second range, of crucial interest to many functionally important biolog

ical processes [TP04, KZ03], are not well understood. Recovering RDC data that 

report on slow timescale motions, up to the millisecond range, is an important result 

and confirms the validity of PEM in capturing native flexibility in proteins. 

In addition, the correct prediction of NMR data related to side-chain motion, 

such as the methyl S2 order parameters (Figure 4.4(a)), and 3-bond scalar cou-
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plings 3 J (Figure 4.4(c)), is a significant result. The NMR ensemble available for 

ubiquitin [CMOB98] correlates with a Pearson correlation of 62% with the exper

imentally available S2 order parameters, significantly lower than the Pearson cor

relation of 96% obtained with PEM. In addition, it has been previously reported 

that a 6ns MD simulations on ubiquitin performed in explicit solvent and reported 

in [LLBD+05] cannot capture the heterogeneity of the native state of the protein as 

given in the experimental S2 order parameters [CCB03] (the Pearson correlation with 

the experimental S2 order parameters is 62%). Another successful effort in recovering 

the NMR data for human ubiquitin, presented in [LLBD+05] guides replica exchange 

MD simulations to generate ubiquitin conformations that correlate well with NOE 

derived distances [CMOB98] and S2 order parameters [CCB03] and reports Pearson 

correlations of no lower than 96% with experimental S"2, RDCs, and scalar couplings. 

Finally, the recovery of NMR data related to side-chain dynamics, scalar cou

plings and S2 order parameters, is an important result since the timescale for the 

slowest side-chain rotations may be about milliseconds [MB04]. As a consequence, 

the equilibrium distribution of side-chain eonformers cannot be observed directly in 

MD simulations [PB02]. Since different conformations are generated independently in 

the ensembles, different low-energy eonformers for a given side chain can be sampled 

even if they are separated by a large barrier, which would hinder the transition from 

one to the other in MD simulations. Indeed, a closer look at the ensemble of ubiqui

tin conformations reveals that 88% of the allowed side-chain rotamers are populated, 
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although some are found with much smaller frequency than others (as expected in the 

human ubiquitin native ensemble - see [LLBD+05,CCB03]). The successful recovery 

of these side-chain NMR data by PEM (Figures 4.4(a)-(c)) further corroborates the 

validity of PEM in characterizing local native fluctuations. 

4.6.3 Accuracy of Fluctuations and Higher-order Approximations 

PEM is a first-order method that samples conformations of a fragment while the 

rest of the polypeptide chain is unperturbed. The results presented in section 4.5 

indicate that PEM can be used as a framework to test whether local fluctuations are 

sufficient to explain experimental data. In the absence of experimental data, higher-

order approximations are needed to capture concerted motions. In most proteins, 

such motions involve no more than two fragments of the polypeptide chain at a 

time [Fer99]. Employing a second-order approximation may therefore be sufficient in 

detecting the presence of correlated fluctuations in the native state of a protein. 

The second-order approximation would involve two windows sliding over a protein 

chain. All ordered pairs of non-intersecting windows can be easily enumerated, as 

shown in Figure 4.12 for windows drawn in black and gray. For each ordered pair 

of non-intersecting windows, conformations would first be obtained for the fragment 

defined by the black window. These conformations would serve as Cref conformations 

to obtain conformations for the fragment defined by the gray window. Figure 4.12 

considers all ordered pairs of non-intersecting windows since deciding which window 

to use to obtain Cref conformations may affect the ensemble of final conformations. 
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Fig. 4.12: Under the first-order approximation employed by PEM, shown in the left panel, 
a window slides over a polypeptide chain. This is illustrated by black windows of length 
/ = 20 and overlap 51 — 10 on a polypeptide chain of N — 60 amino acids. The second-order 
approximation is shown on the right panel. All possible ordered pairs of non-intersecting 
windows with length I and overlap 51 are considered. In this case, conformations are first 
obtained by PEM for the fragments defined by the windows drawn in black. With each so-
obtained conformation as initial reference structures, final conformations are then obtained 
by applying PEM to the fragments defined by the windows drawn in gray. 

Algor i thm 3 Second-order Model(Cref, /, SI) 

Input: 
Cref: reference protein conformation 
/: length of window sliding over polypeptide chain of protein 
81: overlap between consecutive windows 

Output: Ensemble of low-energy protein conformations Q , 

1: Q <- 0 
2: P <— protein polypeptide chain comprising amino acids 1 to N 
3: Slide over P a window A of length / with overlap of 51 to define fragments [ni, 712] 
4: for each fragment [n\, n2] defined by A d o 
5: slide over P a window B of of length I with overlap of SI to define fragments [mi, ra2] 

6: if [711,712] H [mi, ma] = = 0 then 
C[ni>n2] <— low-energy conformation of [711,712] with rest of P fixed as in Cref 
for each fragment [mi,m2] defined by B d o 

C,[ni,n2],[mi,m2] •
<— low-energy conformation of [7711,7713] with rest of P fixed as 

i n C[ni,n2] 
10: Si <— \l U C[nitn2]i[miim2] 
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Algorithm 3 provides a glimpse on how to obtain native conformations when 

considering all pairs of fragments over a chain. Average quantities (Xi) for each amino 

acid i can be measured over conformations as in section 4.4-3. However, rather than 

consider all pairs of fragments, a more efficient and general approach is presented in 

chapters 5 and 6. The approach captures even concerted motions and employs PEM 

for a finer sampling of low-energy regions in the conformational space. 
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Chapter 5 

Capturing Native State in Cysteine-rich Cyclic 

Peptides 

This chapter describes a method to characterize the conformational diversity of 

the native state of cysteine-rich cyclic peptides. The method uses minimal infor

mation, namely amino acid sequence and cyclization as a geometric constraint that 

characterizes the native state. The method does not assume a specific disulfide bond 

pairing for cysteines and allows the possibility of unpaired cysteines. A detailed view 

of the conformational space relevant for the native state is obtained through a hier

archic multiscale exploration. Application to three long cyclic peptides of different 

folds shows that the conformational ensembles and cysteine arrangements associated 

with free energy minima are fully consistent with experimental data. 

5.1 Introduction on Cysteine-rich Cyclic Peptides 

Chemical and physical studies on cysteine-rich enzymes led Anfinsen to postulate 

that the amino-acid sequence encodes for the correct tertiary structure and arrange

ment of cysteine residues in disulfide bonds in the protein native state [Anf73]. Since 
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then, experiment, computation, and theory have shown functional relevance both 

in excursions of a protein from an average experimentally-determined native struc

ture [EML+05,KK05,SDW04] and in rearrangements of cysteines in different disulfide 

bonds under native conditions (Hogg, 2003). Experimental and computational char

acterization of the conformational diversity of the native state and the diversity of 

cysteine arrangements remain active areas of research [CSLS04, HODF98, LLBD+05, 

PKL01,SCK06]. 

This chapter proposes a method to characterize the native state of cysteine-rich 

cyclic peptides. In the following, the method is referred to as NcCYP for Native state 

characterization of cysteine-rich CYclic Peptides. NcCYP uses minimal information, 

more specifically (i) amino-acid sequence and (ii) backbone cyclization, to generate 

low-energy conformations comprising the native state. No a priori assumptions are 

made about the native disulfide bond pairing of cysteines. Proximity and energetic 

criteria determine how to feasibly arrange cysteines in each conformation generated, 

also allowing the possibility of unpaired cysteines. 

Related work on existing methods that capture both conformational diversity in 

the native state and diversity in native disulfide bonds is presented in section 5.2. The 

NcCYP method is described in detail in section 5.3. Applications of NcCYP are 

then presented in section 5.4. The chapter concludes with a discussion in section 5.5, 
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5.2 Related Work on Cysteine-rich Cyclic Peptides 

Many methods (mostly based on MD or MC) have been proposed to target cyclic 

peptides [KPPR00, LGS+03, KSG04] as these peptides' enhanced stability and di

verse biological activities are appealing for peptidomimetics and pharmaceutical pur

poses [Cra06, CCD06, SYTK07]. NcCYP presents two improvements over current 

computational methods: (i) an efficient exploration of the conformational space al

lows generating a very large number (hundreds of thousands) of low-energy cyclic 

conformations in reasonable time; (ii) the diversity of cysteine arrangements is con

sidered. In practice, this is achieved first by obtaining conformations satisfying the 

geometric constraints imposed by cyclization, then subjecting these conformations to 

energetic refinement. This two-step procedure is necessary, since geometrical consid

erations alone do not guarantee low-energy conformations. Such treatment has been 

shown both general and efficient in generating large ensembles of native conformations 

for proteins [SCK06,SCK07,SKC07]. 

As summarized in chapter 2, the high-dimensionality of protein conformational 

space poses significant demands on computational methods searching for the global 

minimum corresponding to the native state on the free energy landscape. Current 

computational methods perform this search using additional information about the 

native state, in the form of experimental data [LLBD+05] or average native struc

tures [SCK06,SCK07]. NcCYP uses a hierarchic multiscale exploration to efficiently 

explore the high-dimensional space of conformations relevant for the native state in 
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cyclic peptides without using additional information of experimental data. While 

conformational space remains vast (peptides considered here are up to 31 aas long), 

compared to proteins, the space is more tractable to exploration. 

Methods that search for native conformations traditionally do not allow for cys

teine rearrangements in different disulfide bonds, even though experiments show 

that rearrangements may drive function, misfolding, or disease [BM04, Hog03]. The 

prediction of cysteine arrangements has been addressed with statistical mechanics 

[FCTS92], optimized threading potentials [DC00], neural networks [FC05,MFC04], 

or sequence information [MGHT02]. Usually, methods focused on generating confor

mations in the context of protein structure prediction or protein folding prefer to treat 

disulfide bonds as fixed constraints during the course of the simulation to reduce the 

dimensionality of the search space [AS00,SKO97]. Recent attempts to allow cysteine 

rearrangements during the search for native conformations often result in low-energy 

conformations with non-native arrangements [CSLS04]. 

5.3 NcCYP: Hierarchical Multiscale Search for Cyclic Con

formations 

The NcCYP method proposed in this chapter does not assume a specific disulfide 

bond pairing between cysteines; neither all cysteines need to be paired for a result

ing conformation to be energetically feasible a priori. The method obtains a large 

ensemble of low-energy conformations populating the native state of a cysteine-rich 
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cyclic peptide using only (i) the amino-acid sequence and (ii) backbone cyclization as 

a geometric constraint that characterizes the native state. 

Conformations are generated through a multiscale approach. Cyclic backbones 

are first obtained employing a backbone representation that models only backbone 

atoms. Each cyclic backbone is converted to an all-atom conformation, which is then 

energetically refined. A physically realistic all-atom force field in implicit solvent is 

used to associate an energetically-favorable cysteine arrangement to each conforma

tion (detailed below). 

This multiscale approach allows generating a large number of all-atom conforma

tions with distinct cyclic structures and feasible cysteine arrangements. Conforma

tions are clustered according to their cysteine arrangements to reveal low-energy min

ima associated with different arrangements. Conformations representative of energy 

minima are used as starting points in the search for new lower-energy conformations. 

This iterative exploration continues until no lower-energy minima are obtained. 

Generated conformations are analyzed through a spatial and energetic analysis. 

Non-linear dimensionality reduction is employed to reveal global reaction coordinates 

that structurally distinguish among conformations. These coordinates allow visual

izing conformational clusters and associate a free energy landscape to the explored 

space. Comparing free energies of emerging clusters yields a probability distribution 

for the possible cysteine arrangements. 

Like the FEM and PEM methods presented in chapters 3 and 4, NcCYP initially 
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uses a backbone representation. This coarse-grained level of detail allows for a fast 

treatment of the geometric constraint imposed by cyclization on the termini. NcCYP 

employs CCD to efficiently obtain conformations that satisfy the geometric constraint 

on the termini. The cyclic backbone conformations are obtained independently of one 

another. A parallel computation framework, detailed below, is employed to efficiently 

generate a large number (hundreds of thousands) of cyclic peptide conformations. 

After generating a large number of backbone conformations, NcC YP switches to a 

high-level representation. Each cyclic backbone is converted to an all-atom conforma

tion. A search for optimal side chains is conducted for each backbone as in [HKC07]. 

The resulting all-atom conformation is refined with a physically realistic all-atom en

ergy function. The AMBER9 ff03 force field [DWC+03] and the implicit Generalized 

Born (GB) solvation model [STHH90] are used for this purpose. A discussion on the 

choice of the force field is presented below. 

In addition to the all-atom refinement, a feasible cysteine arrangement is assigned 

to each conformation. Proximity and energetic criteria are used to associate an 

energetically-favorable cysteine arrangement to each generated conformation. It is 

worth stressing that a particular disulfide bond pattern is not enforced a priori. In 

the end, a large number of low-energy all-atom conformations with distinct cyclic 

backbone structures and feasible cysteine arrangements are obtained. 

This initial ensemble provides a broad view of the conformational space. In the 

following, this initial stage of NcCYP is referred to as Sampling the Equilibrium 
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Ensemble with Dynamic Disulfide Bond Formation (SEEDD). Because of the large 

number and diversity of independently generated conformations, SEEDD can over

come the problem of getting trapped in false energy minima. Clustering SEEDD-

obtained conformations according to their cysteine arrangements is a natural way to 

reveal populated conformational states associated with different arrangements. 

After this broad view of energy minima, the NcCYP exploration proceeds itera-

tively. This second stage is referred to as POPulate MINima (POPMIN). POPMIN 

uses conformations representative of energy minima as starting points from which to 

structurally guide the search towards new lower-energy conformations, which are in 

turn clustered as above to reveal even more minima. This continues until convergence, 

that is, until no new lower-energy minima appear in successive iterations. 

Finally, obtained conformations are subjected to a spatial and energetic analy

sis. By means of non-linear dimensionality reduction, the high-dimensional confor

mational space of generated conformations is reduced to a low-dimensional space 

spanned by few coordinates. These coordinates reveal conformational clusters and 

allow defining a low-dimensional free energy landscape. This analysis, together with 

SEEDD and POPMIN, are now described in detail. 

5.3.1 SEEDD - Obtaining a Broad View of Conformational Space 

An all-atom cyclic conformation is generated as follows: 

(i) An initial random conformation for the backbone chain is generated first. 
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(ii) The chain is cyclized by bringing its termini close enough by means of CCD. A 

peptide bond is then imposed between the termini. 

(iii) Energetically feasible side-chain configurations are then added onto the cyclic 

backbone by following the side-chain reconstruction proposed in [HKC07]. 

(iv) The resulting all-atom conformation undergoes an energetic refinement and is 

passed on to step (v) if its potential energy is no higher than 20 kcal/mol of 

the minimum energy Emin_ndis obtained thus far. Else, the search resumes from 

step (i). EminjmUs is updated if the retained conformation's energy is lower. 

(v) Cysteines are arranged in disulfide bonds as described below. If the resulting 

conformation's potential energy is higher than 20 kcal/mol of a minimum energy 

Emin-dis obtained at this stage, the search resumes from step (i). Otherwise, the 

conformation is retained and EminJas is updated accordingly. 

Steps (i)-(v) of SEEDD are detailed below: 

(i) Generating a Random Backbone Chain 

SEEDD generates a random backbone chain by sampling values for the back

bone cj), -0 angles, keeping bond lengths and angles fixed at equilibrium values. The 

implementation of SEEDD in this thesis allows sampling values for these angles 

from different distributions. Two distributions have been thoroughly tested and com

pared: (i) angle values are sampled uniformly at random in the [—n, TT] interval; (ii) 

values for the [0, if)] pair of each amino acid are sampled employing Ramachandran 
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maps [RRS63]. Since scheme (i) does not take into account the amino acid sequence 

identity and hence does not exploit the stereo-chemical constraints of amino acids 

as observed in protein structures in the PDB [BWF+00], it is less probable to ob

tain self-avoiding backbone chains. Hence, the random backbone chains in this work 

have been obtained through scheme (ii). Ramachandran probability maps are con

structed from a non-redundant subset of protein structures( [DJC97]) in the PDB. 

The [—7r,7r] x [—ir, IT] map of possible angle values is discretized into 2° x 2° bins. 

The population of each bin is then normalized to yield a probability distribution for 

each amino acid, which is then used to sample angle values for the amino acid's </>, ip 

angles. 

(ii) Cyclizing a Random Backbone Chain 

The C-terminus is steered towards the N-terminus through CCD, an optimization-

based inverse kinematics method described in chapter 3. When the C-termini steered 

with CCD is within 2 A of the N-termini, a peptide bond is imposed. A short conju

gate gradient minimization of n = 150 steps employing a 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential 

is then used to remove steric clashes and obtain a cyclic self-avoiding backbone chain. 

(iii) Adding Energetically Feasible Side-chain Configurations 

Given a cyclic self-avoiding backbone chain, side-chain configurations are obtained 

from backbone-dependent rotamer libraries [XH01] as in [HKC07]. The most energet

ically feasible side-chain configuration for each amino acid is chosen from entries in 
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the rotamer library that align best with the amino acid's backbone. Side-chain con

figurations of each amino acid are iteratively replaced with lower-energy ones until no 

lower-energy configurations can be found. A short energy minimization of n = 150 

conjugate gradient steps of all the placed side chains with the backbone kept fixed 

helps remove steric clashes. 

Side-chain Adding Schemes In addition to obtaining side-chain configurations 

from backbone-dependent rotamer libraries, a second scheme has been tested for com

parison: keeping side-chain bond lengths and angles at equilibrium values, values for 

dihedral angles are sampled uniformly at random in [—n,ir]. Comparing previous 

experience with side-chain addition schemes under FEM and work in [HKC07] ex

perience shows that fewer minimization steps are needed to remove steric clashes 

and improve side-chain packing when using rotamer libraries as in [HKC07]. Hence, 

results presented in this chapter have been obtained with the second scheme. 

(iv) Energetic Refinement of an All-atom Cyclic Conformation 

The resulting all-atom cyclic conformation undergoes a conjugate gradient descent 

of a maximum of N = 5000 steps, employing the AMBER9 ff03 force field [DWC+03] 

and the GB implicit solvation model [STHH90]. The minimization terminates early 

(i.e., converges) if there is no more than an r) = 2.0 kcal/mol improvement over 

k = 300 consecutive steps. The resulting conformation is passed on to the next step 

if its potential energy is no higher than 20 kcal/mol of a current minimum energy 
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recorded in Eminjn(as. The conjugate gradient descent algorithm employed in this 

work is available as part of the AMBER9 package [CDC+06]. 

Role of Force Fields and Solvation Models Applications of NcCYP when 

different force fields are employed show that the AMBER9 ff03 force field and the 

implicit GB solvation model allow correctly locating the native basin for the peptides 

presented here. Available literature confirms that ff03 and the GB model yield reliable 

results [HAO+06]. This finding is also supported by work in [BBOO] where the overall 

shape and location of the native basin are found to be less sensitive to whether implicit 

GB or explicit solvation models are used. 

(v) Formation of Disulfide Bonds 

NcCYP does not enforce a specific disulfide bond pairing between cysteines. Both 

proximity and energetic criteria are used to find a feasible cysteine arrangement for 

each conformation. First, cysteines closer than a certain threshold are identified. 

Disulfide bonds are then formed between cysteine pairs and optimized through a 

short energy minimization. These bonds are allowed to break and form iteratively 

until convergence. Even if specific cysteine pairings were enforced a priori, this would 

not significantly reduce the dimensionality of the conformational space. On the other 

hand, considering all possible disulfide bond patterns is not practical. 

i-rfc—1 (2k-2i\ 

The number of ways to pair all given 2k cysteines in k disulfide bonds is '=0 ,̂ 2 ' 

(e.g., 15 pairings for 6 cysteines). Requiring that all cysteines be paired imposes a 
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priori information on the actual native state. On the other hand, enumerating all 

possible cysteine arrangements, allowing for unpaired cysteines, is also not practical, 

as the number of arrangements is 1 + ^ 1 = 1 —^—.-, 2 (e.g., 76 arrangements for 

6 cysteines). For these reasons, NcCYP avoids explicit enumeration. 

One way to limit the number of possible cysteine arrangements is to focus only on 

those that maximize sequence separation between the cysteines involved in disulfide 

bonds. Based on a statistical observation [ZLT+05] over the PDB that cysteines 

involved in disulfide bonds maximize sequence separation, a protocol was designed 

to enumerate only arrangements that maximize sequence separation. Experimental 

evidence, however, shows that cysteines close in sequence can indeed form disulfide 

bonds [AACV06]. Hence, the final protocol decided upon in the implementation of 

NcCYP in this thesis relies only on proximity and energetic considerations. 

The protocol used in NcCYP proceeds iteratively, at each iteration determining 

the closest cysteine pairs, forming disulfide bonds between the pairs according to 

a proximity threshold that gets increasingly stricter over the iterations, and finally 

optimizing the length of imposed disulfide bonds through a short conjugate gradient 

minimization of t = 1000 steps (the convergence criterion in step (iv) can terminate 

the minimization earlier). All disulfide bonds are broken between iterations and the 

resulting conformation is subjected to the same short minimization. 

The number of iterations is limited to two for computational efficiency. The 

proximity threshold gets increasingly stricter over the iterations: initially a disulfide 
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bond is imposed if either the Ca-Ca or the S-S distance between a closest cysteine pair 

is less than 6.0 A. The final iteration imposes a disulfide bond only if the S-S distance 

between a closest cysteine pair is no more than 4.0 A (twice the equilibrium 2.0 A 

length). In this way, disulfide bonds are maintained only if paired-up cysteines remain 

spatially close even when broken and subjected to minimization between iterations. 

It is important to point out that the protocol allows for unpaired cysteines if these 

do not meet the stricter proximity thresholds. The resulting conformation is retained 

only if its potential energy is no higher than 20 kcal/mol of a minimum potential 

energy recorded in Eminjns. If a conformation meets this energetic criterion, it is 

added to the collection of conformations obtained by SEEDD and J5min_dis is updated 

accordingly. The same force field and solvation model are used to determine the 

feasibility of a cysteine arrangement. In particular, no special terms in the AMBER 

ff03 force field promote formation of disulfide bonds. 

A Parallel Computation Framework The lack of dependence between the gen

eration of one conformation from another makes the computation trivial to spread 

across multiple processors. Parallelization allows sampling a very large number of con

formations (the entire computation for the results presented in this paper takes about 

a week when distributed among 50 CPUS). The minimum energy values Emin_n,ns and 

Eminjiis are not synchronized among processors so as to obtain a large number of con

formations without biasing the search for them to particular regions. 
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5.3.2 POPMIN - An Iterative Exploration of Energy Minima 

SEEDD-obtained conformations are clustered (color-coded) according to cysteine 

arrangements to reveal those arrangements associated with energy minima. Few (1-

2) lowest-energy (with energies < Emin_dis + 5 kcal/mol) conformations are selected 

to represent an energy minimum associated with a particular cysteine arrangement. 

These conformations, deemed seeds, are used as reference structures from which to 

structurally guide POPMIN to generate lower-energy conformations. 

POPMIN extends the PEM method presented in chapter 4 in using a seed con

formation as a reference structure from which to generate more low-energy all-atom 

conformations. Like PEM, POPMIN defines consecutive fragments of length / = 10 

and overlap of 61 = 3 amino acids over a seed's backbone, (e.g., on a cyclic chain of 

length 18, POPMIN defines fragments [1-10], . . . , [11-2], ...., [17-8]). I = 10, roughly 

half the length of the peptides in this work, ensures that large structural fluctuations 

will be explored around the seed. 51 = 3 ensures consistent fluctuations between 

neighboring fragments. An ensemble of low-energy conformations is obtained for 

each fragment, maintaining the rest of the chain fixed as in the reference structure. 

Adding onto PEM, obtained conformations are now refined in the state-of-the-art 

AMBER9 ff03 force field and GB implicit solvation model. Moreover, feasible cysteine 

arrangements are computed on each generated conformation with the new proximity-

based protocol. Generated conformations are retained only if their potential energy 

is no higher than 20 kcal/mol from the seed's energy value. 
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When a large number (1000-3000) of conformations are obtained starting from 

a particular cysteine arrangement (color-code), the obtained conformations are clus

tered as above to reveal potentially lower-energy minima from which to start the next 

iteration. If a newly generated conformation has an energy value < 1.0 kcal/mol from 

that of the seed used to generate it and is further than 1.0 A 1RMSD from the seed, 

then the conformation is considered as the new representative, and it replaces the 

seed. When seeds do not change between iterations, i.e., no lower-energy minima 

emerge, POPMIN is considered converged. 

5.3.3 Spatial Analysis of Generated Conformations 

The high-dimensional conformational space populated by NcCYP-generated con

formations is projected onto a lower-dimensional space through ScIMAP [DMS+06, 

PSCK07]. ScIMAP is a non-linear dimensionality reduction method for the analysis 

of non-linear surfaces associated with protein simulation data. ScIMAP uses prox

imity relations and dimensionality reduction to project a high-dimensional space into 

a lower-dimensional one that preserves distances between conformations. 

ScIMAP computes the nearest-neighbors graph by connecting each conformation 

to its nearest neighbors. The shortest distance between two conformations is defined 

as the length of the shortest path that connects them in the nearest-neighbor graph. 

The shortest-path distances between L conformations selected as landmarks and the 

remaining conformations are computed and stored in a matrix M. The top eigenvec

tors of M are used as an orthogonal base set for the low-dimensional projection. 
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NcCYP applies ScIMAP as in [DMS+06] to obtain a few coordinates that span 

the space of generated conformations. Different numbers of landmarks (1000-2000) 

and nearest neighbors (20-30) have been tested to ensure accuracy and robustness 

of the obtained projections. The so-obtained coordinates naturally reveal conforma

tional clusters in lower-dimensional spaces. 

5.3.4 Free Energy Analysis of Conformational Landscape 

Free energy values are calculated on the low-dimensional space through a modified 

version of the weighted histogram method (WHAM) [FS88,FS89]. The modification 

takes into account that NcGYP-generated conformations are not obtained with a 

constant temperature constraint; therefore, they do not define a canonical ensemble. 

Assuming that conformational space is sampled uniformly (as the analysis in chap

ter 3 seems to indicate), and that the sampling is dense, the low-dimensional space 

is divided in cells and a density is associated to each cell. The potential energy as

sociated with conformations whose projections fall on a particular cell is averaged to 

smooth out any inherent noise in the force field or solvation model used. Different cell 

sizes have been tested to ensure the robustness of the results obtained by NcCYP. 

5.3.5 Equilibration in Explicit Solvent 

Conformations representative of lowest free energy minima are equilibrated in 

explicit solvent. Retainment of structural integrity post-equilibration (1RMSD from 

pre-equilibrated structure is found to be less than 2.0 A) leads to the conclusion that 
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conformations predicted by NcCYP as representative of lowest free energy minima 

are not overly sensitive to whether implicit GB or explicit solvation models are used. 

The equilibration, based on [Wal0.4], is carried out in polyhedral boxes of pre-

equilibrated TIP3 water over four stages. In the first three, constant volume periodic 

boundaries are maintained. Each of the first two stages consist of 1000 steepest 

descent steps followed by 4000 conjugate gradient descent steps. In the first stage, 

positional restraints keep the solute atoms fixed. Restraints are removed in the second 

stage. The third stage consists of 20 ps of an NVE MD simulation that heats the 

system from 0 to 300 K using Langevin dynamics for temperature regulation. Weak 

positional restraints are imposed on the solute atoms. The final stage consists of 

100 ps of an NPT MD simulation. Constant pressure and density are maintained On 

average. Other system properties such as temperature, volume, potential, kinetic, 

and total energy also monitored show full system relaxation. 

5.4 Applications on RTD-1, cMII-6, and Kalata B8 

Rhesus ^defensin-1 The first system selected for application is rhesus #-defensin-

1 (RTD-1), a cyclic peptide found in Rhesus macaque leukocytes. As part of the im

mune system [TYG+99], RTD-1 is microbicidal for bacteria and fungi and three times 

more potent than its open-chain human analogue [TYG+99]. RTD-1 consists of 18 

amino acids and assumes a /3-hairpin fold under native conditions [DCR+05,TSC01]. 

The NMR ensemble (PDB code 2atg) [DCR+05,TSC01] in Figure 5.1(a) shows flexi-
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ble turns connecting the /?-sheets. The three disulfide bonds in this ensemble are in a 

ladder arrangement, between cysteines 4-17, 6-15, and 8-13. Figure 5.1(a) also shows 

the RTD-1 amino acid sequence. 

cMII-6 The second system selected for the application of the NcCYP method is 

cyclized by adding a linker of 6 amino acids to the naturally-occurring a-conotoxin 

(a-CTX) Mil [CFD+05]. Found in the venom of Conus Magus, Mil is a potent 

inhibitor of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors and a potential lead in the design of drugs 

against Parkinson's disease [QPKM01]. The Mil NMR ensemble (PDB code 1MII) 

and sequence of 16 amino acids sequence are shown in Figure 5.1(b). Cyclization of 

Mil is possible because the 11.2 ± 0.3 A distance between the N- and C- termini 

can be easily spanned by a few amino acids [CFD+05]. The sequence of the linker 

and the resulting cMII-6 sequence of 22 amino acids are shown in Figure 5.1(c), with 

the cMII-6 NMR ensemble (PDB code 2AJW) [CFD+05] shown in Figure 5.1(d). 

Figure 5.1(d) shows that, while the linker is highly flexible (as expected from its 

richness in GLY and ALA), cMII-6 retains both Mil's central a-helix and the two 

disulfide bonds between cysteines 8-14 and 9-22. 

Kalata B8 The final system selected is kalata B8, a cyclic peptide found in Olden-

landia affinis. Kalata B8 is a hybrid of the two major Mobius and bracelet subfamilies 

of the cyclotide family [CCD06]. Like other cyclotides, kalata B8 displays anti-HIV 

activity. Unlike other cyclotides, the peptide exhibits significant conformational flex-
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ibility in the native state while maintaining its cysteine knot motif [CCD06]. Fig

ure 5.1(e) shows the 20 structures of the NMR ensemble of kalata B8 (PDB code 2b38), 

with the sequence of 31 amino acids superimposed over the ensemble. Figure 5.1(e) 

also shows the six cysteines paired up in the 1-10, 5-17, and 10-23 arrangement. 

5.4.1 Generation of Conformational Ensembles with NcCYP 

NcCYP is applied to the RTD-1, cMII-6, and kalata B8 sequences to generate 

a large number of low-energy all-atom conformations, 534,299, 518,100, and 539205, 

respectively. This number of conformations provides a broad initial view of the con

formational space relevant for the native state. Analysis of the associated energy 

landscape is performed by considering generated conformations with potential ener

gies no higher than 20 kcal/mol from the global minimum potential energies obtained 

for each peptide. This choice is justified by the fact that conformations with higher 

energy values have a a negligible Boltzmann probability < 10 -15 at room temperature. 

The 8,034, 5,380, and 4420 RTD-1, cMII-6, and kalata B8 conformations, respec

tively, that satisfy this energetic criterion are projected on a lower-dimensional space 

through ScIMAP. The application of ScIMAP to the generated conformations re

veals that 2 coordinates are sufficient to capture more than 90% of the structural 

variability among the conformations obtained for each peptide. The low-dimensional 

landscapes presented here are obtained with 2000 landmarks, 20 nearest neighbors, 

using 1RMSD for nearest neighbor calculations. Free energy calculations on the low-

dimensional landscapes highlight the cysteine arrangements that are the most prob-
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(e) . 

Fig. 5.1: (a)-(e) 20 conformations of NMR ensembles of RTD-1, Mil, cMII-6, and kalata 
B8 are superimposed over one another, with the first of each ensemble drawn thicker for 
reference. Sequences are shown for each peptide, (c) Dashed line delineates the linker 
sequence, which shifts amino-acid positions in cMII-6 by 6. 

able at room temperature. Finally, conformations associated with lowest free energy 

minima are subjected to explicit solvent equilibrations to ensure that structural sta

bility is maintained across different solvation models. 
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Two main results emerge from the analysis detailed below: (i) on both naturally-

occurring RTD-1 and kalata B8 peptides, the native cysteine arrangement present 

in the NMR ensemble is correctly recovered as the lowest free energy minimum by 

NcCYP; (ii) on the engineered cMII-6 peptide, NcCYP predicts that two distinct 

cysteine arrangements are populated under native conditions. Interestingly, the con

formational ensembles associated with each cysteine arrangement are both consistent 

with the available NMR ensemble. While one arrangement stabilizes a central a-helix 

and lowers the flexibility of the linker, the other arrangement offers an entropical com

pensation by destabilizing the helix and increasing the flexibility of the linker. This 

result is an example of the capability of the proposed method to complement NMR 

ensembles by providing additional all-atom detail for the native state. 

5.4.2 Analysis of Generated Ensembles of RTD-1 

Figure 5.2(a) shows the projections of generated RTD-1 low-energy (no higher than 

20 kcal/mol of the global minimum energy obtained) conformations onto the first two 

coordinates obtained with ScIMAP. Each point in this 2D landscape is color-coded 

according to the cysteine arrangement in the corresponding conformation as shown in 

Figure 5.2(a). Cysteine arrangements where not all three disulfide bonds are formed 

are practically all filtered out when considering only conformations with potential 

energies no higher than 20 kcal/mol of the global minimum energy obtained for RTD-

1. Including conformations with higher potential energies in this 2D landscape reveals 

abundant cases where not all three disulfide bonds are formed (data not shown). 
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Figure 5.2(a) reveals two well-separated clusters in blue and yellow. Generated 

conformations with cysteines arranged in native disulfide bonds as in the NMR en

semble are clustered together in the blue cluster. The yellow cluster, albeit smaller, 

is associated with conformations with cysteines in the 4-6 8-13 15-17 arrangement. 

Free energy values calculated over this landscape are used to color-code the 2D 

landscape in Figure 5.2(b) according to a red-to-blue color spectrum denoting high-to-

low free energy values. The comparison of Figures 5.2(a) and (b) shows that the lowest 

free energy minimum (labeled A) corresponds to the blue cluster of projections of 

conformations with the native 4-17 6-15 8-13 cysteine arrangement. The second-lowest 

free energy minimum (labeled B) corresponds to the yellow cluster of projections of 

conformations with the non-native 4-6 8-13 15-17 cysteine arrangement. 

Figure 5.2(c), plotting free energy values as a function of the first ScIMAP-

obtained coordinate, allows to directly compare free energies of the regions labeled 

A and B in Figure 5.2(b). Figure 5.2(c) shows that the A-labeled region is a global 

minimum, and the B-labeled region is a local minimum. The free energy difference 

between these two minima is about 6 kcal/mol (~ 10 RT units at room temperature). 

Therefore, NcCYP correctly predicts the 4-17 6-15 8-13 cysteine arrangement present 

in the NMR ensemble as the native one populated by RTD-1 at equilibrium, 

The conformational ensembles corresponding to the two free energy minima are 

shown in Figure 5.3. The ensemble corresponding to the native minimum is shown in 

Figure 5.3(a), whereas that corresponding to the alternative, higher energy, minimum 
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Fig. 5.2: RTD-1 landscape associated with conformations with energies < 20 kcal/mol from 
global minimum. Each point is color-coded with cysteine arrangement in corresponding 
conformation: blue for the 4-17 6-15 8-13 arrangement observed in NMR ensemble; sky 
blue for at least one native disulfide bond and rest of the cysteines unpaired; red for 4-17 
formed as under native conditions, with rest scrambled; yellow for 4-6 8-13 15-17; green, 
plum, and orange for remaining all-scrambled arrangements, (b) Red-to-blue spectrum 
shows high-to-low free energies. Lowest free energy minimum labeled A corresponds to blue 
(4-17 6-15 8-13) cluster in (a). Second-lowest free energy minimum labeled B corresponds 
to yellow (4-6 8-13 15-17) cluster in (a), (c) Free energies measured over first coordinate 
reveal that A is < 10 RT units than B. 

is shown in Figure 5.3(b). Figure 5.3(a) shows that the conformations associated with 

the native state have /3—hairpin folds and highly flexible turns connecting well-formed 

/3-sheets. This result confirms the hypothesis in [DCR+05] that the turns connecting 
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the sheets are highly flexible in this peptide. A comparison between these conforma

tions and the NMR ensemble in Figure 5.1(a) reveals that the native state predicted 

by NcCYP, though very similar in fold to the NMR ensemble, has higher structural 

variability. Figure 5.3(b) shows that the non-native conformations corresponding to 

the higher-energy minimum are structurally similar to one-another, lacking any par

ticular secondary structure, with few of them showing partially formed /3-sheets. The 

structural similarity, considering that these conformations are generated completely 

independently of one another in NcCYP, suggests that these conformations are not 

artifacts of the force field or the method but belong to an actual higher free energy 

minimum. This is supported by the fact that conformations representative of the 

ensembles associated with the two lowest free energy minima retain their structural 

integrity when subjected to equilibration in explicit solvent. 

The average secondary structure in the two ensembles (a and b in Figure 5.3) 

can be quantified. A probability value is calculated as a Boltzmann average over 

amino acid secondary structure assignments (obtained with STRIDE [FA95]) over 

each conformation of an ensemble. Figure 5.3(c) compares probabilities measured 

over conformations in Figure 5.3(a), blue line, to those measured over conformations 

in Figure 5.3(b), yellow line. Figure 5.3(c) clearly shows the presence of /^-sheets 

among conformations with the native 4-17 8-13 15-17 cysteine arrangement and the 

negligible presence of any secondary structure among the conformations with the 

non-native 4-6 8-13 15-17 arrangement. These results show that NcCYP accurately 
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Fig. 5.3: Conformations associated with free energy minima A and B (with free energies 
< 10 kcal/mol) are respectively shown in (a) and (b), superimposed in transparent over the 
minimum energy conformation, (c) Blue line, showing secondary structure probabilities for 
each amino acid over ensemble in (a), reveals well-formed /3-sheets. Yellow line, showing 
probabilities over ensemble in (b), reveals negligible secondary structure. 

predicts the exclusive preference of RTD-1 for the 4-17 6-15 8-13 cysteine arrangement 

under native conditions and the /5-sheet fold, consistent with the NMR ensemble. 

5.4.3 Analysis of Generated Ensembles of cMII6 

As for RTD-1, Figure 5.4(a) shows the 2D landscape obtained with ScIMAP for 

generated cMII-6 conformations with potential energies no higher than 20 kcal/mol 

from the global minimum energy obtained. Each point in the landscape is color-coded 
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according to the cysteine arrangement in the corresponding conformation as shown in 

Figure 5.4(a). Cysteine arrangements where not all two disulfide bonds are formed are 

all filtered out when considering only conformations with energies no higher than 20 

kcal/mol of the global minimum energy obtained. Cases where not all disulfide bonds 

are formed become more abundant when considering conformations with higher ener

gies (data not shown). Figure 5.4(a) reveals an abundance of blue- and green-colored 

projections and a smaller cluster of yellow-colored ones. An interesting separation of 

conformations emerges around the x = 0 line, where x denotes the first coordinate. 

Calculated free energy values color-code the 2D landscape in Figure 5.4(b). The 

red-to-blue color spectrum denotes high-to-low free energies. Comparing Figures 5.4(a) 

and (b) reveals two free energy minima separated by the x = 0 line. These A- and 

B-labeled minima correspond to green- and blue-colored projections in Figure 5.4(a), 

respectively. These minima, corresponding to the 8-14 9-22 and the 8-22 9-14 cysteine 

arrangements, appear equally probable at room temperature. 

Free energy values calculated over the first coordinate, shown in Figure 5.4(c), 

reveal two minima labeled A and B for direct comparison with Figure 5.4(b). The 

B-labeled minimum associated with the 8-14 9-22 arrangement has a lower free energy 

value than the A-labeled minimum associated with the 8-22 9-14 arrangement. The 

free energy difference between these minima, however, is relatively small (~ 1 RT 

unit), indicating that both arrangements can be populated at room temperature. An 

inspection of the NMR ensemble in Figure 5.1(c) shows that, from a purely geomet-
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ricarconsideration, it is not difficult for cMII-6 to accommodate both arrangements. 

First Coordinate 

(a) 

(b) .(c) 

Fig. 5.4: cMII-6 landscape associated with conformations with energies no higher than 20 
kcal/mol from the global minimum. Each point is color-coded with the cysteine arrangement 
in corresponding conformation: blue for the 8-14 9-22 native one in the NMR ensemble; 
green and yellow for the remaining 8-22 9-14 and 8-9 14-22 arrangements, respectively, (b) 
Red-to-blue spectrum shows high-to-low free energies. The lowest free energy minima A 
and B correspond to green (8-22 9-14) and blue (8-14 9-22) projections, (c) Free energies 
measured over first coordinate reveal that the difference between A and B is about 1 RT. 

The separation of the two minima around the x = 0 line is structurally meaningful. 

Inspection of conformations corresponding to the two minima, shown in Figure 5.5(a)-

(b), reveal that the separation denotes the formation of an a-helix. Conformations 

with the 8-22 9-14 cysteine arrangement, shown in Figure 5.5(a), lack well-formed sec-
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ondary structure, whereas those associated with the 8-14 9-22 arrangement, shown 

in Figure 5.5(b), have a central a-helix, similarly to the published NMR ensem

ble [CFD+05] in Figure 5.1(d). This is quantified in Figure 5.5(c), which compares 

amino-acid secondary structure probabilities calculated over conformations in Fig

ure 5.5(a), green line, to those calculated over conformations in Figure 5.5(b), blue 

line. Figure 5.5(c) clearly shows the lack of helical structure in the conformations 

in Figure 5.5(a). In contrast, Figure 5.5(c) shows high helical probabilities for the 

central amino acids in the conformations shown in Figure 5.5(b). The structural 

similarity among conformations in Figure 5.5(a) suggests that these conformations 

are not an artifact but belong to another low free energy minimum. As for the first 

peptide, this is also confirmed by the fact that, when subjected to explicit solvent 

equilibrations, conformations representative of the ensembles associated with the two 

lowest free energy minima retain their structural integrity. 

The ensembles corresponding to the 8-14 9-22 and 8-22 9-14 cysteine arrangements 

shown respectively in Figure 5.5(a) and (b) are both consistent with the cMII-6 

NMR ensemble in cysteine arrangement, shown in Figure 5.1(d). The 8-14 9-22 

arrangement stabilizes the central a-helix also present in the NMR ensemble and so 

lowers the potential energy of associated conformations. On the other hand, the 8-22 

9-14 arrangement, while destabilizing to the helix, displays higher linker flexibility as 

in the NMR ensemble, thus offering an entropic compensation under native conditions. 

The small free energy difference between these two cysteine arrangements leads 
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Fig. 5.5: Conformations associated with minima A and B (free energies < 7 kcal/mol) are 
respectively shown in (a) and (b) superimposed in transparent over the minimum energy 
conformation, (a) There is no distinguishable helical structure among conformations as
sociated with minimum A (8-22 9-14 arrangement) (b) A well-formed central cn-helix can 
be seen in conformations associated with minimum B (8-14 9-22 arrangement), (c) Green 
line shows secondary structure probabilities for amino acids over ensemble in (a). Blue line 
shows probabilities over ensemble in (b). 

to the hypothesis that both arrangements can be populated under native conditions. 

This is not surprising, considering that cMII-6 is engineered from a naturally occur

ring peptide, hence not necessarily highly optimized to uniquely fold to a particular 

structure. Application on this peptide indicates that, by ranking the feasibility of 

different native-like conformational substates, the NcCYP method can direct exper

imental procedures toward further refinement of the native state ensemble. 

5.4.4 Analysis of Generated Ensembles of Kalata B8 

Figure 5.6(a) shows the 2D landscape obtained for generated kalata B8 conforma

tions with potential energies no higher than 20 kcal/mol from the global minimum 

energy obtained. Each point in the landscape is color-coded according to the cysteine 
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arrangement in the corresponding conformation. Figure 5.6(a) reveals two highest 

populated clusters in blue and red: blue color-codes the native 1-15 5-17 10-23 cys

teine arrangement also present in the NMR ensemble; red color-codes arrangements 

with one native disulfide bond 5-17 and the rest of the cysteines unpaired or scram

bled. Free energy values calculated over the landscape are shown in Figure 5.6(b). 

Comparing Figures 5.6(a) and (b) shows that the lowest free energy minimum 

(labeled A) corresponds to the blue cluster of projections. The second-lowest free 

energy minimum (labeled B) corresponds to the red cluster. The projection of the 

free energy landscape on the first coordinate is shown in Figure 5.6(c), where the two 

minima are labeled accordingly. The free energy difference between the two minima 

is about 4 kcal/mol (~ 7 RT). The 1-15 5-17 10-23 cysteine arrangement (the one 

consistent with the NMR ensemble) is correctly recovered as the native one. 

The conformational ensembles corresponding to the two free energy minima A 

and B are shown in Figures 5.7(a) and (b), respectively. Comparing Figures 5.7(a) 

and Figure 5.1(e) reveals that the ensemble corresponding to A is very similar to 

the NMR ensemble but has overall higher structural variability in the loop regions. 

Interestingly, an a-helix is partially populated in one of the loops in this ensem

ble. Figure 5.7(b) shows that the non-native conformations corresponding to the 

higher-energy minimum are also structurally similar to one-another, overall lacking 

secondary structure, with few showing partially formed /3-sheets. Conformations rep

resentative of the ensembles associated with the two lowest free energy minima retain 
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(a) 

0 2 M • A 6 8 _ 10 12 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 5.6: Kalata B8 landscape associated with conformations with energies < 20 kcal/mol 
from global minimum. Each point is color-coded with cysteine arrangement in corresponding 
conformation: blue for 1-15 5-17 10-23 native arrangement in NMR ensemble; sky blue for 
at least one native disulfide bond, with the rest unpaired; yellow for 1-15 native bond and 
the rest scrambled; red for 5-17 native bond and the rest scrambled; plum and orange for 
remaining all-scrambled arrangements, (b) Red-to-blue spectrum shows high-to-low free 
energies. Minimum labeled A corresponds to blue (1-10 5-17 10-23) cluster in (a), (c) Free 
energies measured over first coordinate show that A is 4 RT units lower than B. 

their structural integrity when subjected to equilibration in explicit solvent. 

Figure 5.7(c) compares the probability of /3-sheet formation between the two dif

ferent minima. Figure 5.7(c) shows the presence of /^-sheets among conformations 

with the native 1-15 5-17 10-23 cysteine arrangement and negligible secondary struc-
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ture among conformations with the non-native arrangement. Figure 5.7(d) similarly 

compares the probability of helix formation in each of the ensembles, showing a par

tial helix formed with low probability in the lowest free energy minima. These results 

suggest that, in agreement with the NMR ensemble, NcCYP captures the exclusive 

preference of kalata B8 for the 1-15 5-17 10-23 cysteine knot motif, the /3-sheet fold, 

and the high flexibility of the loops connecting the /3-strands under native conditions. 

5.4.5 Additional Application of NcCYP to Enhance NMR Ensembles 

An additional application for the NcCYP method is the refinement and enhance

ment of NMR conformational ensembles. NcCYP can further pursue the exploration 

of populated low-energy basins. In particular, POPMIN can be applied to refine and 

enhance a conformational ensemble obtained through NMR. By using the NMR struc

tures as representatives of low-energy basins, i.e., seeds, POPMIN can structurally 

guide the exploration towards new lower-energy conformations. Using the RTD-1, 

cMII-6, and 2b38 NMR structures as starting points from where to launch the ex

ploration, POPMIN has been used to enhance the NMR conformational ensembles 

for each of these peptides. The enhanced ensembles are found to be consistent with 

the results presented above that were obtained without structural information: the 

native cysteine arrangement is recovered for RTD-1 and kalata B8; for cMII-6, both 

arrangements predicted by NcCYP are recovered. 
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Fig. 5.7: Conformations associated with minima A and B (with free energies < 8 kcal/mol) 
are respectively shown in (a) and (b) superimposed in transparent over minimum energy 
conformation, (c) Blue line shows secondary structure probabilities of amino acids oyer 
ensemble in (a). Red line shows probabilities obtained over ensemble in (b). (d) Some 
helicity is observed with low probability in ensemble in (a). 

5.5 NcCYP: Discussion and Conclusion 

The described NcCYP method predicts native conformational diversity of cysteine-

rich cyclic peptides using minimal information, namely, ammo-acid sequence and 

backbone cyclization. The native conformational ensembles obtained by NcCYP for 
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two naturally-occurring peptides, 18 and 31 aas long are fully consistent with the 

respective NMR ensembles of these peptides. The native cysteine arrangement is 

recovered as the global free energy minimum in each case. Application of the method 

on an engineered sequence of 22 amino acids reveals two equally probable cysteine 

arrangements. The conformational ensembles associated with each arrangement are 

consistent with the published NMR ensemble of the peptide. 

NcCYP's multiscale hierarchic exploration obtains a detailed view of the large 

conformational space relevant for the native state. The ability to generate a large 

number of distinct cyclic conformations, model diversity in cysteine arrangements, 

and focus the exploration towards increasingly relevant energy minima are key ingre

dients to the success of the method. The applications presented here show that it is 

possible to predict a few relevant features of the native state from minimal a priori 

information in reasonable time. 

The main limitation of NcCYP is that it becomes computationally expensive for 

longer sequences. To overcome this limitation, a coarser level of detail and exploration 

scheme is proposed in the next chapter to extend application to small and medium-size 

proteins that exhibit concerted motions under native conditions. 
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Chapter 6 

Extracting Native State from Protein Sequence 

This chapter describes a method to characterize the conformational space popu

lated by a protein at equilibrium in two stages: first exploring the entire space at a 

, coarse-grained level of detail, then narrowing a refined exploration to selected low-

energy regions. The coarse-grained exploration periodically adds all-atom detail to 

selected conformations so that the search leads to regions which maintain low energies 

in all-atom detail. The second stage reconstructs selected low-energy coarse-grained 

conformations in all-atom detail. A low-dimensional free energy landscape associated 

with all-atom conformations then focuses the exploration to free energy minima and 

their conformational ensembles. The lowest free energy ensembles obtained from the 

application of the method to three different proteins up to 214 aas long correctly 

capture known functional states of the considered proteins. 

6.1 Introduction And Related Work 

Work presented in chapters 4-5 builds up to the method presented here. Chapter 4 

presented, PEM, a method that was developed to characterize the native state of a 
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protein where fragments of the chain do not move in concert with one another. This 

assumption, relevant for a large class of proteins, does not allow for a direct extension 

to proteins that may exhibit concerted motions under native conditions. NcCYP, 

described in chapter 5, removes the assumption of non-concerted motions but is able 

to obtain a detailed view of the native state for short cyclic peptides. 

Chapters 4-5 reveal two points: (i) a broad view of conformational space com

bined with a PEM-like exploration of energy minima can capture diverse equilibrium 

(native) conformational ensembles that make up the native state; (ii) computational 

demands (~ 1 week on 50 CPUs for cyclic peptides) underscore the need for efficiently 

computing low-energy conformations when exploring protein conformational space. 

The method described in this chapter removes the assumption of non-concerted 

motions in the native state; reduces the need for a priori information from exper

imental data to just amino-acid sequence; and extends the hierarchical exploration 

proposed in NcCYP to longer sequences (up to 214 amino acids). The method is 

referred to as MuSE for Multiscale Space Exploration. 

To efficiently obtain a large set of equilibrium conformations, MuSE proceeds in 

two stages: first obtaining a broad view of the entire conformational space at a coarse

grained level of detail, then narrowing a refined exploration to selected low-energy 

regions in the space. In the end, this two-stage exploration yields conformational 

ensembles associated with different minima in the free energy landscape corresponding 

to a protein. The lowest free energy ensembles provide good candidates for a protein's 
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functional states. Indeed, ensembles obtained when applying MuSE to three different 

proteins correctly capture populated functional states of these proteins at equilibrium. 

The coarse-grained exploration in the first stage employs a Monte Carlo Simu

lated Annealing (MC-SA) scheme to generate conformations. The coarse graining is 

based on the Associative Memory Hamiltonian with Water (AMW) model [PUE+04]. 

Within the MC-SA scheme, conformations are generated by assembling backbone 

fragments from a database of protein structures. 

Unlike PEM and NcCYP, MuSE does not sample values for the backbone di

hedral angles because of the overwhelming number of such DOFs in protein chains. 

This issue was side-stepped in PEM by focusing on a subset of these angles in the 

fragment-based approach, and in NcCYP, which focused on cyclic sequences up to 31 

amino-acids long. Instead, MuSE employs the fragment assembly approach, popular 

in structure prediction methods [BB01,CFT03,GFR05,BMB05,CJS+06], to address 

the high-dimensionality of the conformational space. 

The MC-SA exploration in MuSE is multiscale. All-atom detail is periodically 

added to few generated coarse-grained conformations. This ensures that the coarse

grained exploration leads to regions which maintain low energies in all-atom detail. 

In the second stage, low-energy coarse-grained conformations are systematically 

reconstructed in all-atom detail. The ScIMAP nonlinear dimensionality reduc

tion technique [DMS+06] is employed to obtain a few global coordinates that span 

the space of all-atom conformations. The global coordinates help to reveal a low-
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dimensional free energy landscape that underlies the all-atom conformations. The 

conformational ensembles corresponding to the free energy minima in this land

scape are enriched with additional low-energy all-atom conformations generated with 

PEM [SCK06]. Since PEM switches between coarse-grained and all-atom detail 

to efficiently explore the equilibrium all-atom conformational space around a given 

reference conformation, the second stage of MuSE is again multiscale. 

The MuSE two-stage multiscale exploration produces several all-atom conforma

tional ensembles with associated free energies that allow comparing the relevance of 

the ensembles at equilibrium. Applications of MuSE to three different proteins show 

that the obtained ensembles faithfully capture the well-known functional states of 

the considered proteins. The obtained ensembles provide robust starting points to 

characterize functional motions, that can be tested by means of further experimental 

or simulation techniques [OKT+06,ZJZ07]. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The MuSE method is described 

in detail in section 6.2. Applications on three different protein sequences are then 

presented in section 6.3. A discussion follows in section 6.4. 

6.2 MuSE: A Two-stage Multiscale Exploration 

The goal of MuSE is to obtain all-atom conformational ensembles accessible to 

a protein at equilibrium. Exploring the conformational space in all-atom detail is a 

daunting task even for relatively short proteins (~ 100 aas). MuSE proceeds in two 
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stages to efficiently explore such a space. 

In the first stage, the exploration gradually focuses from the entire conforma

tional space to low-energy regions. An MC-SA scheme explores the space through 

many MC simulations at increasingly lower temperatures. Conformations are gen

erated by putting together 3-aa fragments (trimers) of a database compiled over a 

non-redundant set of protein structures from the PDB. Generated conformations are 

accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis criterion. A coarse-grained level of 

detail is maintained, modeling only backbone heavy atoms and side-chain Cp atoms 

of a protein. Bond lengths and angles are kept fixed in equilibrium values. The MC 

simulations are launched from "seed" conformations that are carefully selected to 

guide the exploration to regions of the coarse-grained space that are also low-energy 

in all-atom detail. The selection involves switching between coarse-grained and all-

atom detail on a few conformations. This multiscale exploration yields in the end a 

large number of low-energy coarse-grained conformations that are suitable starting 

points for further refined exploration of emerging low-energy regions. 

In the second stage, all-atom detail is introduced to low-energy coarse-grained 

conformations obtained from the first stage. Energies are minimized with an all-

atom energy function and implicit solvent model. A low-dimensional free energy 

landscape is associated with the all-atom space, revealing conformational ensembles 

associated with free energy minima in the landscape. Regions associated with the 

minima are then explored in detail by employing PEM, a multiscale method that 
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switches between different levels of detail to efficiently generate low-energy all-atom 

conformations. The end result is a large ensemble of all-atom conformations corre

sponding to the free energy minima. The two stages of MuSE are described next. 

Implementation details follow. 

6;2.1 Stage 1: Exploration of a Coarse-grained Conformational Space 

The coarse-grained conformational space of a protein is explored by iterating over 

the following steps: (i) select coarse-grained conformations (seeds) from which to start 

the exploration; (ii) from each seed, initiate several MC simulations to generate more 

coarse-grained conformations; (iii) analyze generated conformations to select seeds 

for the next iteration. This iterative scheme is the MC-SA introduced above, where 

the effective MC temperature is lowered after every iteration. At each temperature, 

several MC simulations are launched from each selected seed. 

The choice of seeds is critical to the success of the method. At the beginning of the 

exploration, as no information is yet available on the coarse-grained conformational 

space, initial seeds are generated by slightly perturbing fully extended chains of a given 

amino-acid sequence. During the MC-SA, low-energy coarse-grained conformations 

generated at the previous (higher) temperature are selected as seeds for the next 

(lower) temperature. The selection involves adding all-atom detail to a few coarse

grained conformations to pick as seeds among them those conformations that are also 

low-energy in all-atom detail. Each step of the MC-SA scheme is described next. 
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Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing With a Coarse-grained Model 

The MC-SA in MuSE, based on the original work in [KGV83], gradually lowers 

the MC temperature from a high value T0 down to room temperature Tk = 300K 

(equilibrium conditions). At higher temperatures, uphill movements in the underlying 

energy landscape are accepted with high probability, allowing crossing energy barriers 

and obtaining a broad view of conformational space. As temperature is lowered, 

downhill movements become prevalent and focus the search in local minima. The 

MC-SA implemented here lowers temperature k times according to the following 

cooling schedule. 

The initial temperature T0 for the MC-SA scheme is determined from a desired 

acceptance probability associated with generated conformations. Initially, a coarse

grained conformation whose energy is 8E = 10 kcal/mol higher than that of the 

previously generated conformation is accepted with a probability of 0.5. This accep

tance probability corresponds to e~SE^kBT°^ = 0.5, which gives an initial temperature 

T0 of ~ 7261 K (&B denotes the Boltzmann constant). The final temperature T/ is 

set to 300 K. The temperature To is progressively lowered k times according to a pro-

T — portional cooling schedule that updates the MC temperature as in T i+1 = Tj • -^fc+1 

until Tk — Tf. Temperatures for each 0 < i < k are shown in Figure 6.1(a). 

At each temperature Tj (0 < i < k), ns seed conformations are chosen. Then, sev

eral MC simulations are launched from each seed conformation. The MC simulations 

launched from a seed conformation differ from one another in how much they confine 
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Fig. 6.1: (a) shows the temperatures during the MC-SA. (b) shows through a histogram 
the population of configurations for trimers in the local database. 

conformations they generate around a given radius of gyration (Rg), which is the av

erage distance of atoms from the center of mass. The confinement is enforced through 

an energetic penalty in the coarse-grained energy function described below. Confin

ing different MC simulations to search inside spheres of a goal radius Rggoal allows 

discretizing the conformational space available to a protein and effectively expediting 

the exploration. 

Low-energy conformations that capture a protein in different functional states may 

have different radii of gyration. This is certainly the case in the proteins considered 

here, which assume different functional states through large-scale motions. Therefore, 

it is not reasonable to bias the exploration to a single and prefixed Rggoai value. 

To allow for large-scale motions, MuSE considers various Rggoai values which are 
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determined before the MC-SA begins. ns long MC simulations are carried out from 

slightly perturbed extended conformations at the highest temperature T0 without any 

confinement. The distribution of Rg values of the generated conformations is then 

discretized to determine m Rggoai values. These m values are then used in the MC-SA 

as follows: at each temperature Tj, from each of the ns seeds, m MC simulations are 

launched, each one confining generated conformations by one of the m Rggoal values. 

Traditionally, structure prediction methods bias towards native-like conforma

tions with ideal radii of gyration Ro = 2.83 x AT0-34 [PUE+04,GFR05,PHE+06]. This 

value, close to that predicted by theory [FR05], biases assembly towards collapsed 

conformations. MuSE instead aims to capture diverse functional states of proteins: 

non-collapsed conformations (assumed by proteins such as CaM) should not be dis

carded if they are energetically feasible. For this reason, each temperature in the 

MC-SA launches many MC simulations that employ different goal radii of gyration 

to allow for the possibility of non-collapsed conformations. 

Choosing Seed Conformations From Which to Explore 

The choice of seeds is crucial to the success of the MC-SA exploration. Seeds for 

simulations at. the highest temperature T0 are obtained by randomly applying < 2° 

perturbations to the 0 = —120°, tp = 120° backbone dihedral angles of an extended 

chain. For each lower temperature Ti+i during the MC-SA, seeds are selected as 

follows. 

Conformations generated at a previous temperature Tj are collected in an ensem-
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ble VLTi. A structural analysis is first performed over VtTi to select nc low-energy 

conformations that are either obtained very often during the MC-SA or are geomet

rically distinct. These nc conformations represent nc "basins" in the coarse-grained 

space. These basins are mapped to an all-atom space by adding all-atom detail to the 

nc conformations and energetically minimizing them in an all-atom energy function 

and implicit solvation model. In the end, ns out of the nc conformations are chosen 

that are low in energy in all-atom detail. The all-atom detail is then stripped off the 

ns chosen seeds so the MC-SA exploration can continue in the coarse-grained space. 

Implementation details on the seed selection strategy are related in section 6.2.1. 

Metropolis Monte Carlo Simulations To Generate Coarse-grained Confor

mations 

Each MC simulation starts from a seed conformation and lasts for a total of A^MC 

cycles. A cycle consists of N-A moves, where N is the number of amino acids in a 

protein chain (there are at most AT-4 trimers on such a chain). Each move involves 

choosing a trimer randomly over the chain. The local database of trirrier configura

tions is then queried with the amino-acid sequence of the trimer. A configuration (6 

backbone dihedral angles) is selected randomly over the ones available for the trimer 

in the database. The selected configuration that is proposed to replace that of the 

trimer in the current conformation is accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis 

criterion. 

In particular, MuSE compiles and maintains a local fragment database during 
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the coarse-grained exploration in the first stage. A PDB subset of nonredundant 

protein structures (as of July 2007) is obtained through the PISCES server [WD03]. 

Chosen proteins have < 40% sequence similarity, < 2.5 A resolution if the structure is 

obtained through X-ray crystallography, or R-factor < 0.2 if obtained through NMR. 

The 6,056 protein chains in this subset are split into all possible overlapping fragments 

of three consecutive amino acids. For each trimer, the local database maintains the 

list of configurations (6 backbone dihedral angles) populated by the trimer over all 

protein chains (a total of 10,072,004 trimer configurations). 

Figure 6.1(b) shows that the populations of different trimers are very heteroge

neous. However, all possible 203 trimers are populated, and only 70/8,000 have less 

than 10 configurations. Low populations for this small percentage of trimers are as

sociated with bulky amino acids that are energetically penalized for being neighbors 

in a protein chain. It is worth pointing out that for all the protein sequences in this 

study, no trimers have less than 21 configurations in the local database. 

A coarse-grained energy function is used to evaluate the energy of the conforma

tion resulting after each move. Since trimer configurations are compiled over PDB 

structures, local terms are not included in the energy function. The energy is a lin

ear combination of the non-local terms ELennard-Jones, EH-Bond, Econtact, Ewater, Eburiai, 

ERg. In particular, ELennard-Jones is an adaption of the 12-6 Lennard-Jones poten

tial employed in AMBER9 [CDC+06]. The adaptation allows for a soft penetration 

of vdw spheres. EH-Bond is a hydrogen-bonding term implemented as in [GFR05]. 
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The -̂ contact, Ewater, and Eburiai terms, implemented as in the AMW energy func

tion [PUE+04], allow considering water-mediated interactions in coarse-grained con

formations. The C/3 positions that are needed to evaluate these three terms are 

computed from the backbone of a conformation as in [MKS97]. The ERg term imple

ments the energetic penalty (Rg — Rggoai)
2 if a conformation's radius of gyration Rg 

is above Rggoal. 

An important consideration during each move in an MC simulation is how to 

choose trimers. In the proposed implementation of the method, each of the N — 4 

moves in a cycle of an MC simulation in MuSE chooses a trimer randomly over 

the sequence of N amino acids. If instead, each move proceeds in order down the 

sequence, it is easy to get stuck trying to find acceptable configurations for the chosen 

trimer. Randomly picking trimers over the sequence allows getting out of such "local 

minima." 

Determining the length of an MC simulation is also crucial to ensure a broad 

exploration. Averages in each of the terms of coarse-grained energy values obtained 

during an MC simulation are observed to determine the duration, number of NMC 

cycles, of an MC simulation. If the averages converge between windows of w cycles, 

the simulation terminates. For the proteins here, convergence in averages of energy 

terms is checked every w = 500 cycles and is achieved at ~1000 cycles. Thus, an MC 

simulation is carried for NMC = 2000 cycles. 

Moreover, the acceptance probability (conformations can be accepted or rejected 
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according to the Metropolis criterion) during an MC simulation may diverge from the 

goal acceptance probability associated with the goal temperature Tj of the simulation. 

The effective MC temperature of the simulation is updated every I = 100 cycles to 

improve agreement with the goal temperature. Frequent updates are avoided and no 

updates are performed after updatestop = 500 cycles. 

In particular, every I cycles, the current acceptance ratio Racccurr is measured over 

the number of accepted conformations by the MC simulation. This ratio is compared 

to the goal acceptance ratio Raccgoai set out for the simulation. If (1—tol) xRaccgoai < 

Racccurr < (l' + tol) x Raccgoai or the MC simulation has reached its updatestop cycle, 

the temperature of the simulation is not updated (tol = 0.1). The reason for avoiding 

frequent updates is so that the temperature will not be overly sensitive to local findings 

of the exploration. Moreover, the temperature is actually locked after updatestop 

cycles to maintain the detailed balance within an MC simulation. If none of these 

criteria are met and Racccurr falls below (above) the allowed interval, the temperature 

of the simulation is increased (decreased) by a factor of a = 0.1, small enough for a 

gradual effect. 

Seeding Monte Carlo Simulations 

After all MC simulations at temperature Tj terminate, their conformations are 

collected in the ensemble: fly.. Conformations with energies no higher than (E^) 

averaged over fy^ are retained in the ensemble Q^.. This energetic criterion ensures 

that conformations selected as seeds for the next MC simulations will come from 
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low-energy regions in the coarse-grained energy landscape. 

A structural analysis is then conducted on Q^ to identify "basins" in the coarse

grained energy landscape. Conformations are binned by radii of gyration to yield 

t = 11 sub-ensembles f2£.ji? oal- A conformation C with Rg(C) is placed in a specific 

bin Rggoal if |Rg(C) - Rgg oJ < SRg, where 5Rg = min{1.4A, ^Rg g o a l T i + 1 }. This 

binning limits the expected increase in energy by the confinement penalty at the next 

temperature T i+1 to 1.0 kcal/mol. 

Conformations to seed MC simulation at the next temperature Tj+i are now chosen 

from ensemble O^ R oal. Different strategies can be implemented to choose ns confor

mations from the ensemble £ITUR oal: (i) conformations can be chosen randomly; (ii) 

they can be cluster centroids; (iii) an energetic criterion can be employed; or (iv) a 

combination of the above. 

MuSE uses the following strategy. Conformations in Cl^. R oai are clustered accord

ing to 1RMSD with the Leader algorithm [JDC87]. Obtained clusters (each limited 

to a radius of crad = 2.0 A) are ordered according to their populations to reveal those 

with at least npop = 5 conformations. At most nc = 100 centroid conformations are 

chosen1, each one from clusters that meet the population cutoff. 

If less than nc clusters meet this cutoff, the rest of the conformations are chosen 

from f2^ o in such a way that each selected conformation maximizes its 1RMSD 

from those already selected. This strategy identifies geometrically distinct conforma

tions in the absence of highly-populated ones. 

: The centroid of a cluster is the lowest-energy conformation populating the cluster. 
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The resulting nc conformations now capture distinct "basins" in the coarse-grained 

landscape. However, due to inherent approximations in the coarse-grained energy 

function, it is not clear that these basins are also low-energy minima in an all-

atom space. Hence, an energetic analysis follows. The analysis first adds atomic 

detail to the nc conformations by adding side chains onto each of their backbones 

as in [HKC07]. The resulting all-atom nc conformations are then refined with the 

AMBER ff03 force field [DWC+03] using the GB implicit solvation model [STHH90]. 

The refinement is a conjugate gradient descent that checks for convergence in energy. 

The correlation between coarse-grained energies and all-atom energies of conforma

tions after the refinement is computed to associate a score to each conformation. The 

score ensures that, when correlation is high, ns = 5 conformations whose all-atom 

energies best match their coarse-grained energies are chosen as seeds. Otherwise, ns 

conformations with lowest all-atom energy are selected. 

This strategy deals with the issue of error and uncertainty in the coarse-grained 

energy function that may affect the determination of basins. Since this function uses 

a coarse-grained representation that integrates out all DOFs besides backbone heavy 

atoms and side-chain Cp atoms, it is important to regularly estimate whether basins 

in the coarse-grained landscape remain low-energy regions when adding atomic detail. 

After ns conformations are finally selected, the extra DOFs (side chains) are removed 

to guide the MC simulations at the next temperature back in the coarse-grained space. 
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6-2.2 Stage 2: Exploration in an All-atom Conformational Space 

The first stage allows efficiently sampling a large number of coarse-grained confor

mations. Conformations obtained during the lowest three temperatures in the MC-SA 

are considered, and their energy distribution is evaluated. Among them, conforma

tions with energy no higher than one standard deviation from the average energy 

are selected and used as starting points in the second stage of MuSE to explore the 

all-atom conformational space. 

All-atom detail is added to the lowest-energy coarse-grained conformations as 

in [HKC07]. Each all-atom conformation is then energetically minimized with the 

AMBER ff03 energy function [DWC+03] and the Generalized Born (GB) implicit 

solvation model [STHH90]. Out of the resulting all-atom conformations, only those 

with energies no higher than 100 kcal/mol from the global minimum energy are re

tained. This cutoff discards conformations with negligible Boltzmann probabilities at 

equilibrium. 

The all-atom conformations are projected on a low-dimensional landscape through 

ScIMAP, a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique proposed [DMS+06] and 

tested in [PSCK07, SKC08b]. Free energy values are calculated over this landscape 

to yield a low-dimensional free energy landscape. Free energy minima emerging in 

the landscape highlight conformational ensembles that are possibly relevant at equi

librium. The lowest-energy conformations associated with the free energy minima are 

chosen as reference to further explore the conformational space around the minima. 
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This focused exploration of the minima is implemented through PEM, a multiscale 

method proposed and tested in [SCK06, SKC07, SCK07] to explore the all-atom con

formational space around a given conformation. 

6.2.3 Implementation Details 

All simulations have been performed on 2.2 GHz AMD64 Opteron CPUs. The 

MG-SA lowers temperature k = 14 times. An MC simulation of 2000 cycles takes 

between 1-4 hours on a single CPU for the protein sequences considered here. At 

each temperature and from each of the ns = 5 seed conformations, m MC simulations 

are launched. Implementations with ns > 5 seeds have been considered for the 

broader exploration that would be obtained. The number of generated conformations, 

however, becomes too large for storage and time demands. 

The distribution of Rg values among conformations generated from 10,000 cycles 

long MC simulations is analyzed to determine (Rg). (Rg) = 23.4 A for calbindin 

D9k, and (Rg) = 33.4 A for the CaM and ADK proteins here. Then, m = 11 Rggoa] 

values are specified as follows: Rggoai = oo (meaning no confinement is imposed), 

Rggoal = (Rg), and 9 more at consecutive 1.4 A decrements from (Rg). For example, 

in the most confined MC simulation for calbindin D9k, Rggoai
 = 10.8A, which matches 

that predicted from theory for a chain of 76 amino acids [FR05]. 

In total 5 x 11 = 55 MC simulations are run (in parallel) at each temperature on 

different CPUs. A total of 14 x 55 x 2000 = 1,540,000 coarse-grained conformations 

are generated in 14-56 hours on 55 CPUs. For the calbindin D9k, CaM, and ADK 
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proteins considered here, 45363, 54820, and 48394 conformations, respectively, are 

selected from the first stage and handed off to the second stage. From this point 

on, the second stage focuses on 29290, 33166, and 29424 all-atom conformations, re

spectively, that meet the 100 kcal/mol cutoff described above. The PEM exploration 

around each free energy minimum yields on average 2,000 low-energy all-atom confor

mations. The all-atom energy minimizations are the most computational demanding 

in PEM, bringing the total time of the second stage to 2-4 weeks on 50 CPUs for the 

results presented here. 

6.3 Applications to Various Protein Sequences 

Results presented below are obtained from the application of MuSE to three 

increasingly long proteins that are known to undergo large-scale functional motions. 

6.3.1 Calbindin D9k 

The first protein selected is the 76-aa sequence of calbindin Dgk, a protein that 

transports Ca2+, Mg2+, and Mn2+ ions [CGR89, AML+97]. Calbindin D9k is an EF-

hand protein, a four-helix bundle with two helix-loop-helix EF-hand motifs. The 

N-terminus EF-hand contains helix HI, metal-binding loop LI, and helix H2. The 

C-terminus EF-hand contains helix H3, metal-binding loop L2, and helix H4. A linker 

region links the EF-hands. 

Figure 6.2(a2) superimposes 160 experimental structures available for calbindin 
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D9k in the PDB. There are differences among these structures in the network of 

van-der-waals contacts and hydrogen bonds. In particular, contacts between helices 

HI and H4 and between H2 and H3 are formed with widely varying probabilities, 

indicating these helices can fluctuate away from each other. A wide range of contact 

probabilities also indicate that the linker and loops LI and L2 are highly mobile. 

These 160 structures capture calbindin D9k in different functional states. Compari

son of the metal-free (apo) [SKC95], Ca2+- [STF92], Mg2+-, and Mn2+-binding [AML+97] 

states reveals that the internal structures of the helices remain largely unperturbed. 

On the other hand, LI, L2, and the linker act as hinges to pack the helices more 

tightly in the Mg2+- and the Mn2+-binding states. It is reasonable to assume that 

these functional states coexist at equilibrium with different probabilities depending 

on ion concentrations [LJC95]. 

6.3.2 Calmodulin 

The second protein considered is the 144-aa sequence of calmodulin (CaM), an EF-

hand protein that binds calcium and regulates > 100 proteins, such as kinases, phos

phodiesterases, calcium pumps, and motility proteins [MK84, Mea88,OD90]. CaM 

resembles a dumbbell structure where the terminal domains, linked through a flexible 

cn-helix, are in a trans orientation from each other on either side of the linker. 

Three main functional states are observed in experiment. Differences among them 

are mostly due to a partial unfolding around residue 77 in the central a-helix linker. 

Further bending of the linker around this point brings the terminal domains in contact 
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with each other. Figure 6.2(b) superimposes three X-ray structures capturing CaM 

in its main functional states. The apo state, PDB code lcfd [KTG+95], is shown in 

magenta; the calcium-binding state, PDB code Icll [BBC88, CMMQ92], is in blue; 

the collapsed peptide-binding state, PDB code 2f3y [FHHQ05], is in green. 

The terminal domains are similar in structure (1RMSD between them is 1.0 A). 

The central helix is fully formed in the calcium-binding state, partially unfolds in its 

middle in the apo state, and bends in the collapsed state, bringing the domains in 

contact. Transitions between the apo and collapsed states are observed in experiment 

and simulation [FED+95, ZJZ07]. Novel collapsed states are reported in a few MD 

studies [SV04,PFNG06]. 

6.3.3 Adenylate Kinase 

The third protein considered is the 214-aa sequence of adenylate kinase (ADK), a 

phosphotransferase enzyme that maintains energy balance in cells by catalyzing the 

reversible reaction Mg2+ • ATP + AMP ^ Mg2+ • ADP + ADP [RL68]. The enzyme 

has a CORE domain and AMP- and ATP-binding domains. The substrate-binding 

domains undergo large-scale motions to independently bind substrates, giving rise to 

four functional states: the apo state, where both substrate-binding domains are open, 

the collapsed state, where both are closed, and two intermediate states, where one of 

the domains is open and the other closed. 

Figure 6.2(c) superimposes four X-ray structures. The structure shown in ma

genta, PDB code 4ake [MSRS96], shows ADK in its apo state. The collapsed state, 
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PDB code 2aky [AS95], is shown in blue. The two intermediate states, PDB codes 

ldvr [SPS96] and 2ak3 [DS91], are respectively shown in orange and green. The 

AMP-binding domain is open and the ATP-binding domain is closed in ldvr, while 

the ATP-binding domain is open and the AMP-binding domain is closed in 2ak3. 

Transitions of ADK between the apo and collapsed states are observed both in 

experiment and simulation [AW07,SQH07,LW08]. While the free energy difference 

between the apo and collapsed states has been reported to be negligible at room 

temperature, the two intermediate states of ADK have been associated with higher 

energies [LW08]. As such, ADK is an ideal system to test the performance of MuSE. 

6.3.4 Generation of Conformational Ensembles 

The analysis presented here focuses on 29290, 33166, and 29424 lowest-energy 

all-atom conformations obtained from applying MuSE on calbindin Dgk, CaM, and 

ADK, respectively. These conformations are projected onto a lower-dimensional space 

by using the ScIMAP nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique [DMS+06] to 

extract a few global coordinates that best distinguish among conformations. 

The ScIMAP analysis reveals that 2 global coordinates capture more than 70% 

of the structural variability in the ensemble of conformations of each protein. The 

low-dimensional landscapes presented below are obtained with 3000 landmarks, 50 

nearest neighbors, and using 1RMSD for nearest neighbor calculations. Free energy 

calculations on the low-dimensional landscapes highlight free energy minima for each 
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(b) (c) 

Fig. 6.2: (al) Heliees H1-H4 and loops LI and L2 are labeled over the PDB structure 
4icb of calbindin Dgk- (a2) 160 PDB structures are superimposed over one another. X-ray 
structures and first structures of NMR ensembles are in opaque. Additional NMR structures 
are in transparent, (b) CaM PDB structures are superimposed over one another: lcfd is 
in magenta, lcll in blue, and 2f3y is in green, (c) ADK PDB structures are superimposed 
over one another: 4ake is in magenta, 2ak3 in orange, ldvr in green, and 2aky in blue. 

protein. The conformational space around the minima is further explored with P E M . 

Three main results emerge from the analysis of the free energy landscapes obtained 

for the three proteins: (i) on calbindin D ^ , the two free energy minima obtained 
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capture well the difference in packing of EF-hand helices in the various functional 

states; (ii) on both CaM and ADK, the free energy minima are in correspondence to 

known functional states; (hi) higher-energy ensembles are also observed. Interestingly, 

these ensembles for CaM have been reported on a few MD studies and may correspond 

to (yet) unobserved metastable collapsed functional states. 

6.3.5 Analysis of Generated Ensembles of Calbindin D9k 

Figure 6.3(a) shows the free energy landscape of calbindin D9k as a function of the 

first two global coordinates revealed by ScIMAP for the ensemble of conformations 

obtained by MuSE. Free energy values are color-coded in a red-to-blue spectrum 

that denotes high-to-low values. The experimental structures of calbindin D9k are 

projected on this 2D landscape and shown as black circles. 

The two lowest free energy minima are labeled A and B in Figure 6.3(a). The ex

perimental structures, when projected on the 2D landscape, cluster around minimum 

A. The energetic separation between A and B is ~ 3 kcal/mol. Given understandable 

approximations in empirical energy functions and the approximations used in MuSE, 

the two minima can be considered energetically equivalent. 

The conformational ensembles corresponding to minima A and B are shown in Fig

ures 6.3(al) and 6.3(bl), respectively. The lowest-energy conformations within each 

ensemble, shown in opaque in Figures 6.3(al)-(bl), have an 1RMSD of 2.36 and 5.14 

A from PDB structure 4icb (Ca2+-binding state), respectively. The 1RMSD lowers 

down to 1.89 and 2.59 A, respectively, when the Local-Global Alignment (LGA) tool 
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is used [Zem03]. The lower values result from the fact that LGA localizes structural 

differences between two conformations2. 

Both ensembles in Figures 6.3(al)-(bl) capture the overall fold of calbindin D9k. 

The helices are well-formed, whereas LI, L2, and the linker are very mobile. The main 

difference between the two ensembles is in the packing of the EF-hand helices: tighter 

packing is observed in the ensemble in Figure 6.3(al). In particular, the distance 

between central residues in loops LI and L2 has an average of 12.69 A in the ensemble 

in Figure 6.3(al) and an average of 14.33 A in the ensemble in Figure 6.3(bl). For 

comparison, this average is 11.33 A in PDB structure 4icb. The tighter packing in 

the ensemble associated with minimum A is in good agreement with what is observed 

in the Mg2+- and Mn2+-binding states [AML+97]. On the other hand, looser packing 

is observed in the apo and the Ca2+-binding states [SKC95,STF92], consistent with 

what is observed in the ensemble associated with minimum B. 

The lowest-energy conformations of the ensembles corresponding to minima A 

and B are used as references to further explore the conformational space through 

PEM. The PEM-generated ensembles, shown in Figures 6.3(a2)-(b2), reproduce 

the structural features that distinguish minima A and B and corroborate the results 

obtained from the coarse-grained exploration. 

The conformational ensembles associated with minima A and B can be further 

characterized by considering the network of van-der-waals contacts and hydrogen 

2LGA is used to assess similarity between predictions and targets in structure prediction 
[MFK+07]. 
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Fig. 6.3: (a) Red-to-blue color spectrum in 2D landscape obtained for calbindin D ^ denotes 
high-to-low free energy values. Black circles show projections of PDB structures over the 
landscape. The projection of PDB structure 4icb is drawn in magenta. The lowest free 
energy minima are labeled A and B. Conformational ensembles corresponding to A and B 
are shown in (al) and (bl), respectively. Conformations are superimposed in transparent 
over lowest-energy one drawn in opaque. (a2) and (b2) show ensembles obtained with PEM 
from each lowest-energy conformation. 

bonds. Probabilities of contacts and hydrogen bonds formation are measured as 

Boltzmann averages over each ensemble. These probabilities are shown by the color-

coded maps in Figures 6.4(a3)-(b3). Darker colors denote higher probabilities. For 

comparison, the bottom halves of these maps show the formation probabilities mea

sured by averaging over the 160 experimental structures of calbindin D9k- Two amino 

acids are defined in contact if the Euclidean distance between two of their heavy atoms 
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is < 4.5 A. A hydrogen bond is considered formed if the OH distance is less than 2.4 

A and the maximum NHO angle for the hydrogen bond alignment is 2.44 rad [NB08]. 

(a3) (b3) 

Fig. 6.4: (a3) and (b3) compares contacts and hydrogen bonds measured over enriched 
conformational ensembles corresponding to A and B (top half) to contacts and hydrogen 
bonds averaged over the PDB structures. Darker shades denote higher probabilities. 

The high similarity between the top and bottom halves of the map in Figure 6.4(a3) 

indicates that the conformational ensemble associated with minimum A captures the 

main interactions present in the experimental structures. In particular, interactions 

between loops L1-L2, H1-H2, and H3-H4 occur with high probability. This result 

confirms the tight packing of the helices that characterizes conformations associated 

with minimum A. On the other hand, Figure 6.4(b3) shows that some of these inter

actions occur rarely in the ensemble associated with minimum B, as a result of the 

looser packing that characterizes conformations in minimum B. 
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6.3.6 Analysis of Generated Ensembles of Calmodulin 

The free energy landscape of CaM lowest-energy conformations generated by 

MuSE is shown as a function of the first two global coordinates in Figure 6.5(a). 

Free energy values are color-coded in a red-to-blue spectrum to denote high-to-low 

values. Three low-energy minima emerge, labeled A, B, and C in Figure 6.5(a). The 

first global coordinate separates A from B and C, whereas the second coordinate sep

arates C from A and B. The projection of PDB structure lcll (drawn in blue) on this 

landscape falls near minimum A, that of lcfd (in magenta) falls near B, and that of 

2f3y (in green) falls near C, Energy differences among the minima are < 1 kcal/mol. 

The conformational ensembles corresponding to minima A, B, and C are shown in 

Figures 6.5(al), 6.5(bl), and 6.5(d), respectively. The main feature in the ensemble 

corresponding to minimum A is a well-formed a-helix in the linker, as in PDB struc

ture lcll. The helix is partially unfolded in the ensemble corresponding to minimum 

B, as in PDB structure lcfd. The linker bends further in the ensemble corresponding 

to minimum C, as in PDB structure 2f3y. The three ensembles show that the terminal 

domains exhibit some mobility while largely preserving their secondary structures. 

The lowest-energy conformations in ensembles A, B, and C, shown in opaque in 

Figures 6.5(al)-(bl), have LGA IRMSDs of 2.572, 2.201, and 2.792 A from PDB struc

tures lcll, lcfd, and 2f3y, respectively. These conformations are used as references to 

further search in all-atom detail the conformational space around the minima. The 

PEM-generated ensembles, shown in Figures 6.5(a3)-(b3), reproduce well the struc-
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Fig. 6.5: (a) Red-to-blue color spectrum denotes high-to-low free energies. Free energy 
minima are labeled A, B, and C. PDB structures projected on landscape are lcfd in magenta, 
lcll in blue, and 2f3y in green. (a2)-(c2) show ensembles corresponding to A, B, and G. 
Conformations are superimposed in transparent over lowest-energy ones in opaque. (a3)-(c3) 
show conformational ensembles obtained with PEM from each lowest-energy conformation. 
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tural differences among the minima and further support the conformational diversity-

captured from the coarse-grained exploration. 

Figure 6.5(a) shows that minimum B is broader than A and C, The correspond

ing conformational ensemble in Figure 6.5(bl) provides an explanation: the partial 

unfolding of the helix linker in this ensemble allows access to a large configurational 

space. Figure 6.5(a) also shows that minima A, B, and C are not isolated from one 

another. Conformations bridging A and B exhibit the helix linker gradually unfolding 

in its middle, whereas conformations bridging B and C further bend the linker. The 

conformations bridging the minima may provide transitions between the three main 

functional states of CaM. Conformations mediating between the calcium-binding and 

collapsed states have been observed in 20-ns MD simulations [SV04]. 

Inspection of MuSE-obtained conformations reveals higher-energy collapsed en

sembles not (yet) observed in experiment. Similar collapsed structures have been 

observed in MD simulations when CaM is depleted of a calcium ion [PFNG06]. 

Formation probabilities of van-der-waals contacts and hydrogen bonds are mea

sured over each ensemble associated with the minima and are shown by color-coded 

maps in Figures 6.6(a3)-(e3). The bottom halves of the maps show contacts and 

hydrogen bonds measured over PDB structures lcll, lcfd, and 2f3y, respectively. 

Darker colors denote higher probabilities. The maps associated with the ensembles 

corresponding to minima A, B, and C largely reproduce those of PDB structures 

lcll, lcfd, and 2f3y, respectively. Figure 6.6(a3) shows additional rare interactions 
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between the terminal domains that arise as the domains move closer to a linker that 

bends slightly without unfolding in minimum A. Similar interactions are present in 

Figure 6.6(b3), as the linker unfolds in minimum B. Figure 6.6(c3) shows that this 

interdomain coupling becomes more prevalent as the linker bends further in minimum 

C. Such coupling has been observed in MD studies [SV04]. 

6.3.7 Analysis of Generated Ensembles of Adenylate Kinase 

Figure 6.7(a) shows the free energy landscape associated with MuSE-generated 

ADK conformations as a function of the two global coordinates obtained from ScIMAP 

Color-coding free energy values in a red-to-blue spectrum that denotes high-to-low 

values reveals two free energy minima, labeled A and B in Figure 6.7(a). The energetic 

difference between the minima is ~ 1.3 kcal/mol. 

The four X-ray structures of ADK that capture this protein's functional states 

are projected and drawn on the landscape in Figure 6.7(a) in different colors: the 

projection of PDB structure 4ake is shown in magenta, ldvr is in orange, 2ak3 is 

in green, and 2aky is in blue. Figure 6.7(a) shows that, when projected on the free 

energy landscape, 4ake, which captures ADK in its apo state, falls near minimum A, 

and 2aky, which captures the enzyme in its collapsed state, falls near minimum B. 

The conformational ensembles corresponding to minima A and B are shown in 

Figures 6.7(al) and 6,7(bl), respectively. The main features in the ensemble in Figure 

6.7(al) are open AMP- and ATP-binding domains, as in 4ake. Both domains are 

closed in the ensemble in Figure 6.7(bl), as in 2aky. The lowest-energy conformations 
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Fig. 6.6: Top halves of maps in (a3), (b3), and (c3) show contact and hydrogen-bond 
formation probabilities measured over ensembles associated with minima A, B, and C. 
Bottom halves show contacts and hydrogen bonds in PDB structure lcll in (a3), lefd in 
(b3), and 2f3y in (c3). Darker shades denote higher probabilities. 
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in each ensemble, shown in opaque in Figures 6.7(al)-(bl), are within within 2.951 

and 3.265 A LGA 1RMSD from PDB structures 4ake and 2aky, respectively. 

10 20 40 50 60 

(al). (a2) (bl) (b2) 

Fig. 6.7: (a) Red-to-blue color spectrum in 2D landscape obtained for ADK denotes high-
to-low free energy values. Free energy minima are labeled A and B. PDB structures are 
projected on the landscape: 4ake in magenta, 2ak3 in orange, ldvr in green, and 2aky 
in blue, (al) and (bl) show ensembles corresponding to A and B. Conformations are 
superimposed in transparent over lowest-energy ones drawn in opaque. (a2) and (b2) show 
conformational ensembles obtained with PEM from each lowest-energy conformation. 

The lowest-energy conformations in each minimum are used as references for PEM 

to further explore the space around A and B. The obtained ensembles, shown in 
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Figures 6.7(a2)-(b2), reproduce the apo and collapsed states of ADK, further sup

porting the structural features associated with the predicted minima. Figures 6.8(a3) 

and 6.8(b3) juxtapose formation probabilities of contacts and hydrogen bonds mea

sured over the ensembles associated with minima A and B to contacts and hydrogen 

bonds in PDB structures 4ake and 2aky. The maps associated with the conformational 

ensembles respectively reproduce the maps associated with the PDB structures. 

The projection of PDB structures on the landscape in Figure 6.7(a) reveals that 

the intermediate functional states, where one terminal domain is open and the other 

closed, are not obtained as free energy minima. These states are associated with 

energy barriers in the transition between the apo and collapsed states [LW08]. The 

higher energies associated with these intermediate states disqualify conformations 

representative of these states from being selected for further exploration in MuSE. 

Instead, the lower-energy apo and collapsed states of ADK prevail in the landscape of

fered by MuSE as relevant at equilibrium. Folding simulations like the one in [LW08] 

could be employed to launch MD trajectories and capture the intermediate states as 

ADK transitions between the apo and collapsed states obtained by MuSE. 

6.4 MuSE: Discussion and Conclusion 

The application of a multiscale strategy to explore the conformational space repro

duces well known functional states for the three proteins considered. In particular, on 

calbindin D9k, the obtained free energy minima capture the variation in the packing 
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Fig. 6.8: (a3) and (b3) show contacts and hydrogen bonds measured over enriched confor
mational ensembles corresponding to A and B (top half). The bottom halves show contacts 
and hydrogen bonds in PDB structure 4ake in (a3) and 2aky in (b3). Darker shades denote 
higher probabilities. 

of EF-hand helices. One minimum is associated with a tighter packing, as observed in 

the Mg2+- and the Mn2+-binding states. The other minimum shows a looser packing, 

as in the apo and Ca2+-binding states. On CaM, the three obtained free energy min

ima reproduce the three documented functional states. The two free energy minima 

obtained for ADK capture well the apo and collapsed states of this protein. 

Intermediate functional states are not directly observed for ADK. The higher 

energy of these states probably discards their conformations in the first stage of the 

exploration. However, by capturing the apo and collapsed states, MuSE could be 

further enhanced by simulation studies as in [LW08], MD trajectories could provide 

details on states mediating the transition of a protein between the main functional 
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states associated with the free energy minima obtained with MuSE, 

The selection of seed conformations, the multiscale search for these seeds, the par

allel simulations launched from selected seeds in the first stage, and the coarse-grained 

energy function employed during this stage are all critical components that together 

guide the exploration to relevant regions in the all-atom conformational space. High-

dimensional conformational spaces associated with longer (> 300 aas) proteins than 

the ones considered here may require employing different seed selection strategies, 

loosening some of the energetic cutoffs, and even employing coarser representations 

than the one used in the first stage. Realistic coarse-grained energy functions need to 

be devised for even coarser representations. Alternatively, multiple levels of coarse-

graining could be employed to explorate a larger high-dimensional space. 

Analysis of the conformational ensembles obtained here reveals higher-energy en

sembles of collapsed conformations, some of which are shown in Figure 6.9. Similar 

collapsed conformations have been reported, for instance, for CaM in MD studies but 

not (yet) in experiment. One cannot rule out that the presence of these conformations 

may be due to approximations in empirical energy functions or in the method. Mul

tiple energy functions and representations can be employed in the future to improve 

predictions made by the method. 

A different explanation for the presence of additional conformational ensembles 

may be offered by considering the difference between thermodynamics and kinetics. 

MuSE is thermodynamic in nature. Association of timescales to access different 



(a) (b) ' (c) 

Fig. 6.9: Higher-energy conformational ensemble obtained for calbindin D ^ in (a), CaM 
in (b) and ADK in (c). The lowest-energy conformations within each ensemble are drawn 
in opaque, superimposing the remaining conformations in an ensemble in transparent. The 
ensemble in (a) corresponds to the region {10 < x < 20,2 < y < 8} in the 2D free 
energy landscape obtained for calbindin Dg .̂ The ensemble in (b) corresponds to the 
region {5 < x < 10,5 < y < 10} in the 2D free energy landscape obtained for CaM. The 
ensemble in (c) corresponds to the region {—35 < x < —25, —15 < y < 0} in the 2D free 
energy landscape obtained for ADK. 

conformational ensembles is an obvious direction for future work, that can improve 

accuracy and strengthen the connection with experiment. 

The proposed MuSE marks a first step towards obtaining a picture of the con

formational diversity of proteins at equilibrium. The results obtained by MuSE can 

serve as a robust starting point to characterize functional motions in proteins, either 

in combination with more refined computational methods, or with experiments. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion 

Obtaining the ensemble of conformations populated by a protein under native 

conditions is important to understand how the protein uses these conformations to 

modulate its biological function. The methods described here have made several 

contributions to the in silico treatment of the protein native state. They are leading to 

a comprehensive view of the native conformational ensemble in proteins that employ 

large-scale concerted motions to assume diverse functional states. 

The presented methods search for native conformations using systematically less 

information from experimental techniques: (i) first employing an experimental struc

ture to guide the search in proteins ~ 100 aas long ; (ii) then replacing the exper

imental structure with a closure constraint in cyclic peptides 20—30 aas long; (iii) 

finally, employing only the amino-acid sequence of small- to medium-size proteins. 

A probabilistic exploration conducted hierarchically and at multiple levels of detail 

is proposed to efficiently probe the vast high-dimensional protein conformational space 

and detect energy minima emerging in the free energy surface associated with the 

space. As less experimental information is employed, combining a broad view of a 
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coarse-grained conformational space with a detailed all-atom view of emerging energy 

minima becomes crucial to the success of the methods presented here. 

Applications of the PEM method on proteins of various folds reproduce with 

high accuracy wet-lab data that span a broad range of timescales. Applications of the 

NcCYP method on cysteine-rich cyclic peptides capture well both the conformational 

diversity of the native state in these peptides and the diversity of their disulfide 

bonds under native conditions. Finally, applications of the MuSE method on protein 

sequences up to 214 aas long show the ability of this method to extract from amino-

acid sequence the conformational ensembles populated in different functional states. 

The problem of extracting the native conformational ensemble from just amino-

acid sequence has proven challenging in computational biology for four decades. The 

results obtained in this thesis are promising enough to motivate further work in this 

direction. Adding timescale information to computed conformational ensembles is 

one potential direction of future research to improve in silico predictions. 

The methods presented in this thesis bridge between computer science, biophysical 

theory, and wet-lab experiments. By obtaining the conformational ensemble(s) asso

ciated with the protein native state, these methods have the potential to complement 

experiments in the study of function and mechanism in proteins. 
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